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ON THE COVER The moon, 

seen in a color-enhanced 

composite photograph.

ABOVE A bee collects 

pollen from a fl ower in 

Amman, Jordan.
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Mail

Time Travel Conundrums

Sean Carroll envisions a loopy time 

traveler [“How to Travel Through Time,” 

March, page 40] who emerges from a 

gate one day and disappears into it the 

next. This can hardly be considered time 

travel at all. To say that the time traveler 

“experiences the same thing over and 

over again” with no new memories along 

the way raises the question, in whose 

frame of reference? Carroll is implicitly 

invoking an outside observer who can 

see the loop. Neither I (as gatekeeper) 

nor the traveler can see it, so to us there 

is no time travel.

Mark A. Durham 

Spartanburg, SC

The time traveler who travels one day 

into the past does not reset to his earlier 

version each time he travels in Carroll’s 

loop—he ages a day. Consider Bill 

Murray’s character in Groundhog Day. 

Each morning, Phil Connors wakes to 

� nd himself starting the same day he 

completed the night before. The other 

characters reset to the same point in 

their lives each morning, but Connors 

himself is changed, as he is accumulat-

ing memories and aging one day. So 

too is Carroll’s traveler aging a day on 

each trip through the gate; and unless 

a couple liters of water, some sand-

wiches, and a bathroom get added to 

the scenario, the traveler will achieve the 

ultimate state of entropy when he drops 

dead within a week.

Michael Pavlides

Crown Point, IN

Author and Caltech theoretical physicist 

Sean Carroll replies:

This isn’t the scenario described in the arti-

cle. The traveler on the loop has a life span 

of only 24 hours, and he does not accumu-

late memories. To make the journey logi-

cally  consistent, his internal state (including 

his collection of memories) has to be the 

same at one moment as it is 24 hours later. 

You may think this is very unlikely, in which 

case I can only say: Exactly!

Most people discussing time travel forget 

one thing: Space-time is a four-dimensional 

fabric. Assuming that I could strap on a 

time machine in my living room and try 

to go back to exactly 24 hours earlier, I 

wouldn’t reappear in my living room as 

I had hoped. In 24 hours the Earth, sun, 

and galaxy would have all moved to 

collectively put me millions of miles from 

where I was when I left. I would last all 

of � ve seconds � oating in space before 

realizing what a fool I was to not take the 

“space” part of space-time into account.  

Peter Vohsemer

Cambridge, Ontario

Carroll replies:

That is all correct. The best we can do is 

imagine something like a wormhole that 

takes a traveler from one event in space-

time to another. There does not need to 

be any relationship between the spatial 

locations of the two events.

Mind’s Eyeless

In March’s “The Brain” [page 28], Carl 

Zimmer assumes that having a mind’s 

eye is a normal function of the human 

senses. Yet I have never had a mind’s 

eye, and when I bring this up in con-

versation others often voice the same 

complaint. How common is this?

Marshall Krause

 San Geronimo, CA

Neuroscientists Adam Zeman and Sergio 

Della Sala reply:

We have encountered people who report 

that they have never experienced imagery; 

they seem little if at all disabled by their 

defi ciency. We hope to study this neglected 

phenomenon using psychological and 

brain imaging techniques like those with 

which we explored the case of MX. Such 

research may help explain both the basis 

of imagery production in the brain and 

how (if at all) imagery is useful to us.

I enjoyed reading about MX and his 

mind’s-eye blindness. Were MX’s 

dream experiences also affected by this 

af� iction?

Arlene Barker 

Homer City, PA

Zeman and Della Sala reply:

For about a year after the loss of his mind’s 

eye, MX reported that he dreamed without 

visual imagery. But then his visual dreaming 

recovered at night, even though his mind’s 

eye remained blank by day. This suggests 

that the brain mechanisms involved in 

dreaming can be teased apart from those 

involved in deliberate imagery formation.

Appreciation for the Guinea Pig Doctor

I am so grateful for the work of Barry 

Marshall [DISCOVER Interview, March, 

page 66]. His discovery that ulcers are 

not caused by stress but by the H. pylori 

bacterium saved my life. I had suffered 

from recurring ulcer attacks for 35 years. 

Then one day in 1983, my husband 

brought home an article about ulcers and 

H. pylori. I took it to my gastroenterolo-

gist and demanded a test, which came 

back positive. After years of paying $75 

per prescription for Tagamet, I was com-

pletely cured for about $20 . Thanks to 

Marshall, I can now glory in � ve delightful 

grandchildren.

Barbara Pellegrini

Hagar Township, MI

Send e-mail to editorial@discovermagazine.com. 

Address letters to DISCOVER, 90 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, NY 10011. Include your full name, 

address, and daytime phone number.

ERRATUM

On page 11 of the April issue [“Battle 

of the Lizard Kings”], paleontologist 

Sterling Nesbitt of the University of 

Texas at Austin was misidentifi ed as 

Steve Nesbitt. We regret the error.
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DAN HURLEY, a medical journalist who has 

had type 1 diabetes for more than 30 years, 

was frustrated by the multitude of inspira-

tional diabetes books out there. “Self-help 

books can be useful, but there’s a time to 

step back and say, ‘Maybe we shouldn’t 

be feeling good about a pandemic. What’s 

wrong with this picture?’ ” he says. 

While researching his book Diabetes 

Rising (which formed the basis for “Child’s 

Plague,” page 50), Hurley says he spoke 

with hundreds of people and read more 

than a thousand studies to analyze why 

the number of people with type 1, or 

juvenile, diabetes is rapidly increasing. “I 

had no idea, until I got into it, that type 1 

is rising. The number of cases of type 2 

is increasing incredibly quickly as well, and 

now more and more kids are getting it,” 

he says. “It was really challenging when I 

started asking why this was happening. 

I felt like a detective.” 

Hurley has also written for The New York 

Times, Psychology Today, and Neurology 

Today. He lives in New Jersey with his wife 

and daughter and a dog named Sugar.

MARK ANDERSON interviewed military 

experts, scientists, and philosophers for 

his feature on the mechanization of war-

fare, “The Terminators” (page 36). “The 

biggest decision a military robot can make 

is whether or not to shoot someone,” he 

says. “Some researchers say we should 

never, never let that happen. Others say 

it’s going to happen and we need to intro-

duce these machines to some rudimentary 

ethics.” Anderson, who has studied astro-

physics and worked as a programmer/ana-

lyst at the supercomputer company Cray 

Research, remains wary of giving robots 

autonomy, arguing that even the smartest, 

fastest computer in the world is still a box 

that does only what you tell it to do.  

He was impressed, however, by the 

involvement of philosophers in this 

research, some of whom even wrote 

reports for the U.S. Navy about autono-

mous robots. “They weren’t just standing 

on a hill stroking their chins. They were 

actively engaged, examining some nitty-

gritty questions of design and risk,” he 

says. “Fundamentally, this is about ethics 

—what’s right and wrong for a robot to do 

when it wields a weapon.” 

Anderson, a freelance writer based in 

Massachusetts, also writes for IEEE Spec-

trum and Wired. He is currently working 

on a book about 18th-century astronomy.

MICHAEL TENNESEN grew up fishing in 

California’s Owens Valley at the base 

of the Sierra Nevada, an area prone 

to thick dust storms, which is how he 

became intrigued by the idea that wind-

blown dust can change landscapes 

and have a tremendous environmental 

impact. For “Turning to Dust” (page 66) 

he traveled in the 105-degree heat of 

Las Cruces, New Mexico, with geology 

professor and dust expert Greg Okin. “Sci-

entists at Las Cruces set up a wind tun-

nel and a bunch of instruments on a � at 

area,” Tennesen says. “The wind started 

blowing and I had my contacts in but no 

sunglasses. I was instantly blinded and 

bumping into things.” 

In the course of his research for this arti-

cle, Tennesen learned that dust can affect 

everything from the cattle business to the 

dispersion of nutrients in the environment. 

The bottom line, he says, is that dust is a 

lot more complicated than it sounds. When 

he is not chasing a story, Tennesen loves 

running over mountain trails and along the 

Paci� c Ocean near his home outside Los 

Angeles. His work also appears in Scien-

tifi c American, Smithsonian, and Science.

SAVERIO TRUGLIA ventured into a chaotic 

garage lab at Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Mel-

lon University to photograph DISCOVER’s 

robotics panelists, who share their thoughts 

in “Machine Dreams” (page 30). The giant 

room was a robot tinkerer’s dream, jam-

packed with robots, carbon fiber, motor 

parts, wires, and a modi� ed Hummer SUV. 

To avoid the cluttered jumble, though, 

Truglia decided to move inside the newly 

constructed robotics laboratory across 

the way, shooting from the ground � oor up 

toward an elevated conference room with 

large glass windows where the scientists 

could look down on the work area. 

“I couldn’t communicate with them 

easily because of the thick plate of glass 

between us,” says Truglia, who eventu-

ally secured two radios, leaving one in the 

room with his subjects while he broad-

cast directions from below. “This vantage 

point looks momentous,” he remembers 

thinking. “Kind of retro-NASA.” 

Based in Chicago, Truglia is a freelance 

photographer who enjoys road cycling and 

home improvement projects. His images 

have been published in Time and Rolling 

Stone. Much more of his work can be seen 

on his Web site: www.saveriotruglia.com.

 AMY BARTH
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       his quote strikes 

down so many forms of hubris that it has 

been attributed to everyone from Niels 

Bohr to Yogi Berra. It is often invoked 

these days to mock the vision-impaired 

visionaries who failed to foresee the rise of 

the personal computer, the Internet, and 

our whole information-linked society. The 

quiet implication is that this time, surely, 

we are smarter and more self-aware—

better able to see the limitations of our 

imaginations and, more important, better 

able to make clear-eyed forecasts. 

After spending a day touring the vari-

ous robotics labs at Carnegie Mellon Uni-

versity in advance of our robotics round-

table (see page 30), I was dumbfounded 

by our failure of imagination all over 

again. In popular culture the image of 

robot technology is still pretty much what 

it was half a century ago: an attempt at 

making convincing human doppelgän-

gers and not much else. Look at some 

of the smartest of today’s science � ction 

and then look for the robots. In the new 

Star Trek movie: nada. In Avatar: amaz-

ing biological devices but in robotics 

nothing more than mechanical � ghting 

suits. Iron Man? More � ghting suits. Even 

in Battlestar Galactica—a series about 

robots!—the machines are just human 

analogues. And honestly, who needs a 

complicated arti� cial version of an ordi-

nary person (even if it doesn’t go off on a 

homicidal spree)?

The bots at CMU, on the other hand, 

don’t look human at all. Howie Choset has 

two machines that look like snakes. The 

big one is designed to slither into a disaster 

zone—after an earthquake, say—to locate 

and make contact with survivors. The small 

one may one day wriggle around inside 

a patient’s body to operate on the heart, 

eliminating the need to cut open the chest. 

Seth Goldstein’s robots look like little � ecks 

of metal. He is trying to shrink them down 

to the size of a grain of sand so that huge 

numbers of them could link together into 

what he calls Claytronics: an intelligent 

material that can be programmed to take 

on any desired shape or color. Red Whit-

taker, director of CMU’s Field Robotics 

Center, has a whole hangar of robots that 

mostly look like dune buggies and SUVs, 

but each has its own clever function. One 

can map mines; one can harvest grain; one 

is designed to land on the moon and beam 

back reports (and tweets ) about what is 

going on there. 

T

“Prediction is very diffi cult, 

 especially about the future.”

And all of this is just one small selec-

tion of the research going on at just one 

university. The total taxonomy of robots is 

huge and bewildering. The variety of forms 

re� ects some basic truths about evolution 

that apply to technology as much as they 

do to biology. 

One is that form follows function. 

Faces and limbs are great for robots 

designed to interact with people (like the 

ones from Hanson Robotics—see page 

42), but they do you no favors when 

you are trying to navigate constricted 

spaces. There is a reason that a snake 

looks like a snake; indeed, Choset says 

that he taught his zoologist colleagues 

new things about snake locomotion while 

learning to program his robot. Wheels, 

on the other hand, are great for covering 

long distances. If there were any obvi-

ous way to grow a biological wheel, you 

can bet that some creature would have 

evolved it.

Which leads to a second truth: New 

forms always make use of what came 

before. Evolution is incremental, since 

the present always builds on the past. 

Modern humans take a lot of their design 

from Homo erectus. It should come as no 

surprise that many of the current mobile 

robots similarly take much of their mechan-

ical inspiration from bulldozers, Hummers, 

or ultralight planes. 

Then again, I try not to take these 

lessons too seriously for fear of failing to 

heed that opening quote. The collective 

imagination of humanity—like the collec-

tive imagination of nature—is too much for 

any one person to presume to understand, 

much less to project forward. And for that I 

am eternally thankful.  Corey S. Powell
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music system, particularly how they wish they had not waited so long to order. They 
tell us how natural and lifelike the sound is, and how it completely changed the way 
they listen to music. Their only regret is that they didn’t try it sooner. 

When we introduced the original Acoustic Wave® music system, Sound & Vision said 
it delivered “possibly the best-reproduced sound many people have ever heard.” And 
our latest system is even better. If you care about music, why not take advantage of 
our risk-free trial right now and ask us to ship one of these award-winning systems 
to you? We’ll give you 30 days to try it wherever you want better sound, inside and 
outside. Use it to enjoy your music with the built-in CD player and FM/AM tuner, or 
connect your MP3 player. You’ll be able to start listening in minutes, because this 
system is so easy to use. 

When you call, please ask about making 12 easy payments, with no interest 
charges from Bose. Also ask about adding the optional 5-CD Changer for hours of 
uninterrupted music at home. Or take the system with you using the free Travel Case 
and Power Pack – a $299 value. The Power Pack includes a rechargeable battery and 
charger that fi ts easily into the Travel Case, creating a portable, self-powered system 
for hours of music. 

Use our 30-day, risk-free trial to discover what you have to say about the Acoustic 
Wave® music system – our best-performing all-in-one music system. And why so many 
other people say they wish they’d acted a lot sooner.

FREE Travel Case 
and Power Pack when 

you order by May 31, 2010.

To order or learn more:

1-800-314-3416
ext. G8726

www.Bose.com/AWMS2

*Bose payment plan available on orders of $299-$1500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing offers may be available for select products. See website for details. Down payment is 1/12 the product price plus applicable tax and shipping charges, charged when your order is shipped. 
Then, your credit card will be billed for 11 equal monthly installments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with 0% APR and no interest charges from Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one active financing program 
per customer. ©2010 Bose Corporation. Patent rights issued and/or pending. The Acoustic Wave® music system II design is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Financing and free Travel Case and Power Pack offers not to be combined with other offers or applied to previous 
purchases, and subject to change without notice. If the Acoustic Wave® music system II is returned, the Travel Case and Power Pack must be returned for a full refund. Offers are limited to purchases made from Bose and participating authorized dealers. Offer valid 4/1/10-5/31/10. Risk 
free refers to 30-day trial only and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. Quotes reprinted with permission: Sound & Vision, 3/85.

BOSE® ACOUSTIC WAVE® 
MUSIC SYSTEM II

Our best-performing 
all-in-one music system

What we hear is :

“I’m sorry I waited so long.”
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RIVERDANCE 

THE MOMENT: Asian carp leap from the waters of the Illinois 

River near the town of Havana, as researchers with the 

Illinois Natural History Survey use electroshock equipment 

to stun the fi sh so that they can be captured and counted. 

(The carp often jump when startled; zapping the water  

seems to intensify the reaction.) Asian carp were imported 

in the 1970s to remove pond algae from catfi sh farms and 

quickly spread north along the Mississippi, Ohio, and 

Illinois rivers. Over the past decade, electric barriers have 

been installed to keep the hungry giants—which can grow 

to 100 pounds—from invading the Great Lakes. 

THE SHOT: Photograph by Jason Lindsey using a Nikon D2X 

camera and Nikon 17-35mm lens, f/8.0, ISO 250, 1/250 sec. 
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Data

THE MOMENT: Flight technician 

Errin Dalshaug adjusts a model of 

the robotic arm for the next Mars 

rover, Curiosity, in preparation for 

testing at NASA’S Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory. The rover is slated to 

launch in late 2011 and will reach 

the Red Planet the following year. Its 

arm will bear a magnifying camera, 

a sample scoop, a spectrometer 

to identify chemical composition, 

and a drill to bore into rocks. The 

testing shown here, carried out 

last October, evaluated vibrations 

caused by running the drill.

THE SHOT: Photograph by Spencer 

Lowell using a Canon EOS-1Ds 

Mark III with an EF16-35mm lens, 

f/5.0, ISO 1600, 1/80 sec. 
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Data Big Picture

BUILDING THE GALAXIES

In the beginning there was 

light: the hot � reball of the Big 

Bang. But the story of the uni-

verse really begins more prop-

erly with dark. The � rst struc-

tures to emerge from that early 

conflagration were enormous 

strands of dark matter, a mate-

rial unaffected by the radiation 

still ricocheting around the early 

universe. Over millions of years, 

the gravitational pull of these 

strands attracted normal mat-

ter, which gradually collapsed 

into stars and galaxies. Smaller 

galaxies merged to form larger 

ones, giving rise to massive 

elliptical blobs and to shining 

pinwheels like our Milky Way. 

Or so the current view holds. 

Astronomers have created a 

detailed theory of how the uni-

verse evolved from its � ery ori-

gins to the galactic zoo we see 

today. This picture of cosmic 

evolution, known as the cold 

dark matter (CDM) model, fits 

remarkably well with most obser-

vations. Until recently, though, a 

few stark problems stood out. 

Some galaxies have shapes that 

look nothing like astronomers’ 

predictions, while other galaxies 

that they expected to see never 

showed up. Supercomputer sim-

ulations and new images from 

the world’s great observatories 

are � nally � lling in the gaps. As a 

result, scientists can—for the � rst 

time ever—provide a detailed life 

history of the cosmos.  

One of the most vexing mys-

teries has concerned the shape 

of dwarf galaxies. The CDM 

model predicts that they should 

accumulate bulges of stars 

at their centers, surrounded 

by halos of dark matter held 

in place by gravity. In reality, 

observations showed that most 

dwarfs lacked this structure. A 

recent study may explain why. 

The key ingredient is violent stel-

lar explosions, or supernovas, 

inside the developing galaxies. 

Because visible matter, including 

stars, is thought to make up just 

one-seventh of all the matter in 

the universe, many simulations 

left it off the table. But superno-

vas can blow material out of the 

dwarf galaxies’ inner regions. So 

Fabio Governato, an astronomer 

at the University of Washington, 

and his colleagues simulated 

dwarf galaxy formation on super-

A detailed account of the 13.7-billion-year 

history of the cosmos is fi nally within reach. 

Dwarf galaxies, like the ones in Hickson Compact Group 31 (small 

blobs at right), have presented a big challenge to cosmology. 

Adventurers learn about Snowy River in Fort Stanton Cave, New Mexico

National Science Foundation

Planning a summer getaway? Consider all 
that the trip has to o� er. Whether you are hiking 
or biking, hunting dinosaurs or on an underwater 
adventure, think about all that we know about the 
places you visit, and all the discoveries we have 
yet to make.

Parks, museums and universities across the 
country o� er a multitude of activities and adven-
tures that can add unique purpose to the place 
you visit. NSF sponsors outreach and education 
programs that can give you a new perspective 
on the environment around you and the science 
behind what you might � nd there. 

For more fun science, explore www.nsf.gov

NSF – Where Discoveries Begin

WITH
ADVENTURE

 PURPOSE

PHOTO: LISA VAN PAY, NSF
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computers, this time with supernova explo-

sions in the mix. They found that their virtual 

dwarf galaxies mimicked the genuine article, 

lacking both a central bulge and a dark-

matter halo. “This is a simple mechanism 

that we know exists, and it explains two 

long-standing puzzles in dwarf galaxy for-

mation,” Governato says. 

Understanding the origin of small galax-

ies turns out to be important for understand-

ing how all galaxies form. “Dwarf galaxies 

are the building blocks for galaxies like the 

Milky Way,” Governato notes. “Getting the 

bricks right is important.” The notion that 

large galaxies were built up from smaller 

pieces is called hierarchical formation. In 

the CDM model, this theory predicts that 

galaxies in the early universe should have 

been much smaller than modern ones. 

As researchers harvest light from the far 

reaches of space—in effect looking back 

billions of years through time—they are � nd-

ing evidence con� rming their expectation. 

Price to have your entire genome 
sequenced today by the San Diego-
based company Illumina. In January it 
announced a new system that will be able 
to sequence two full human genomes for 
$10,000 each and do the job in about 
a week. A $10 million Archon X Prize 
awaits the fi rst group that can sequence 
100 human genomes in 10 days for less 
than $10,000 each.

 
                          

Genomics3
Approximate length of the 
human genome in base 
pairs (letters of the DNA 
sequence). The Human 
Genome Project, launched 
in 1990, produced the 
fi rst complete map of our 
DNA, covering 99 percent 
of the genome at its 
completion in 2003. The 
project cost about $2.7 
billion (in 1991 dollars), 
roughly $1 per base pair. 

$48,000

This past January, a new Hubble Space 

Telescope image revealed the deepest view 

of the universe yet. It shows galaxies dat-

ing to just 700 million years post–Big Bang. 

Ivo Labbé, a Hubble fellow at the Carnegie 

Observatories, examined the color and 

brightness of the � edgling galaxies to esti-

mate their masses and ages. The galactic 

infants appear to have just 1 percent of the 

mass of our Milky Way, matching astrono-

mers’ predictions. “These little galaxies are 

just what cold dark matter predicted,” says 

Joel Primack, a physicist at the University of 

California at Santa Cruz and one of the mod-

el’s architects. But along with the con� rma-

tion came a new surprise: It appeared that 

these cosmic building blocks had already 

been forming stars for a few hundred million 

years, meaning we are “not yet reaching the 

zero hour of galaxy formation,” Labbé says. 

“But we’ve just about exhausted what we 

can do with current telescopes.” 

To understand the birth of the earliest 

galaxies, astronomers eagerly await the 

next generation of instruments. The James 

Webb Space Telescope is slated for launch 

in 2014. Its 21-foot mirror will gather nearly 

seven times as much light as Hubble, and its 

detectors will be optimized to pick up infra-

red rays from very distant galaxies, whose 

Data Big Picture

BuzzWords

 DARK MATTER  Invisible material thought 

to make up the majority of the mass of the 

universe. Astronomers infer its existence from 

its gravitational effects on normal matter.

 COLD DARK MATTER MODEL  A leading 

model of the universe’s evolution since the 

Big Bang, in which slow-moving dark-matter 

particles clumped together, seeding the for-

mation of galaxies and galactic clusters.

 HIERARCHICAL FORMATION  Creation 

of large structures from many smaller ones; a 

likely mechanism for forming big galaxies.

 WARM DARK MATTER MODEL  An alter-

native to CDM, with faster-moving particles. 

It resolves a major problem in CDM but does 

not describe existing galaxies as accurately. 
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160,000Number of genes in the 

human genome that have 

been implicated in cancer, 

according to the Sanger 

Institute’s Cancer Gene 

Census. The World Health 

Organization estimates 

that more than 10,000 hu-

man diseases result from 

changes to a single gene. 

Number of genome sequenc-

ing projects registered with the 

Genomes OnLine Database as 

of late 2009. 4,172 are devoted 

to bacteria, 443 to fungi, 233 

to plants, 37 to primates, 84 to 

other mammals, 41 to fi sh, and 

8 to birds.

The number of base 

pairs that differ from 

one person to another, 

according to the Human 

Genome Project. All 

individual human varia-

tion amounts to just one-

tenth of 1 percent of the 

entire genome. The FBI 

maintains a database 

of more than 7.8 million 

individual DNA profi les.

5,831423
Number of base pairs in the smallest known 

cellular genome, belonging to the bacterium 

Carsonella ruddii, which lives symbiotically inside 

insects called psyllids (it does not have the genes 

required to survive on its own). The largest known 

genome, at 133 billion base pairs, belongs to the 

marbled lungfi sh.

light has been stretched and reddened by 

the expansion of the universe. Webb may be 

able to spot protogalaxies as they were just 

250 million years after the Big Bang. Super-

size ground telescopes—such as the Thirty 

Meter Telescope planned for Mauna Kea, 

Hawaii, and the European Extremely Large 

Telescope, spanning 42 meters (140 feet)—

will help astronomers probe the properties of 

the � rst galaxies, starting around 2018. 

The new tools could help resolve anoth-

er long-standing mystery, known as the 

missing satellite problem. “CDM predicts 

that galaxies like the Milky Way should be 

orbited by tens of thousands of clumps 

of dark matter,” says Beth Willman, an 

astronomer at Haverford College. Yet the 

latest studies, which push current telescopes 

to the edge of their limits, have turned up 

only two dozen of these faint satellites. So 

where is the other 99.9 percent? Alternative 

“warm dark matter” models of cosmic struc-

ture—in which galaxy formation was seeded 

by lighter, faster-moving particles that would 

not have clumped together as readily as cold 

dark matter—could eliminate the need for 

the missing galaxies. Unfortunately, warm 

dark matter models fail to reproduce the 

galaxies we see today, Governato says. 

Willman thinks that the swarm of dark 

galaxies is out there, waiting to be uncov-

ered by sensitive sky surveys. The nearly 

invisible satellites may be among the best 

places to nail down the identity of the 

enigmatic dark-matter particles thought 

to drive galactic evolution. High-energy 

gamma rays, perhaps a product of collisions 

between dark-matter particles, may stream 

from these wraithlike satellites. The Fermi 

Gamma-Ray Space Telescope, launched 

two years ago, is on the hunt for such sig-

nals. If successful, it could give physicists 

insights into the properties of dark matter 

and help nail down the identity of the myste-

rious unseen stuff that has so dominated the 

development of our universe.    ADAM HADHAZY

Above: Sagittarius dwarf irregular galaxy. 

Left: The Whirlpool spiral galaxy merges 

with its companion, NGC 5195.
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w The Department of 

Homeland Security is 

developing a squid-

inspired device 

that stops fugitive 

vehicles safely using 

sticky tentacles.

w A company called 

Ecovative Design has 

developed a Styrofoam 

packaging replacement 

made out of agricultural 

waste (rice and wheat 

hulls) bound together 

by mushroom roots. 

w Your jet pack is almost 

ready. The Martin Aircraft 

Company will begin 

taking orders for 

personal jet packs this 

year. The company says 

that the packs will sell 

for about the same price 

as a high-end auto-

mobile. The technical 

speci� cations list a 

range of 31.5 miles and 

a hovering altitude of 

8,000 feet. 

The Good News 

The Bad News
w NIH researchers have 

revealed that many 

“control” lab rodents 

used in experiments are 

“sedentary and obese,” 

which could make them 

poor models for human 

biology. Or maybe it 

makes them a perfect � t.

w Watch out for Wii 

Sports Tennis: Research-

ers at Northeastern Ohio 

Universities College of 

Medicine � nd that the 

game accounts for 46 

percent of self-reported 

Wii-related injuries.

w Marketers will be 

bummed to learn that 

graphic war imagery 

inhibits the ability to 

remember ads. Time to 

start a corporate peace 

movement?

YOUR MYSTERY ORGAN
The appendix, the small, dead-end pouch attached to the large 

intestine, is popularly known as the body part that does noth-

ing except cause trouble: About 1 in 10 of us will suffer from an 

infl amed appendix at some point. Doctors and scientists are still 

unsure whether the appendix normally performs any useful func-

tion, nor do they fully comprehend what causes it to go haywire. 

Only recently have researchers begun to dig up some meaningful 

clues about this seemingly useless body part.

Immunologist William Parker of Duke University examined samples 

of normal tissue from organ donors and from patients who had healthy 

appendixes removed during other surgeries. He found that friendly 

bacteria thrive in the appendix, suggesting that the organ is a haven 

for benefi cial microbes. During infections good bacteria in the gut can 

become depleted; the appendix may repopulate our internal ecosys-

tem after an illness. “Think of your appendix as a part of your immune 

system,” Parker says. In this view, appendicitis is an immune system 

overreaction, in much the way that misdirected immune activity can 

bring on infl ammation in people with allergies and asthma.

Another take comes from surgeon Edward Livingston at the Uni-

versity of Texas Southwestern Medical Center. Examining 37 years 

of data on hospital admissions for appendicitis and the fl u, he and 

his colleagues have found that appendicitis rates vary roughly in 

parallel with infl uenza infections. Livingston proposes that a viral 

infection might trigger infl ammation of the appendix, damaging it and 

enabling harmful bacteria to enter. If so, many cases might be treat-

able with antibiotics rather than surgery. This summer, he says, “We 

are starting a trial treating appendicitis without operating.”  BO ZHANG

BEYOND X-RAY VISION

Since the December “under-

wear bomb” plot, U.S. air-

ports have rolled out a � eet of 

advanced imaging devices, 

including backscatter X-ray 

screeners and millimeter-wave 

body scanners. The gaze of all-

seeing eyes could soon become 

even more penetrating, as physi-

cists and engineers exploit new 

kinds of light that can see through 

barriers and clothing.

At the airport, the next gen-

eration of body scanners may 

rely on terahertz radiation, or 

T-rays. Unlike X-rays, T-rays are 

not energetic enough to strip 

electrons from atoms, making 

them safer for humans. They are 

also exceptionally sensitive to 

chemical structure, easily able 

to distinguish over-the-counter 

drugs from illegal substances. 

Before T-ray cameras and scan-

ners can become a reality, how-

ever, researchers need to learn 

to control the radiation more 

precisely. Electrical engineer 

Qing Hu at MIT recently dem-

onstrated a method to tune a 

terahertz laser by changing the 

diameter of the cavity emitting 

the rays, allowing him to � nesse 

the beam to speci� c frequencies. 

And researchers at Texas A & M 

and Rice University are learning 

to control the rays by adjusting 

the temperature of a semicon-

ductor � lm they pass through.

Other scanners may � nd 

better use in the � eld. At the 

University of Utah, engineer Neal 

Patwari and doctoral candidate 

Joey Wilson are using radio 

waves to see through obstacles. 

Their network of radio transceiv-

ers measures the signal strength 

to reveal the locations of people 

or objects in the area. The 

system can � nd targets in the 

dark and through walls, smoke, 

or trees. Patwari and Wilson are 

currently working to expand the 

transceivers’ range, currently 50 

feet. For now the detector can 

follow only a single individual, 

Patwari says, “but we will soon 

be able to track multiple people 

or objects and tell the difference 

between them.” The technology 

could � nd applications in � re 

rescues, hostage situations, and 

border security.  NICK ZAUTRA 

 

 

Does the appendix 

(seen in blue in this X-ray) 

keep your gut healthy?

Data

Radio waves could fi nd 

trapped fi re victims.
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PICK UP A NEW LANGUAGE TODAY.
(877) 238-4076  RosettaStone.com/dss050
Use promo code dss050 when ordering.
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It’s not the advice you’d expect. 
Learning a new language 
seems formidable, as we 
recall from years of combat 
with grammar and translations 
in school. Yet infants begin at 
birth. They communicate at 
eighteen months and speak 
the language fl uently before they go to school. And they never battle 
translations or grammar explanations along the way. Born into a veri-
table language jamboree, children fi gure out language purely from the 
sounds, objects and interactions around them. Their senses fi re up neural 
circuits that send the stimuli to different language areas in the brain. Mean-
ings fuse to words. Words string into structures. And language erupts.

Three characteristics of the child’s language-learning 
process are crucial for success: 

First, and most importantly, a child’s natural language-learning abil-
ity emerges only in a speech-soaked, immersion environment free of 
translations and explanations of grammar. Second, a child’s language 
learning is dramatically accelerated by constant feedback from family 
and friends. Positive correction and persistent reinforcement nurture 
the child’s language and language skills into full communicative expres-
sion. Third, children learn through play, whether it’s the arm-waving 
balancing act that announces their fi rst step or the spluttering pream-
ble to their fi rst words. All the conversational chatter skittering through 
young children’s play with parents and playmates — “…what’s this…” 
“…clap, clap your hands…” “…my ball…”— helps children develop 
language skills that connect them to the world.

Adults possess this same powerful language-learning 
ability that orchestrated our language success as children.
Sadly, our clashes with vocabulary drills and grammar explana-
tions force us to conclude it’s hopeless. We simply don’t have 
“the language-learning gene.” At Rosetta Stone, we know otherwise. 
You  can recover your native language-learning ability as an adult 
by prompting your brain to learn language the way it’s wired to learn 
language: by complete immersion. Our award-winning, computer-
based method does just that.  Dynamic Immersion® unlocks the innate 

language-learning ability 
you acquired before birth 
and mastered as a child. 
By recreating the immer-
sion context in which you 
learned your fi rst language, 
you understand, speak, read 
and write your new language 

with confi dence and accuracy from the beginning — without transla-
tions and explanations. At every step and in every skill, you receive 
instant, actionable feedback, including speech recognition and analy-
sis technologies that prepare you for everyday conversations. And 
Adaptive Recall® brings back material just when you need it to reinforce 
and perfect your learning.

Every act of learning is an act of play for children and there’s 
no reason it should be different for learners of any age. 

With Rosetta Stone® programs, you rediscover the joy of learning 
language. Clever, puzzle-like activities produce sudden “Aha!” moments 
and astonishing language discoveries. Your “language brain” remem-
bers. We see it all the time. A slow smile sneaks across the learner’s 
face after just a few screens. It’s a smile of recognition, as though the 
brain suddenly recalls what it was like to learn language as a child, as 
though it realizes, “Aha! I’ve done this before.” Act like a baby? You bet. 
Visit our website and fi nd out how you can reactivate your own innate, 
language-learning ability with Rosetta Stone. It’s the fastest way to learn 
a language. Guaranteed.® 

SIX-MONTH, NO-RISK, MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.*

More than 30 languages available.

SAVE 10%
Level 1 Reg. $229 $206

Level 1,2&3 Reg. $539  $485

Level 1,2,3,4&5 Reg. $699  $629

WIN/MAC compatible.
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CLIMATE CHANGE GETS WET

A global satellite 

map of water 

vapor. 

CAN A PILL KEEP 
YOUR DNA YOUNG? 

Telomeres—repeating DNA sequences at the ends of chro-

mosomes that become shorter with each cell division—have 

long tantalized biologists seeking to understand and control the 

aging process. When its telomeres become too short, a cell stops 

dividing and eventually dies. Stop that process and (just maybe) 

immortality beckons; hence the frenzy a decade ago when a 

group of researchers claimed they had fi gured out how to slow 

that winding-down. Now a second round of frenzy is under way. 

After years of research, the fi rst telomere-targeting pills have hit 

the market, while other treatments are entering clinical trials.

An enzyme called telomerase maintains telomeres in our 

reproductive and stem cells but not in the rest of the body. In 2001 

researchers at the biotech giant Geron Corporation isolated a mol-

ecule called TA-65 from the herb astragalus, which they said boosted 

telomerase activity (its effect has not yet been evaluated in published, 

peer-reviewed studies). Geron licensed the product to T.A. Sciences 

in New York City for development as a nutritional supplement; unlike 

medications, supplements require no FDA approval. A handful of phy-

sicians began selling TA-65 pills in 2007, and the company says that 

clients taking it have reported enhanced athletic, visual, and cognitive 

performance. To back up those claims, T.A. Sciences plans to submit 

research demonstrating TA-65’s effects on bone density, immune 

function, and age-related biomarkers for peer-reviewed publication 

this year. The results should help early adopters decide whether the 

supplement is worth its $8,000-per-year price tag. Sierra Sciences of 

Reno, Nevada, is also developing possible pharmaceuticals to main-

tain telomeres. “We now have 35 chemicals sitting in our lab that turn 

on the telomerase gene,” says CEO Bill Andrews. The company hopes 

to have an approved drug within 15 years. 

Geron, meanwhile, is pursuing a separate telomere therapy aimed 

at fi ghting cancer. Although telomerase is not present in most cells, 

it gets reactivated in cancer cells, allowing them to continue divid-

ing. Blocking the enzyme causes the cancerous cells to die, so the 

company is working with a telomerase inhibitor, imetelstat, that it 

hopes will kill tumor cells while leaving healthy ones unharmed. The 

compound is currently in Phase I clinical trials, with Phase II testing 

slated to begin this year. The unsettling fl ip side is that telomerase-

boosting treatments aimed at slowing aging might also increase the 

risk of cancer. Some studies in mice have shown that elevated telom-

erase activity leaves the animals more susceptible to skin tumors and 

breast cancer, so maybe there is no free lunch.  SUSAN KARLIN

One of the most important

gases affecting the global cli-

mate is both incredibly familiar 

and persistently mysterious—

water vapor. Researchers 

know that atmospheric water 

traps heat and insulates the 

earth, but even after years of 

intensive study, the magnitude 

of the effect has remained 

obscure. By analyzing global 

water vapor and temperature 

satellite data for the lower 

atmosphere, Texas A & M Uni-

versity atmospheric scientist 

Andrew Dessler and his col-

leagues found that warming 

driven by carbon dioxide and 

other gases allowed the air to 

hold more moisture, increas-

ing the amount of water 

vapor in the atmosphere. That 

increase has heated things up 

even more, creating a posi-

tive feedback loop. Dessler’s 

results suggest that vapor’s 

in� uence could double the 

effects of other greenhouse 

gases globally over time scales 

of about a week. (The study 

did not address clouds, which 

probably have their own feed-

back effect. Dessler plans to 

tackle that in future research.)

Then the story gets even 

more confusing. Atmospheric 

scientist Susan Solomon of the 

National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration has 

set her sights higher, on the 

stratosphere, examining a thin 

layer between 10 and 12 miles 

overhead. Using 30 years of 

satellite and water balloon data, 

she and her colleagues have 

found that water vapor there 

has actually declined by about 

10 percent after the year 2000, 

slowing warming by as much as 

25 percent. The � ndings might 

help explain why temperatures 

over the last decade have not 

skyrocketed as sharply as they 

did in the 1990s. 

The two research teams 

point out that because they 

focused on different vertical 

layers of the atmosphere, 

there is no contradiction 

between their results. Both 

researchers agree that over 

the long term the positive 

feedback in the lower atmo-

sphere, which will exacerbate 

the impact of rising carbon 

dioxide levels, is probably 

stronger. And the brake effect 

discovered by Solomon 

cannot permanently stave 

off warming. “There’s a � nite 

amount of water vapor in the 

stratosphere,” Dessler says, “so 

it can’t cancel out the effects of 

CO
2
 forever.”  LAURIE RICH 

 The tips of 

chromosomes 

could hold the 

key to youth.
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Data

DROOL-WORTHY

Salivary glands under and on the 

tongue pump out a quart of liquid each 

day. By dissolving chemicals from 

food, saliva allows us to taste. The fl uid 

could even help diagnose disease. 

Researchers have found differences 

between the saliva protein profi les 

of healthy individuals and those with 

certain cancers. And there is value to 

licking your wounds: Dutch scientists 

identifi ed two compounds in human 

saliva that help wounds heal faster.

The longest human tongue on record stretches 

3.86 inches from lip to tip. That may not seem like 

much compared with the tongue of the giant ant-

eater (two feet long) or of the Morgan’s Madagas-

can sphinx moth (a disturbing seven times as long 

as its entire body). But stubby though it may be, 

the human tongue is a remarkably versatile organ. 

It can contort into nearly limitless shapes, allowing 

us to chew, swallow, and carry on a good conver-

sation. When we eat, it translates the chemistry of 

our food into electrical impulses for our brain. In a 

pinch, it can even assist with vision and mobility: 

engineers are re� ning tongue-controlled systems 

to help blind people see and allow paralyzed peo-

ple to operate a wheelchair. Through wide-ranging 

research, scientists are gaining a newfound appre-

ciation for the marvels of this multitasking organ.  

 JOCELYN RICE 

TONGUE

ROUGHING IT

The surface of the tongue is studded with hundreds 

of small bumps called papillae. Some (center) house 

several taste buds , while others (in red) lack buds. 

Supertasters, who experience fl avors more intensely 

than average, seem to have an overabundance of 

papillae. On the fl ip side, bad behavior can dull your 

experience. A 2009 study of Greek men found that 

smokers displayed fl atter papillae with a reduced blood 

supply and experienced a diminished sense of taste. 

TONGUE TWISTER

The tongue’s 16 muscles 

gather food and push it 

down the esophagus. They 

also produce an array of 

consonants by partially 

obstructing airfl ow within 

the mouth. Cornell University 

scientists recently used high-

speed ultrasound to image the 

tongue movements used in an 

African “click” language. For 

the fi rst time, the researchers 

were able to understand the 

rapid motions of the back 

of the tongue that produce 

unusual inhaled consonants. 

A MATTER OF TASTE

Taste buds consist of a group 

of sensory cells that absorb 

food molecules and transmit 

the sensation of sweet, 

sour, salty, savory, or bitter 

fl avors to the brain. Every 

bud is sensitive to multiple 

fl avors, which are encoded by 

different nerve-fi ring patterns. 

Your feelings about brussels 

sprouts could come down to 

a single gene: Researchers at 

the University of Connecticut 

found that people missing the 

receptor for a bitter chemical 

called PROP tend to like 

veggies rich in the compound.
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I tell people that 
the night sky is my 

second home. 
My wife doesn’t agree. 

She thinks 
it’s my fi rst home.Babak Tafreshi has stargazed everywhere from the Himalayas 

to the Sahara, yet one view trumps them all: his fi rst look 

at the moon through a telescope, from atop his family’s 

Tehran apartment in 1991. “I’ll remember that scene for-

ever,” he says. Since then, Tafreshi has been captivated 

by the idea that “we all share the same sky.” After 

editing Nojum, the fi rst astronomy magazine in the 

Middle East, he founded the World at Night project, 

which recruits photographers worldwide to shoot 

the night sky behind famous landmarks and 

publishes the results online (www.twanight.org).

        

   As a teenager, I saw Pale 

Blue Dot, a photo of Earth taken by Voyager I 

that led astronomer Carl Sagan to re� ect on 

the insigni� cance of man in the universe. The 

image showed us all on a single planet, and I 

realized how fascinating it would be to see the 

same sky above different symbols of civiliza-

tions, like a temple, mosque, and church.

      

 —   -

 The Sahara was 122 degrees Fahrenheit 

during the day. At night when I was shooting, 

there were scorpions and snakes everywhere.

      

   We have about 100 professional and 

5,000 amateur astronomers. Unfortunately the 

largest operating telescope is only 60 centimeters 

[24 inches] in diameter, but there are plans to 

build a 3-meter [118-inch] telescope in Kashan, a 

desert town in central Iran. Government support is 

not advancing at the moment—in the last few years 

we’ve had so many tensions here. But the average age 

of the population is around 25, so that gives you good 

potential to bring science to the community.

          

I drive to Mount Damavand, a dramatic change from the 

light-polluted sky of metropolitan Tehran. I tell people that 

the night sky is my second home. My wife doesn’t agree. 

She thinks it’s my � rst home.

       We have star parties 

for people who have never seen the moon through a 

telescope. The � rst time changed my life, and I’m hoping it 

does the same for others.  ANDREW GRANT

Babak 
 
    

Tafreshi
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1.   Palace to Museum— 
      The Story of the Louvre 
2.   Leonardo and the Origins  
      of the Collection 
3.   Italian Renaissance and  
 Baroque Painting 
4.   Spanish School of Painting 
5.   Rubens and Flemish  
 Painting; Early German 
6.   Rembrandt, Vermeer,  
 and Dutch Painting 

7.   De La Tour, Le Nain, and  
      17th-Century Painting 
8.   Claude and Poussin— 
      French Painters in Rome 
9.   Watteau and Chardin 
10. Boucher, Fragonard, and the  
      Rococo in France 
11. Jacques-Louis David and  
 His School 
12. Delacroix and Ingres— 
 The Great Dialectic 

Museum Masterpieces: The Louvre

1-800-TEACH-12
www.TEACH12.com/9disc

Tour the Louvre with a World-renowned Art Historian 
Discover a great way to enhance your appreciation of the Louvre. 
Museum Masterpieces: The Louvre, our 12-lecture course, is 
a veritable guided tour of this sprawling one-time art academy, 
now world-famous public museum. Your guide is Professor 
Richard Brettell, Margaret McDermott Distinguished Professor 
of Art and Aesthetics at the University of Texas at Dallas and 
renowned art critic and historian. He starts with an introductory 
lecture, and then offers a selective sampling of the grand mas-
terpieces and many hidden lesser-known gems. Experience the 
full range of the Louvre from the Italian Renaissance, Baroque 
and Flemish paintings, to Rembrandt, Vermeer, and the French 
School. Join Professor Brettell on an exhilarating tour of one of 
the great museums of the world.

This course is one of The Great Courses,® a noncredit recorded 
college lecture series from The Teaching Company.® Award- 
winning professors of a wide array of subjects in the scienc-
es and the liberal arts have made more than 300 college-level 
courses that are available now on our website.

Taught by Professor Professor Richard Brettell,  
The University of Texas at Dallas

Lecture Titles

Order Today! 
Offer expires Friday, June 11, 2010 

Course No. 550

DVDs $199.95 NOW $39.95

Museum Masterpieces: The Louvre
Course No. 7175
12 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Priority Code: 39305

+ $5 Shipping, Processing, 
and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Special price for shipping, processing, 
and lifetime satisfaction guarantee for 
this offer only.

ACT NOW!
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Future Food
Grossing out customers with crazy kitchen concoctions and simultaneously saving 

the planet: This is the world of Homaru Cantu and Ben Roche. They are the chefs 

behind Moto, the Chicago restaurant famous for using science and experimentation to 

craft a menu full of the bizarre. They are also the hosts of Future Food, a series making 

its initial run on Planet Green through the end of May. The show features the two men 

challenging themselves and the other chefs on staff to cook the seemingly impossible 

with the help of some cutting-edge culinary technology.

In the pilot, our hosts try to make food that looks and tastes like seafood from other 

ingredients. Cantu coats watermelon—which he wants to turn into “tuna”—with spices 

and puts it into a Cryovac machine to pull in those fl avors. Then a liquid nitrogen bath 

gives it a seared texture. Cantu and Roche discovered most of these techniques through 

trial and error. “There’s no handbook if you want to start replicating food,” Cantu says. 

Many of the Future Food challenges border on silly, like making health food look like 

junk food. But for Cantu there is a bigger picture. He imagines popularizing fake tuna 

to solve the overfi shing crisis, or recycling day-old bread into appealing new dishes to 

cut down on edible waste. But judging by the reactions when the two mad chefs take 

their creations to the people, not everyone is ready for watermelon seafood.

Planet Green, Tuesdays at 10 p.m. EST ANDREW MOSEMAN

account traces seven 

case histories during 

the early-1900s epi-

demic of encephalitis 

lethargica, a sleeping 

sickness. Brain swell-

ing sent its victims 

into a mysterious (and 

sometimes deadly) 

slumber. Frighteningly, 

a few cases still pop 

up, and doctors do not 

understand why.

WHAT’S EATING YOU?

BY EUGENE H. KAPLAN

(PRINCETON PRESS)

Take a rousing romp 

through the zoo of 

beasties that make a 

WHAT TO READ, VIEW, AND VISIT THIS MONTH

SCIENCEHOT

SOLAR 

BY IAN MCEWAN

(NAN A. TALESE) 

Physicist Michael Beard, 

a Nobel laureate past his 

prime, struggles to save 

the world from climate 

change in this new novel. 

The knowing references 

to basement tinkerers 

and smug climate activ-

ists reinforce McEwan’s 

smart, sardonic tone.

ASLEEP

BY MOLLY CALDWELL 

CROSBY (PENGUIN GROUP)

Crosby’s harrowing 

The Moto chefs’ 

version of 

French onion 

soup, made 

with onion 

and Gruyère 

cheese.
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living invading our 

bodies. Kaplan, a 

professor of parasi-

tology and himself 

a victim of amebic 

dysentery and 8-inch 

roundworms, gives 

a raucous crash 

course that blends 

surprising biology 

with macabre stories.

AMERICA AND THE PILL

BY ELAINE TYLER MAY

(BASIC BOOKS)

The author’s parents 

worked on early con-

traceptives, and May 

participated in some 

clinical trials during 

the 1970s. This per-

spective pervades 

her story of the 

Pill, which bounds 

through tales of ethi-

cally questionable 

testing and power 

struggles over the 

drug that became a 

part of daily life for 

millions of women.  

J. B. AND A. M.

Incredibly strong and ideal for 

indoor and outdoor applications. 

Bonds wood, stone, metal, ceramic, 

foam, glass and much more!

FOR THE

TOUGHEST
JOBS ON 

PLANET EARTH
®

© 2010 Gorilla Glue Company

FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH
®

1-800-966-3458   Made in U.S.A.

      

DEAD OR ALIVE

MUSEUM OF ARTS AND DESIGN, 

NEW YORK CITY

Insects, chickens, and cows get a 

second life in this exhibit, but it’s 

a life very different from their � rst. 

“Dead or Alive” includes provoca-

tive pieces from 30 artists who 

use bones, fur, and other materials 

from animal or plant remains. 

There is a dodo made of scrapped 

chicken carcasses from fast-food 

restaurants, and thousands of 

insects mostly native to Asia are 

dotted on a surface to resemble 

vintage wallpaper. These elegant 

forms blur the boundary between 

life and death. Runs April 27 to 

October 24, 2010. BO ZHANG

REAL PIRATES

ST. LOUIS SCIENCE CENTER

In 1717 a vicious storm off the 

Cape Cod coast wrecked the 

Whydah, an English slave ship 

commandeered by pirates. All 

but two of the 146 people aboard 

were killed. Explorer Barry Clifford 

rediscovered the Whydah in 1984, 

making it the � rst authenticated 

pirate shipwreck in U.S. waters. 

“Real Pirates” features much of 

the Whydah’s gold coins, jewelry, 

and weaponry. Visitors can even 

touch some of the pieces. In addi-

tion, the exhibit reveals 

how divers raised 

the ship after it 

had spent 

nearly 

three 

centuries 

in the deep. 

Opens May 1.

 LAURIE RICH
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Another Science 

Fiction

The � rst footprint on the moon will be a wing 

tip. So says an amusing 1961 advertisement 

in this gorgeous collection of space-age 

ads by real-life “mad men” that captures 

the era’s irrepressible vision of the future. 

Prelinger deftly highlights where promotion-

al sci-�  accurately anticipated reality and 

where it missed the mark—though often 

with unimpeachable style.  JEN BARONE

“Dead or Alive”: A bicycle built 

from a cow skeleton.

a  M U S E U M S

“Real Pirates”: A gold coin 

recovered from the Whydah.

By Megan Prelinger (Blast Books)
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Arkansas is rarely on anyone’s 

bucket list. I found myself there 

only because I was visiting my 

mother’s family over the Christ-

mas holidays. Then I started 

exploring—and what a surprise. 

Had I been a spelunker or a rock 

hound, I would already have 

known that Arkansas is blessed 

with some of the most beautiful 

and unusual geologic sites in 

the world. It is a place, asserts 

Mike Howard, geology supervi-

sor of the Arkansas Geological 

Survey, where “everywhere you 

look there’s evidence of just how 

dynamic the earth has been.” So 

my family and I decided to visit 

some of the more remarkable 

locations in the Natural State.

Two and a half hours north of 

Little Rock is the most famous 

science destination in this part 

of the world, Blanchard Springs 

Caverns. Back in the Cambrian 

Era, when the Ozarks were beach-

front property, countless marine 

organisms collected in the shal-

lows of an ancient ocean that 

would in time become the Gulf of 

Mexico. Over hundreds of millions 

of years, those little critters—or 

more precisely, their calcium-

rich shells—were compressed 

into limestone. This country’s 

largest living cave system (one 

within which formations are still 

growing), the caverns formed 

when the ancient limestone here 

became exposed to acidic water. 

That water gradually corroded 

the stone, creating a wide variety 

of speleothem cave formations, 

rocks made of secondary miner-

als derived from the original stone. 

The waters of Blanchard Springs 

have worked on the caverns for 

millions of years, and the result 

is a series of stunning calcium 

features: dripstone, flowstone, 

“soda straws,” stalactites, and 

stalagmites. You can see them in 

huge caverns—including one the 

size of three football fields—on 

the easily accessible Dripstone 

tour that even my claustrophobic 

87-year-old grandmother enjoyed. 

The Wild Cave tour is for those 

who want to get dirty, wear cool 

headlamps, and see some bats. 

(www.fs.fed.us/oonf/ozark/

recreation/caverns.html)

The Ozark region’s karst 

topography—a type of land-

scape shaped by the dissolu-

tion of limestone or other soluble 

rock—has produced a spelunker 

wonderland. It holds hundreds of 

wild, commercially undeveloped 

caves representing a variety of 

geologic types. The best way to 

explore them is to hook up with a 

ARKANSAS, USA
Caves, hot springs, and diamonds—yes, diamonds—in the Ozarks.

B Y  L E E A U N D R A  K E A N Y

destination SCIENCE
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Blanchard Springs Caverns in the 

Ozark Mountains of Arkansas.
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destination SCIENCE

local “grotto,” or caving club; 

COBRA (Cavers of the Bates-

ville Region of Arkansas) out 

of Lyon College in Batesville is 

one that welcomes both begin-

ners and experienced spelunk-

ers. (cobra.lyon.edu)

After all the cave exploring, 

our muscles were a bit sore. 

So in the interest of science 

we traveled three hours south 

to the Ouachita range to visit 

another Arkansas geologic phe-

nomenon, Hot Springs National 

Park. Here we soaked in spring 

water warmed by geothermal 

heat at depths of as much as 

8,000 feet; radiocarbon-dating 

suggests the water may be up 

to 4,400 years old. The flow 

from 47 clustered hot springs 

currently serves two historic 

spas, the Buckstaff and the 

Quapaw, both on Bathhouse 

Row, a collection of architectur-

ally signi� cant structures built 

early in the last century. (www.

nps.gov/hosp/index.htm)

This region is also nota-

ble for having perhaps the 

� rst mining operation in 

what is now the United 

States. Native Ameri-

cans dug systematically 

for Arkansas novaculite, a sil-

ica-rich mineral used for arrow-

heads some 10,000 years ago.

It was the day after Christ-

mas, and it was clear that 

Santa had ignored my wish list 

and left not a single diamond in 

my stocking. Hence we headed 

off to find some diamonds at 

what may be the most unex-

pected geologic site in the 

state, Crater of Diamonds State 

Park in Murfreesboro, one hour 

farther south (www.craterof 

diamondsstatepark.com). 

This 37-acre plowed � eld is the 

eighth-largest diamond reserve 

in the world and the only spot 

on the planet where you can go 

prospecting for the gems and 

keep any that you find. Each 

year tourists like you and me 

unearth hundreds of diamonds, 

including some of the largest 

and most perfect ever found.

And what exactly are dia-

monds doing in an Arkansas 

� eld? Margi Jenks, park inter-

preter, explained: Diamonds 

are remnants of carbon dioxide 

pockets from when our planet 

formed. They lie in the earth’s 

mantle and reach the sur-

face only when carried 

up via a volcanic pipe. 

We were actually trudging 

around the eroded crater of 

a volcano that erupted about 

106 million years ago.

On that cold day in Decem-

ber, there were only a few of us 

hardy prospectors, several with 

their “diamond snif� ng” dogs. 

There are three ways to hunt 

diamonds at the crater. Surface 

inspection is the most produc-

tive after a hard rain exposes 

the minerals: You simply walk 

around and look at the ground 

until something shiny catches 

your eye. More hard-core dia-

mond hunters can “dry sift” 

the soil through sifting pans. 

Recent record rainfall had 

turned the � eld into mud, how-

ever, so on the day of our visit, 

OIL YOU NEED 

TO KNOW

Geology buffs and those 

interested in quirky but 

fascinating museums 

will not want to miss 

the Arkansas Museum 

of Natural Resources in 

Smackover. In 1922 one 

of the most dramatic oil 

discoveries in history 

took place here. The 

Smackover formation, a 

65-square-mile Jurassic 

oil fi eld, was for a few 

years the nation’s largest 

oil-producing facility. 

Now it is home to this 

little gem of a museum. 

Built and maintained by 

a special state tax on 

extractive industries, 

it is an extremely well-

funded facility with 

indoor and working 

outdoor exhibits tracing 

the history of Arkansas’ 

natural resources. 

While it pays lip service 

to things like timber, 

the museum focuses 

primarily on petroleum 

and bromine, more of 

which is produced in 

Arkansas than anywhere 

else in the world. Kids 

will love the “center of 

the earth” corridor, a 

circular hall that takes 

you from the crust all the 

way to the core. www.

arkansasstateparks.

com/museumofnatural 

resources

Above: Sifting for diamonds at Crater 

of Diamonds State Park. Below: The 

enormous Strawn-Wagner diamond. 

Left: The exterior of Blanchard 

Springs Caverns.
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anything “dry” was impossible. 

Instead, we “wet sifted,” plac-

ing a hunk of volcanic clay in 

a sieve and gently washing it 

in a sluice. The clay dissolves, 

leaving behind rocks that you 

can sort through. The famous 

3.03-carat Strawn-Wagner dia-

mond—the only diamond ever 

rated perfect by the American 

Gem Society—was discovered 

by this method. 

We found what might be an 

amethyst, some quartz, and…

was that a diamond? The staff 

shook their heads. Apparently 

we’d just collected a bunch of 

pretty rocks. At least we got to 

play in volcanic mud. Maybe 

you’ll have better luck. Admis-

sion to the search area is $7, 

and renting sifting pans and 

shovels runs about $9. 
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RECENTLY ON

COSMIC

VARIANCE

Quantum 

Photosyn-

thesis

Sean Carroll 

delights in the news that 

some plant cells use a trick 

from quantum physics to 

boost ef� ciency.

RECENTLY ON

THE

INTERSECTION

What Should 

Science 

Organizations 

Say About Religion? 

Answer: A Lot

Scienti� c authorities should 

explain why evolution-

ary theory and religion are 

compatible, Chris Mooney 

argues. 

RECENTLY ON

THE LOOM

Blind Cousins to 

the Arthropod 

Superstars 

Carl Zimmer describes a 

cave-dwelling creepy-crawly 

critter that sheds light on 

insect evolution.

RECENTLY ON

BAD

ASTRONOMY

Hubble Catches 

Pluto Red-Faced

Pluto may be just a “tiny 

ice ball,” Phil Plait says, but 

new images from the space 

telescope reveal surprising 

dynamics on its surface.
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PHOTO GALLERY 

The Long Life and 
Strange Adventures of 
the Mars Rover, Spirit

For six years Spirit wandered the Red Planet, 

seeking scienti� c discoveries around every corner 

and under every rock. The shutterbug rover snapped 

photos as it climbed mountains, cut into Martian 

stone, and watched dust devils whirl by. Now that 

the rover is mired in sand, this photo gallery 

uses Spirit’s own photographs to look back over 

its travels and accomplishments. 

 discovermagazine.com/web/Mars-Spirit

PHOTO GALLERY

Neutrino Hunting 
and Penguin Watching at 
the South Pole

A behind-the-scenes peek at science in 

Antarctica. 

discovermagazine.

com/web/Antarctica

WEB EXCLUSIVE 

The Hottest Physics Experiment on the Planet
In a Long Island lab, gold particles collide at a record 4 trillion degrees Celsius. 

 discovermagazine.com/web/hot-gold

PHOTO GALLERY 

The Clever Tricks That Help Caterpillars 
Reach Butterfl yhood
Photographer Samuel Jaffe’s portraits reveal larvae that survive through ingenious 

disguises and alarming appendages. These spicebush swallowtail caterpillars sport 

deceptive eyespots and can in� ate bright red horns that look like snake tongues 

and stink like snake musk.  discovermagazine.com/web/caterpillars

PHOTO GALLERY Eight Marine Creatures That Light Up the Sea 
These glowing ocean denizens use bioluminescent displays to dazzle their

enemies, lure prey, and beguile potential mates. discovermagazine.com/web/bioluminescence
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Vital Signs by H. Lee Kagan

After Haiti’s horrifying earthquake, the breakneck medical 
response plays out in one woman’s hard-won recovery.

 W
e had been working 14-hour days in the makeshift intensive 

care unit at the Buen Samaritano clinic on the outskirts of 

Jimaní in the Dominican Republic, and none of us had ever 

before seen, much less been responsible for, a unit so laden with 

human misery. Twelve days earlier, on January 12, the magnitude 

7.0 earthquake had leveled much of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Within 

24 hours hundreds of refugees � eeing the devastated city had 

begun crossing the border into this sleepy Dominican town, an 

hour and a half east of Port-au-Prince by car, seeking medical 

care. The clinic and orphanage compound where my wife, a 

critical care nurse, and I were volunteering (along with 200 

other medical workers) was overwhelmed in a matter of days.

The survivors of the quake had been brought to the clinic from 

Haiti in all manner of conveyance, including the backs of dump 

trucks. Most had suffered major trauma: broken limbs, often with 

open fractures; deep abrasions; and crush injuries everywhere from 

falling building blocks and debris. Their wounds had gone untended 

for days. Resources at the rural Jimaní clinic, built several years earlier 

as an outpatient facility for the impoverished surrounding communi-

ties, were limited. But � ve improvised operating rooms had been run-

ning around the clock, staffed by volunteers from all over the world. 

The week before we arrived, surgeons at the clinic 

had performed 120 amputations, and scores of 

fractures had been stabilized with external pins 

set into bones and then � xed in place by metal 

rods attached to the pins. Amazingly, the ortho-

pedic and trauma surgeons had done everything 

to that point without bene� t of X-rays.

By the time we arrived at the beginning of the 

second week, what must have been a frenzied 

scene straight out of M*A*S*H had begun to give 

way to a less frenetic though still extremely busy hospital setting. 

The orphanage, an open-air chapel, and a large tent sheltered more 

than 300 patients, plus another 500 family members. In the chapel 

they lay with their bandaged stumps and orthopedic hardware on 

mattresses and blankets that covered a bare cement � oor. Rela-

tives looked after loved ones and helped tend orphaned children 

on nearby mats. Nurses and doctors had to drop down on their 

knees to restart malfunctioning IVs, change dressings, or just lay a 

comforting hand on a frightened child’s brow.

Now word came to us that over in the chapel an elderly woman 

with congestive heart failure was experiencing chest pain. Doctors 

and nurses had been looking after her for four days, but her pain had 

increased, so the chapel staff was transferring her into our unit for an 

electrocardiogram (EKG) and more intensive treatment. We added her 

name to our patient list and waited for her to be brought over.

Madame Solange, a gray-haired Haitian, soon arrived with a 

stoic, even distracted, expression on her face. “She needs an 

EKG,” said the harried cardiologist who accompanied her. “I think 

some Lasix [a potent diuretic used to treat heart failure] will have 

her feeling better.” As she lay on her cot, I bent over and listened 

with my stethoscope to her right lung, but I heard no rales, the 

� ne gurgling sounds of water loose within the lung’s air spaces. 

Puzzled, I asked the cardiologist why he thought she had heart 

failure. As he turned to hurry back to the chapel, he told me that 

he’d heard an “S3.” An S3 is an extra heart sound that frequently 

occurs when the heart is failing as a pump. It is often a subtle � nd-

ing, hard to detect even in an optimal setting, let alone a busy � eld 

hospital. I resumed my exam and moved my stethoscope over to 

her left chest, where I listened and heard nothing. Literally nothing: 

no rales, no breath sounds, nothing. She wasn’t moving air on that 

side. I quickly percussed both sides of her chest, pressing a � nger 

against her ribs and tapping it with a � ngertip of my other hand. I 

heard the normal hollow resonance of an in� ated lung on the right 

but got a dull thud on the left. Something was seriously wrong.

My colleague and I carefully helped Madame Solange sit up. 

With a few additional diagnostic maneuvers—percussing, lis-

tening, and feeling her chest—we determined that the dull thud 

was the result of her left chest cavity’s having � lled up with � uid. 

Although it would have been nice to con� rm this with an X-ray, we 

were con� dent of our � ndings. But why was there � uid in her left 

chest? We laid her back down on the cot, and I began examining 

her chest wall. Pushing sequentially on her ribs, I was surprised 

to find an area of tenderness at the point where an upper rib 

joined her sternum. I felt it click under the pressure of my � ngers. 

“Fractured,” I thought, quickly scanning her chest once more for 

evidence of trauma. There was none—no abrasions, no cuts, no 

bruises. So what had caused a rib separation?

At this point Madame Solange’s son appeared at the bedside, 

and through a Creole translator he described how during the earth-

quake he had watched “blocks hit her on the chest” as their home 

collapsed. I looked again at her chest, and this time I moved her 

pendulous left breast aside. There it was: extensive bruising that 

had been hidden beneath it.

“Look,” my colleague said as he watched her breathing. With 

each inhalation her rib cage expanded, and though her right chest 

moved up, paradoxically, her left chest moved down. “Flail chest,” 

we said in unison. As an internist I rarely dealt with trauma and 

hadn’t seen a � ailing chest since my training days, but it’s some-

thing you never forget. Somewhere in her rib cage, Madame Sol-

ange had enough fractures to mechanically separate a portion of 

her ribs from the rest of the chest wall. That part “� ailed,” moving 

As an internist I rarely dealt with trauma and 
hadn’t seen a fl ailing chest since my 

training days, but it’s something you never 
forget—a potentially life-threatening situation.
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freely during respiration in a direction opposite that of the rest of 

the chest wall. As a result, when she breathed in, the detached 

portion retracted inward. It rendered the pumping motion of her left 

chest useless, so her left lung was simply not in� ating. In the week 

and a half since the quake, her left chest cavity had � lled with � uid, 

compressing and collapsing her lung on that side.

Flail chest is a potentially life-threatening situation. What struck us 

as we stood at her bedside was how resilient this woman was in 

the face of such a serious injury. Her vital signs were remarkably 

stable, apart from a modest increase in her heart and respiratory 

rates. Her oxygen level was within the normal range. But she was 

elderly. How long could this tenuous state hold?

I did an EKG with the machine one of the volunteer groups had 

brought to the clinic and con� rmed that my patient had no bruising 

of her heart muscle. Her heart, in fact, was � ne. Her chest pain 

was due to trauma, not angina. What she needed now wasn’t a 

dose of Lasix but a move to a more sophisticated facility, where 

a tube could be placed into her left chest cavity to drain the � uid 

and expand the lung.

Through her son and the interpreter, we explained our � ndings 

to Madame Solange. She seemed to understand but remained 

oddly impassive. I realized that what at � rst glance had appeared 

to be a stoic demeanor was in fact the stunned, � at, bottled-up 

affect of someone who has recently survived serious trauma. It is a 

common early response to overwhelming emotions so far outside 

the usual range that they must be repressed. In fact, it was the 

dominant emotional tone that I had seen throughout Buen Samari-

tano. At the gentle urging of her son, Madame Solange agreed to 

the transfer and took her place on the waiting list of those who 

needed urgent transport to a better-equipped facility.

And wait she did. Many of our most seriously injured patients 

had been waiting days for a flight out, held back by red tape, 

poor communication, and helicopters that didn’t show up when 

they were supposed to. The frustration of those delays was but 

one note in the overwhelming cacophony of feelings we had to 

contend with every day. From the get-go the professional in me 

told me to just hunker down and do my job, and I quickly found 

that concentrating on what I did best helped create a zone of 

clarity for me amid a sea of people who had been brutalized 

by the forces of nature. 

Wherever I looked, volunteers from every corner of the map 

moved about the place, intent on tasks 

whose purpose I could often only guess 

at. It was unsettling at � rst, this perva-

sive sense of controlled chaos. But in 

time I grew comfortable with not know-

ing who everyone was or what everyone 

was doing. In the end it all somehow 

seemed to � t together.

The evening after I � rst met Madame 

Solange, I telephoned my daughter in 

New York and found myself fighting 

back tears before I could talk to her. 

The image of my daughter’s happy 

face, clean and healthy, safe and com-

fortable—it was everything this place 

was not. The feeling welled up in me not 

because of any particular injury I had 

seen or story I had heard, but for the 

global burden of misfortune now sur-

rounding me. Many people I spoke with 

told me that at some point they’d had to 

� nd a private moment to have their cry 

and then go on with their jobs.

A day and a half later, our transport 

coordinator arranged clearance for 

Madame Solange to travel via ambulance 

to a hospital in the town of Jimaní proper, 

where doctors would be able to insert a 

chest tube and apply continuous suction. The suction was essen-

tial for keeping the left lung in� ated, and since we didn’t have the 

necessary equipment at our clinic, we were not able to place 

the tube ourselves.

Two days after Madame Solange’s transfer, my colleague 

hopped a ride over to Jimaní and paid her a visit. An X-ray taken 

there had revealed fractures in the posterior portions of � ve ribs, 

damage that we had only been able to infer. Chest tube drainage 

had removed all of her chest � uid. “She was sitting up, feeling a 

whole lot better, eating ice cream,” he reported back to us.

The news that our patient was doing so well put smiles on our 

faces. We were pleased and relieved that from so much misery we 

had been able to extract one more victory. Still, with temperatures 

at the clinic pushing 90 all week, I cannot deny that our smiles may 

also have been due, at least a wee bit, to the thought of someone’s 

eating ice cream here in Jimaní. 

At the Jimaní clinic, nurses 

(including the author’s 

wife, Patty, top) treat a patient 

with a severe leg injury. 
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H. Lee Kagan is an internist in Los Angeles who participated in the Haiti 

recovery as a volunteer with the International Medical

Alliance (www.imaonline.org). The cases described in Vital Signs are 

real, but patients’ names and other details have been changed. 
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The Brain by Carl Zimmer
Smell is a powerful and evocative sense yet also a deeply 
enigmatic one. So scientists have invented an odor yardstick to 
fi gure out what goes on between your nose and your brain.

 Y
our nose is a paradox. In some ways the human sense of 

smell is astonishingly precise. For example, natural gas com-

panies add a smelly molecule called n-butyl mercaptan to 

natural gas, which is odorless by itself, so that people can sniff gas 

leaks. All it takes is one n-butyl mercaptan molecule for every 10 

billion molecules of methane to do the trick. To put this precision 

in perspective, imagine you are standing in front of two Olympic-

size swimming pools. One of them contains a grand total of three 

drops of n-butyl mercaptan, and the other has none. Your nose 

could tell the difference.

But don’t get too smug, because in other ways your sense of 

smell is practically useless. To judge for yourself, � nd someone 

to help you run a simple experiment. Close your eyes while your 

partner raids your refrigerator and then holds different foods under 

your nose. Try to name each scent. If you’re like most people, you’ll 

bomb. In a number of studies, scientists have found that people 

tested on items in their own kitchens and garages give the wrong 

answer at least half the time. And as bad as we normally are at 

identifying smells, we can easily be fooled into doing worse. If 

orange food coloring is added to cherry-� avored soda, for exam-

ple, people are more likely to say that it smells like oranges.

Noam Sobel of the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel and 

his colleagues have been puzzling over this paradox for the past 

several years. What has been missing in the science of smell, they 

argue, is a meaningful way to measure it—an olfactory yardstick. 

Now they have built one.

That it has taken so long for some-

one to come up with a yardstick for 

smell is something of a scandal. Sci-

entists who study vision, for example, 

know that light with a wavelength of 

620 nanometers will appear a par-

ticular shade of orange. They know 

with perfect certainty that orange is 

closer in wavelength (and perceived color) to yellow than it is to 

green. And they have used such objective measures about light 

and vision to learn a great deal about the biology that allows us to 

see. Scientists who study smell have had no equivalently objective 

way to judge, for example, whether the smell of roses is closer to 

spearmint or vanilla.

Part of the reason for this lack of an odor yardstick may have 

been the common belief that the human sense of smell is crude. 

Dogs and other mammals have a better sense of smell than we 

do, but their prowess doesn’t mean our noses are useless. In fact, 

as Sobel and his colleagues demonstrated in a 2007 experiment, 

humans can do a pretty good impression of a bloodhound.

Sobel and company went into an open � eld and set down 30 

yards of twine scented with chocolate. Then they brought together 

32 people and gave them a mission: Follow the trail using noth-

ing but your nose. The scientists put blindfolds on their subjects 

so they could not see the twine. Earmuffs blocked out sounds. 

Elbow pads, knee pads, and work gloves shielded them from tac-

tile clues. Only their noses could provide them with information. 

The subjects got down on all fours about 10 feet from the start of 

the scent trail. Then they started to sniff.

Remarkably, most of the volunteers were able to � nd the twine. 

Even more remarkably, 21 of them were able to follow its scent 

from start to � nish. Whenever they veered off course, they sniffed 

their way back. Not only did they track the scent impressively well, 

but they also improved with practice. The scientists arranged for 

some of the subjects to run the course for 45 minutes a day for 

three days; they cut their times and improved their accuracy.

When Sobel’s human bloodhounds put their noses to the 

ground, they drew in a gaseous cocktail of many different kinds of 

molecules—from the dirt, the grass, and anything else riding along 

in the air. Those molecules then latched onto olfactory receptors 

located on nerve endings in their nostrils. Only certain molecules, 

one theory holds, have the right shape to latch onto certain recep-

tors.  A given receptor can snag a number of different odor mol-

ecules, and a given odor molecule can latch onto several different 

receptors. Each nerve in a person’s nose builds all its receptors 

using just a single gene. 

The olfactory neurons are the only ones in the central nervous 

system that are directly exposed to the air. When a receptor grabs a 

molecule, it causes an electric signal to travel the length of the neu-

ron from the nasal lining to the smell-processing regions of the 

brain. There, the neuron converges with thousands of other neurons 

delivering their own signals. The brain does not just passively accept 

all these signals. If we learn how to tell two odors apart through one 

nostril, for example, we are able to tell them apart with the other 

nostril as well. The learning happens in the brain, not in the nose.

All this complex signal processing means that we can distin-

guish among thousands of different odor molecules. Sobel and his 

colleagues recently set out to pin down how that process works by 

determining the relationship between the structure of a molecule 

and the way it smells. The scientists began by building a data-

base of 1,500 odor-producing molecules, cataloging 1,664 differ-

ent traits—their size, the strength of the chemical bonds between 

their atoms, and so on.

Next, Sobel and his team looked for patterns in this dizzying 

cloud of data using a statistical technique known as principal com-

ponent analysis, a method commonly employed to analyze large 

sets of data and tease out patterns. They searched for traits that 

consistently varied in lockstep with one another from molecule 

to molecule. A few key traits account for a lot of the variation in 

structure from one molecule to the next. For instance, the size of 

a molecule varies along with how tightly its atoms are packed. 

Our brains can learn to revalue the same odor for 
different conditions. The smell of bacon is alluring if 

you’re hungry, but not after the fourth helping.
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Sobel used these patterns to give each molecule in his database 

a single, simple score, like notches on a yardstick.

This yardstick, Sobel soon determined, is not just a statisti-

cal abstraction. It has a deep connection to how we smell the 

world. The researchers selected molecules from different intervals 

along the yardstick and had people sniff them. The farther apart 

the molecules were on the yardstick, the easier it was for people 

to tell them apart by their odor.

Sobel also got a striking result when he asked people to report 

how pleasant or unpleasant they judged various smells to be. 

Molecules ranked at one end of the yardstick stank to high heaven. 

At the other end, they were delightfully fragrant. The yardstick 

did such a good job of measuring the quality of odors that the 

scientists could use it to predict just how pleasant (or unpleasant) 

people would rate a new molecule.

To see whether this yardstick is universal, neurobiologist 

Nathalie Mandairon and her colleagues at the University of Lyon 

in France decided in 2008 to test Sobel’s odor-ranking system 

on mice. The researchers picked a set of odors and observed 

how long the animals sniffed them. The closer an odor was to 

the pleasant end of Sobel’s yardstick, the longer the mice spent 

smelling it. Sobel’s odor yardstick seems to have uncovered a 

fundamental truth about the nature of smell. When the noses 

of our distant ancestors evolved into sophisticated molecular 

detectors, he suggests, they started to process key traits to 

come up with a simple measurement—an internal yardstick. Our 

ancestors felt pleasure when they sensed smells that signi� ed 

desirable things (a mother’s teat, a ripe piece of fruit) and moved 

toward them. They felt disgust or fear at odors that signi� ed danger 

(rotting corpses or a predator’s feces) and moved away.

Our sense of smell is not a purely automatic system, however. 

An odor, Sobel argues, is more than the physical properties of a 

molecule; it is also the emotions these properties summon up. This 

is where learning comes in. We can learn to fear certain smells that 

signal danger, just as we learn to make associations with danger-

ous sights or sounds. At a deeper level, our brains can revalue 

the same smell for different conditions. The smell of bacon may 

be alluring if you are hungry, but after a fourth helping, the same 

smell can start to get sickening. Scientists 

can see this revaluing take place within 

the brain as emotion-regulating regions 

change their activity. As a result, we can 

use pleasure and disgust as a guide not 

just for � nding the right kinds of food but 

also for eating the right amount. These 

links to emotion and learning also help 

explain why a single whiff can summon up 

powerful memories.

Using Sobel’s yardstick, scientists may 

be able to start untangling the paradox of 

smell: why we are so good at distinguish-

ing odors and so bad at naming them. Our 

brains appear to have evolved an elegant 

way to reduce the dizzying variety of mol-

ecules in our environment into a simple 

scale based on what matters most about 

scents—whether they smell good or bad. By 

giving different odor molecules a place on 

the yardstick, we can distinguish � ne gra-

dations among them. Although this method 

may be helpful and ef� cient, it doesn’t give 

us much information that we can use in 

putting a name to different smells. Imagine 

that someone showed you pictures of dif-

ferent types of fruit and had you name each 

one. Now imagine that the pictures zoom 

in on a single patch of color on each piece 

of fruit. You might be easily able to tell the 

difference between two shades of red with-

out being able to say which belonged to a 

strawberry and which to a raspberry.

This analogy, Sobel argues, actually understates the dif� culty 

we have in naming smells. He draws a distinction between odor 

molecules and “odor objects.” There is a visual object we call 

“banana” that encompasses our experience of seeing a banana. 

There is also an odor object version of “banana,” a combination 

of the inherent pleasantness of the molecules released by the fruit 

(as measured by Sobel’s yardstick) and our subjective mental state 

when we encounter them. Emotions are notoriously hard to put 

into words, and the emotions wrapped up in odors make the prob-

lem of identi� cation even harder.

Supreme Court judge Potter Stewart famously wrote in 1964 

that pornography was hard to de� ne but that he knew it when he 

saw it. In the same way, we may not be able to put a name to an 

odor, but we sure know when something stinks. S
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAVERIO TRUGLIA

Our robot brain trust, 

assembled above a robotics 

workshop at Carnegie Mellon 

University. From left: Javier 

Movellan, Robin Murphy, Red 

Whittaker, and Rodney Brooks.
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The movies have brainwashed us into thinking 

that robots should look like people, but the revolution 

isn’t turning out that way. How are the machines 

changing, and how will they change us? DISCOVER, 

with the National Science Foundation and Carnegie 

Mellon University, posed these questions to four experts. 

Robin Murphy of Texas A&M is an expert in rescue 

robots; Red Whittaker of Carnegie Mellon designs robots 

that work in diffi cult environments; Javier Movellan of 

U.C. San Diego studies how robots interact with children; 

and Rodney Brooks of MIT founded iRobot, maker of 

the Roomba. Editor in chief Corey S. Powell moderated.  

Let’s start with the basics. What 

exactly is a robot?

Brooks: A robot is something that 

senses the world, does some sort 

of computation, and decides to 

take an action outside of its physi-

cal extremity. That action might 

be moving around, or it might be 

grabbing something and mov-

ing it. I say “outside its extremity” 

because I don’t like to let dish-

washers be de� ned as robots.

Whittaker: I’m a little more lib-

eral about that. I worked with 

robots that cleaned up the Three 

Mile Island nuclear accident [from 

1984 to 1986]. Those were remote 

controlled, and one of the knocks 
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Robots are the best way we know to learn about how humans are put together. They are a reality check       
  our theories of artifi cial intelligence. As we develop robots that can interact with humans, we        

against them was that they weren’t real robots. Those 

machines that are tour guides to the Titanic or our eyes 

on Mars don’t do a lot of thinking either, but they’re good 

enough in my book.

Movellan: The idea that a system has to operate in space 

and time, with real-time constraints, is critical. It’s also 

critical to understand the intelligence of these things—it’s 

not just intelligence in general but an intelligence situated 

in a particular world.

Murphy: And I would add that sometimes this intel-

ligence is shared. Is the robot just the physical entity at 

Three Mile Island or at a disaster site or on Mars? Or is 

it also right here with us? More and more robots are part 

of a shared cognition system.

Rodney, you’ve talked about four goals that robot 

researchers should be aiming for. What are they?

Brooks: First, the object-recognition capabilities of a 

2-year-old child. You can show a 2-year-old a chair that 

he’s never seen before, and he’ll be able to say, “That’s 

a chair.” Our computer vision systems are not that good. 

But if our robots did have that capability, we’d be able to 

do a whole lot more.

Second, the language capabilities of a 4-year-old child. 

When you talk to a 4-year-old, you hardly have to dumb 

down your grammar at all. That is much better than our 

current speech systems can do.

Third, the manual dexterity of a 6-year-old child. A 

6-year-old can tie his shoelaces. A 6-year-old can do every 

operation that a Chinese worker does in a factory. That 

level of dexterity, which would require a combination of 

new sorts of sensors, new sorts of actuators, and new algo-

rithms, will let our robots do a whole lot more in the world.

Fourth, the social understanding of an 8- or 9-year-

old child. Eight- or 9-year-olds understand the difference 

between their knowledge of the world and the knowledge 

of someone they are interacting with. When showing a 

robot how to do a task, they know to look at where the 

eyes of the robot are looking. They also know how to take 

social cues from the robot.

If we make progress in any of those four directions our 

robots will get a lot better than they are now.

We’ve already had a lot of success with robots 

in space. The Obama administration recently 

announced plans to cancel NASA’s Ares rockets and 

Orion capsule, which were intended to take humans 

back to the moon—and Red, you don’t look at all sad 

about that. Why not?

Whittaker: This is actually very good news for robotics. 

Robot missions don’t require immense launch payloads. 

You don’t have to keep humans warm, keep them fed and 

watered and breathing.

In fact, you’re working now on a robotic mission that 

will be done without government funding, right?

Whittaker: Google is offering a $20 million prize for the 

� rst robot that sends television signals from the moon, 

and I intend to win that. There are bonuses for travel-

ing a certain distance and for navigating to a place 

where humans have sent things before [for instance to 

the Apollo sites]. That is more deliberative than robotic 

wandering. It’s nonfederal, but that’s how all of the great 

technological incentives work. When Lindbergh � ew to 

Paris for his $25,000, it wasn’t a federal program. Great 

prizes completely transform people’s belief, catapult an 

industry, and drive technology. And they’re rather fun.

What about all the money NASA has already 

invested in these rockets? Is there a way to merge 

the manned program with a robotics program?

Whittaker: Robotic precursors could vastly improve the 

prospects for human exploration. For example, an orbit-

ing spacecraft recently discovered the opening to a lunar 

cave. There are extensive caves on the moon, and they’re 

important because humans don’t do well in the extreme 

heat and the extreme cold on the surface. Those caves 

are waiting to be explored, but clearly no human would 

be the � rst one in. If you lose 10 robots exploring those 

caves, you don’t worry about it, but if you lose one per-

son, it could shut down your entire space program.

There are also places near the poles of the moon 

where it stays light for months at a time. That is arguably 

the most valuable real estate in the solar system [because 

solar energy would be available so much of the time]. 

What a gift it would be for robots to con� rm, survey, and 

establish these areas.

Brooks: In addition to precursor missions, the most 

astounding thing for us as humans will be if we discover 

life somewhere else. We’re looking at extrasolar plan-

ets [ones around other stars], but there are also a bunch 

of places in our solar system that look promising—the 

moons of Jupiter and Saturn, and back again to Mars. 

For the cost of two shuttle launches, we could have an 

extensive unmanned mission to each of those places. 

If Obama’s policy frees up money for robotic probes, it 

increases our chances of detecting life. That would open 

up whole new vistas in our understanding, and it would 

change us philosophically.

Another important potential role for robots is in 

search and rescue. Robin, how far have your robots 

gone in saving human lives?

Murphy: We have gone to places where rescuers 

couldn’t go because it was unsafe. We’ve certainly 

helped by providing surveillance and reconnaissance. 

In flooding disasters, for instance, you need marine 
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on our psychological theories and 
        will fi nd them to be an indispensable tool.

vehicles to help check out bridges and seawalls. We’ve 

been at 11 disasters, including the World Trade Center, 

hurricane Katrina, and the Crandall Canyon, Utah, mine 

collapse. But we’ve never pulled out anybody who was 

alive with a rescue robot.

What can robots do in search and rescue that a 

person or a dog cannot do?

Murphy: That’s the wrong question. We don’t need robots 

to replace humans and dogs. We need robots to extend 

the capabilities of people. People can’t be hummingbirds. 

Small helicopters, though, can evaluate structure, give 

overviews—oh, look, there are people over here; oh, 

there’s � ash � ooding over there. Aerial vehicles can � y 

under the forest canopies that piloted airplanes can’t see 

through. The same goes for looking underwater. People 

are not dolphins. We’re not replacing people with robot 

submarines; we’re extending our capabilities.

Right now, most of the people who survive after being 

trapped more than � ve days [after an earthquake like the 

one in Haiti in January or the one in Chile in February] are 

surface victims, people who were not heavily crushed. 

People farther in typically don’t get rescued in time. This 

is where technology can help. The trick is to make robots 

go deeper into the rubble, more than the 20 feet that the 

existing camera-on-a-stick technology can go. You want 

to extend people’s views 40 to 100 feet into the depths of 

the rubble, where you could � nd trapped survivors.

A recurring theme here is the challenge of getting 

humans and robots to work together. Javier, you’re 

doing that by pairing robots with small children.

Movellan: That’s right. I started working with robots and 

toddlers by coincidence. I had this project with Sony to 

make an entertainment robot. We put a lot of engineering 

into our robots, but after 10 hours of playing with them, 

people would put them back in the box and that was it. 

We thought, that doesn’t happen with dogs and other 

pets; what’s going on? To � nd out, we decided to work 

with some of the toughest critics on earth: infants. They 

don’t speak, yet they are capable of developing very deep 

social interactions with other people. We thought there 

would be lots of things to learn about the way infants 

interact with robots.

The � rst thing we realized was that robots designed 

beautifully by engineers did not work in this environment. 

After two or three interactions, the babies got bored with 

them. Then we started designing children’s robots with 

smile detection. When we � rst turned one on, the kids 

started running around in panic. My son was one of the 

testers and I could hear him say, ‘Robot scary, robot scary.’ 

By the end of the project, though, mothers were telling me, 

“Javier, I am a little bit concerned that my child is con-

stantly talking about your robot.” We had progressed that 

much. Critical to our success was the fact that we were 

always going to the � eld and testing. It was critical to put 

some form of emotional mechanism into these robots.

Why do kids need robots at all?

Movellan: Robots are the best way we know to learn 

about how humans are put together. They are a reality 

check on our psychological theories, control theories, 

arti� cial intelligence, and so on. In addition, as we develop 

robots that can actually interact with humans and survive 

in these less controlled environments, we will � nd them 

to be an indispensable tool. Teachers really could use 

some help. We saw in some situations that robots could 

enhance children’s vocabulary skills. But at the moment, 

we’re working with one robot at a time. We want to scale 

this up to 1,000 robots that will be constantly sending 

us information about what it takes for children to learn, 

what kind of things the children are learning, what kind 

of things they are not learning, the effects of different 

environments, and so on.

There is a common fear that robots will replace 

humans—not just in space or on rescue missions 

but in manual labor. Is this concern warranted?

Whittaker: It’s not like there’s a plot afoot. Robotics isn’t 

lobbying for this. It just happens quietly over time—things 

get added on to existing technologies as features and 

improve productivity. Take agriculture. There was a time 

when surveyors put in stakes and marked the land. Now 

much of that can be automated right into a machine. 

Bulldozer blades governed by automated technologies 

are added on to what we would think of as heavy conven-

tional machines. Big trucks in surface mines are bene� t-

ing from features of automation. We designed farming 

machines that harvest hay using machine vision systems, 

GPS guidance, and other sensing devices.

Brooks: People don’t realize how much of the food that 

we eat today has had a robotic element in its production. 

Tractors, as Red said, now come from the factory with GPS 

guidance systems. Not only are they guided, but they’re 

also using satellite data from those fields to know how 

much fertilizer to put where and how much seed to put in.

What about combat? This would seem a perfect 

place to eliminate humans, but some people worry 

about letting machines take control of warfare.

Brooks: I started a company that builds military robots. 

I think what scares people about robots is giving them 

targeting authority, letting them make decisions on who’s 

going to get shot. I don’t think that’s going to happen 

anytime in the short term—not in the U.S. military, at least 

[see “The Terminators,” page 36]. It may happen in devices 

used by insurgents and nongovernment combatants. Now 

might be a time for people to think about modifying the 

Geneva Conventions to put constraints on having robotic 

systems make targeting decisions by themselves. It may 

not be too long, however, before automatic systems are 

better at making judgments than humans are. You send 
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a bunch of 19-year-old kids into a dark room with guns; 

if they think they’re getting shot at, they will shoot back 

without waiting to ask questions. A robot doesn’t have 

to shoot � rst.

So perhaps we should turn the question 

around and ask this: Will we reach a point where 

it is ethically imperative to use robots?

Brooks: When we � rst started sending robots to Afghan-

istan to handle improvised explosive devices, U.S. mili-

tary doctrine was to put someone in a bomb suit and 

send him out to poke it. That’s no longer the case. A 

robot has to be sent to poke the bomb rather than a per-

son. At iRobot we regularly get letters from people out in 

the � eld saying, “Your robot saved my life today.”

Movellan: There is also an ethical imperative to do 

research so that we can invent the technology that would 

save lives in the future. My son had an accident and went 

to the emergency room. There was an amazing team of 

doctors and robots performing critical care . This coor-

dination between the robots and the doctors is what 

saved my child’s life. What struck me at the time is that 

somebody made these robots. Somebody had funded 

the research that made them possible.

Rodney, you’ve said that people tend not to 

use the robots the way you want them 

to but rather in a way they want to use them. 

What do you mean by that?

Brooks: Here’s an example. We got word back from the 

� eld in Afghanistan and Iraq that the soldiers didn’t like 

the menu system our engineers had designed. They said it 

“sucked”—I think that was the quote. Our solution was to 

ship controllers with designs based on Game Boys. After 

� ve minutes the soldiers had mastered 85 percent of the 

capability of the robot. It required a different way of 

thinking on our part about how someone was going 

to interact with that robot and what they were going to 

bring to the interaction, not what an engineer wants to 

do. Here’s another example that completely shocked us. 

When we built the prototype Roomba vacuum cleaner, 

there was a rocker switch on the � rst model. That was 

a total disaster. People couldn’t tell which way was On 

and which way was Off. We got calls to technical support 

all the time. Now Roomba has one button in the middle 

that just says Clean.

Are there other examples of similar design mistakes 

as people fi gure out how robots should work?

Murphy: We started doing rescue robotics back in 1995. 

In four years of theoretical work, we built a robot that 

could go over the rubble piles, at which point it would 

let out lots of little robots, which would be able to wend 

their way deeper into the rubble. Once we started work-

ing with rescue teams, we realized you’d never need the 

bigger robot. Only the small ones were of any use at all. 

If we had all been guys, the rescue team members prob-

ably would have looked at us and just said: “Oh, what 

geeks. Get out of here.” But they felt sorry for us, kind of 

like you would for your little sad niece. They said, “Come 

on, come back and try again.” It’s one of the nice things 

about being a woman in robotics.

Computers are said to double in power and memory 

every two years or so, following what is known as 

Moore’s law. Is there a Moore’s law in robotics?

Brooks: When I � rst came to the United States, I was sort 

of a gopher for Hans Moravec, who has been part of the 

robotics institute here at Carnegie Mellon for many years. 

Back then he was out at Stanford. In 1979 I remember 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 76
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                   In the skies above Afghanistan and along the roadsides 

of Iraq, unmanned military machines are changing the 

            nature of combat. The battlefi eld of the future may belong to 

the robots, not the humans. By Mark Anderson
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An unmanned MQ-9 Reaper 

is readied for takeoff at Creech 

Air Force Base in Nevada. 
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a scorching early afternoon 

in August 2007, Col. David 

“Diesel” Sullivan was doing 

his daily rounds at Creech 

Air Force Base outside Las 

Vegas when he got the call. 

A pilot under his command 

at the base, remotely flying 

an armed, unmanned MQ-9 

Reaper aerial drone in eastern 

Afghanistan, had spotted four 

men perched on an Afghan 

hilltop. Were they Taliban? If 

so, they were perfectly placed 

to ambush an American raid-

ing party just hours away.

Sullivan walked out of the 

heat and into the small, single-

wide trailer operations room 

(the “ops cell”) to assess the 

situation � rsthand. Maneuver-

ing the Reaper by joystick, the 

pilot pointed to the screen: 

Four human shapes were sil-

houetted against a tarp some 

7,500 miles away. The local 

time was 2 a.m. These were 

hardly goatherds, and with no 

coalition soldiers reported on 

the hill, consensus emerged 

that the four � gures were insur-

gents. Sullivan ordered the 

countdown for lethal force, and 

his pilot began the 10-minute 

sequence for launch of a laser-

guided Hellfire missile. Then 

Sullivan noticed a detail that 

gave him pause. Two of the men 

were doing sit-ups and push-

ups. “I’ve been watching the 

Taliban for years now in small 

units like that,” he said. “They 

would not be doing exercises.” 

Ultimately U.S. commanders 

on the ground were asked to 

check with their � eld units one 

last time. Sullivan watched via 

infrared video feed from half a 

world away as one of the sil-

houettes picked up a portable 

phone. With only minutes to 

spare, Sullivan stopped what 

would have been a deadly 

friendly-fire missile strike on 

American troops.

 Robotics experts call what

Sullivan exercised “discrimina-

tion,” the ability to target ene-

my forces while keeping fire 

away from civilians, friendly 

troops, and prisoners of war. 

In the move toward increas-

ing use of unmanned military 

machines, discrimination is 

the elephant in the room. 

Rise of the 
Machines
Thousands of unmanned aer-

ial drones, tanks, and subma-

rines have been developed and 

deployed by militaries in up to 

50 nations. These include unpi-

loted planes such as the MQ-9 

Reaper and its more famous 

predecessor, the MQ-1 Preda-

tor, as well as ground vehicles 

such as the unmanned mini-

tank Talon SWORDS (Special 

Weapons Observation Recon-

naissance Detection System) 

and the multipurpose PackBot, 

 which has been widely used to 

defuse roadside bombs in Iraq 

and which can also gather intel-

ligence and detect snipers. 

They are machines, cer-

tainly, but calling these devices 

robots—as many in both the 

military and the public do—is 

a leap. Most mobile military 

robots in use today are pilot-

ed via remote control by a 

human operator. Discrimina-

tion, more than anything else, 

requires that humans call the 

shots. Indeed, field tests of 

autonomous military bots have 

tragically made the point: In a 

South African military exercise 

in October 2007, an automated 

antiaircraft gun went haywire, 

spraying 35mm cannon shells 

at a phalanx of nearby artillery 

soldiers, killing nine. 

Even so, as surely as every 

modern jetliner runs primar-

ily on autopilot, tomorrow’s 

military robots will increasingly 

operate on their own initia-

tive. Before the decade is out, 

some fighting force may well 

succeed in fielding a military 

robot that can kill without a 

joystick operator behind a cur-

tain elsewhere in the world. On 

American shores, the National 

Defense Authorization Act of 

2000 mandated that by 2010 

one-third of the military’s com-

bat aircraft be unmanned and 

that by 2015 one-third of all 

combat vehicles be unmanned. 

(As far as the larger drones go, 

we are running behind sched-

ule .) Although legislation did 

not specify that bots be auton-

omous, Peter Singer, director 

of the Brookings Institution’s 

21st Century Defense Initiative 

project and author of a recent 

book on military robots, Wired 

for War, calls the push toward 

autonomy real and pressing. 

For instance, enemies could 

jam radio signals sent by sat-

ellite to control drones and 

robots from afar. “That leads 

us to make the system more 

autonomous,” Singer says. “If 

I’ve sent it out on a mission 

and the enemy jams it, we still 

want to be able to carry out 

the mission.” An autonomous 

drone following internal com-

mands could do just that. 

For those in the � eld, the rise 

of the machines has been dra-

Before the decade is out, some fi ghting force may fi eld a military 

On
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matic and pervasive. Edward 

Barrett, a U.S. Naval Academy 

instructor and former Air Force 

officer who flew through war 

zones in Sarajevo in 1993 and 

in the Iraq War a decade later, 

says that in the past decade 

he has grown accustomed to 

sharing airspace with remotely 

piloted drones. “Technolo-

gies change and platforms 

change,” he says of the evolv-

ing Predators and Reapers. 

“That’s a major shift. Now 

we’ve got a nonhuman com-

batant, in many cases remotely 

controlled by humans. An 

autonomous nonhuman would 

be nice to have.”

First of Its Kind 
In one tiny sliver of the world 

—the demilitarized zone sepa-

rating North and South Korea—

the � rst autonomous killer bots 

have already � nished a trial run. 

But discrimination is hardly 

their forte. “There are auto-

matic guns in the demilitarized 

zone that can target and fire 

without human decision,” says 

Colin Allen, a cognitive scientist 

at Indiana University and coau-

thor of Moral Machines: Teach-

ing Robots Right From Wrong. 

“They’re not the full sci-�  thing 

because they’re not mobile, 

and everybody knows where 

not to go. Nevertheless, if a 

child strays into that area, these 

machines cannot discriminate 

them from adults.” 

Also close to launch are 

autonomous soldier bots 

requiring lesser powers of dis-

crimination, designed for ancil-

lary roles like ferrying supplies. 

Airdrops of combat and medi-

cal goods, for instance, may 

soon be handled by the Onyx 

autonomously guided parafoil 

system , a gliding robotic sail 

that guides cargo dropped 

from aircraft at altitudes of up 

to 25,000 feet and possibly 

higher. Onyx is controlled by 

two brake lines comparable 

to those used by parachuters: 

When one line is tugged, the 

vehicle turns, and when both 

are tugged, it slows.  A more 

advanced model, LEAPP, 

will incorporate a computer-

controlled propeller to guide 

cargo to speci� c locations on 

the ground. Flying in formation, 

the bots would avoid collision 

and land closer to troops than 

was ever possible before.

Meanwhile, Vecna Robot-

ics is perfecting a tank with 

a humanoid upper body to 

remove injured soldiers from the 

battle � eld. The system, called 

the Battlefield Extraction-

Assist Robot, or BEAR, would 

ride into a battle zone, autono-

mously retrieve a wounded 

soldier, and then, following 

remote instructions, carry him 

to safety in its robotic arms. 

To qualify for full-fledged 

combat roles, autonomous 

robots would have to master 

the art of discrimination, rec-

ognizing schools, hospitals, 

and city centers and distin-

guishing a bomb-packing 

insurgent from a book-toting 

schoolboy before � ring a shot. 

Inching closer to this goal is an 

upgraded version of the MQ-9 

Reaper, a single-propeller 

aircraft typically armed with 

several guided missiles and 

bombs. In its current incar-

nation, the MQ-9 is remote 

controlled. A pod of cameras 

hangs beneath its “chin,” 

 sending images to a satellite. 

From there the pictures are 

to stone, the system will cap-

ture minute detail and subtle 

motion over an area the size 

of a small town, according to 

Robert Marlin, Air Force dep-

uty director of Intelligence, 

Surveillance, and Reconnais-

sance Capabilities. It will do 

so by stitching together data 

gathered by � ve high-resolu-

tion cameras and four night-

vision cameras. Although 

many of the technical specs 

remain classified, Gorgon-

equipped Reapers are sched-

uled to begin scanning wide 

swaths of terrain in active duty 

this fall. Up to 10 individual 

video feeds within each swath 

will enable commanders and 

analysts to track activity in 

individual buildings or along 

side streets. Some Air Force 

plans hint at future versions of 

Gorgon Stare tracking up to 96 

individual scenes from a single 

Reaper drone. 

Already the technology has 

inspired private companies to 

develop software for monitor-

ing the vast rivers of data each 

Gorgon-enhanced Reaper will 

send back. The � rst-generation 

software will probably resem-

        robot that can kill without a joystick operator behind a curtain elsewhere in the world.    

beamed to a remote pilot, who 

surveys the scene and uses a 

keyboard and joystick to issue 

commands controlling the MQ-

9’s actions. A limitation here 

is scope. Current-generation 

aerial drones have a minuscule 

� eld of vision, showing just the 

area immediately below. Only by 

placing those views in a broader 

context—by looking at pictures 

of the overall terrain sent inde-

pendently by satellite—can the 

pilot know what to do. 

To overcome such limita-

tions, a new imaging system 

for the Reaper, called Gorgon 

Stare, will bequeath the gift of 

wide-angle sight. Named for 

the mythical Gorgon sisters, 

whose stares turned anyone 

Left: Lt. Col. Debra Lee, based in Nevada, 

remotely pilots an MQ-1 Predator in Iraq. 

Above: A drone spots Taliban militants 

gathering at a funeral in Afghanistan. 
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Left: A BEAR robot medic goes through its paces. Above: 

The aftermath of a drone missile strike in Damadola, a 

village in the Bajaur tribal region of Pakistan, in 2008. 

ble the computer programs 

that department stores use 

to monitor shoplifting sur-

veillance cameras, Air Force 

technical adviser Mike Welch 

says. The department store 

security guards on duty at any 

given time may be looking at a 

bank of 40 monitors displaying 

camera feeds from throughout 

the store. One or two people 

cannot possibly watch every 

monitor simultaneously, so 

stores use security software 

that automatically looks for 

movements in “high threat” 

regions of the store and then 

alerts the guards. “They have 

software that tips them off for 

things that don’t � t the model,” 

Welch explains. “If people are 

standing around the jewelry 

counter, for instance, it will 

notify the guard.” 

Human analysts working 

with Gorgon Stare would mon-

itor baseline video to discover 

the equivalent of the jewelry 

counter. The computer would 

make this monumental job ten-

able, notifying analysts when a 

certain level of human motion 

or a certain type of vehicle has 

been observed. 

Innocent as this may sound, 

as the number of Reapers and 

the number of video feeds 

from each Reaper continue 

to rise, monitoring will need 

to be increasingly automated 

and complex, Singer says. 

Gorgon Stare pushes the 

Reaper and its successors 

farther down autonomy’s slip-

pery slope. “You don’t have a 

� re hose shooting back data 

at you; you have the system 

decide what’s important to 

send back or not,” he says. 

“That’s autonomy.”

Rules of Robot 
Engagement
When a soldier decides 

whom to watch, target, or kill, 

he or she draws on a well-sorted 

set of rules of engagement. As 

we increasingly empower our 

machines to make those deci-

sions, the problem of discrimi-

nation will be subsumed by a 

broader issue: robot ethics. 

That is where Georgia Tech 

roboticist Ronald Arkin comes 

in. In 2009 he completed a 

three-year research project for 

the Army to create an autono-

mous military robot software 

system imbued with basic 

ethics. More sophisticated ver-

sions of the code might some-

day give a robot an artificial 

conscience, based on standard 

laws of war and on guidelines 

such as the Army Field Manual 

and the Geneva Conventions. 

This “ethical governor,” as 

Arkin calls it, would act like a 

judge reviewing every instance 

in which a military robot might 

use lethal force. 

Arkin cites the wartime 

atrocities that human soldiers 

have committed in the heat of 

battle as a motivating factor 

behind his work. One of his 

friends was a lieutenant in the 

Vietnam War. “He mentioned 

that when they were in free-� re 

zones, the people in his unit 

� red at anything that moved,” 

Arkin recalls. “We can design 

robots that can do better than 

that, I am fully convinced.” 

The current proof-of-concept 

version of Arkin’s ethical gov-

ernor assumes that discrimi-

nation has been programmed 

into the machine’s software. 

The robot is permitted to � re 

only within human-designat-

ed kill zones, where it must 

minimize damage to civilian 

structures and other regions 

exempted by human opera-

tors. The program then weighs 

numerically what soldiers in 

battle weigh qualitatively. One 

part of the code, for instance, 

makes basic calculations 

about how much force should 

be used and under what cir-

cumstances. What Arkin calls 

the “proportionality algorithm” 

mathematically compares the 

military importance of a target 

(ranked on a scale of 0 to 5—a 

number that a human must 

provide) with the capability of 

every weapon the robot has 

and with every nearby place 

from which the robot can � re 

that weapon. In some situ-

ations the robot might have 

to reposition before it � res to 

ensure minimal collateral dam-

age. In others the target might 

be ensconced within a school 

or crowd of civilians, creating 

a situation in which the algo-

rithm prohibits � ring under any 

circumstance at all. 

Last year Arkin ran comput-

erized battle� eld simulations 

involving an armed, autono-

mous aerial drone, view-

able on his Web site (www.

cc.gatech.edu/ai/robot-lab/ 

ethics/#multi). Rules of the 

ethical governor were clear: 

For instance, restricted by 

blast radius, the drone could 

not launch a 500-pound laser-

guided bomb on targets less 

than 2,000 feet from non-

combatants—unless that 

target was critical, perhaps a 

top-level Al Qaeda operative. 

The governor also controlled 

the drone’s Hellfire missiles 

(allowed to hit targets 20 feet 

from noncombatants) and 

machine guns (1 foot). 

In these simulations, the 

drone approaches kill zones 

with civilian structures such as 

an apartment building, a reli-

gious landmark, and a hospital. 

In one scenario, the simulated 

Reaper targets a gathering of 

enemy combatants at a funeral. 
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But the ethical governor � nds 

no weapon or firing position 

that ensures the safety of civil-

ians and avoids the desecra-

tion of the cemetery, so the 

software orders the drone to 

hold its � re. 

A second scenario has the 

Reaper flying into a kill zone 

with an enemy convoy driving 

between an apartment build-

ing and a religious landmark. 

This time the governor permits 

the drone to � re on the convoy, 

but only after first weighing 

the military value of the target 

against potential damage to 

civilian structures. 

With further development, 

the ethical governor could 

enable military robots to use 

lethal force with a closer 

adherence to the laws of war 

than human soldiers achieve, 

Arkin argues. “And robotic 

systems do not have an inher-

ent right to self-defense,” he 

says, so a robot could be used 

to approach an unknown per-

son or vehicle without the haste 

or panic that a human soldier 

might feel. “These systems can 

solve problems, and we should 

not think of them as operating 

in the same way as human sol-

diers. They won’t.” 

Arkin says his ethical gov-

ernor is still in its early stages, 

so rudimentary that it cannot 

even be prototyped for testing 

in the � eld. But he also calls it 

naive to suppose that military 

robots will not gain in autono-

my as technology improves. In 

his view, building smarter and 

better arti� cial ethics is crucial 

to keeping robot autonomy 

in check.

Tech planners like Arkin 

focus on near-term, plausible 

battlefield challenges. The 

military machines that they 

worry about are far removed 

from the famous sci-fi killer 

robots of the Terminator mov-

ies or Battle star Galactica or 

the sophisticated, near-human 

machines of Isaac Asimov’s 

I, Robot and Philip K. Dick’s 

Do Androids Dream of Elec-

tric Sheep? Yet philosopher of 

technology Peter Asaro of the 

New School in New York City, 

cofounder of the International 

Committee for Robot Arms 

Control, thinks there are useful 

lessons to be learned from the 

� ctional extremes. He worries 

that even if military robots with 

emerging autonomy are dumb 

by human standards, they may 

still be smart enough in their 

specialized domains to com-

mit accidental massacres or 

even start accidental wars. 

For instance, Asaro says, 

glitches in an autonomous 

aerial drone that lead to acci-

dental missile strikes may not 

be easily distinguishable from 

a drone’s “intentional” missile 

strikes. The more politically 

tense the situation, the more 

likely that unpredictable mili-

tary actions by autonomous 

drones could quickly descend 

into all-out warfare, Asaro 

believes. 

Say, for instance, that Iran 

is testing its own autonomous 

aerial drone and fires on an 

American troop convoy just 

over the Afghanistan border. 

Even if Iran disavows the 

drone’s actions, no one may 

ever truly establish intent. Iran 

could insist it was a glitch, 

while hawks in the United 

States would have all the 

casus belli they need to launch 

a new Middle East war. 

A battle of robot against 

robot might also erupt. With 

up to 50 nations  around the 

world developing military 

robots, says physicist Jürgen 

Altmann of Dortmund Tech-

nical University in Germany, 

opposing aerial drones could 

ultimately square off against 

each other. Operating drones 

by remote control via satellite 

adds at least a half-second 

delay, he notes, so the pres-

sure to switch to quick-draw 

autonomous mode would be 

strong, if only to ensure  hav-

ing the upper hand. 

Altmann describes  another 

hypothetical situation in which 

Chinese and American drones 

encounter each other in the 

North Paci� c off the coast of 

Guam. Such a confrontation 

might not remain restricted 

to unmanned drones for long. 

“You might have a solar re� ec-

tion or something that is mis-

taken for a � rst shot,” he says. 

“If you have automatic reac-

tions, you might stumble into 

a shooting war through any 

kind of unclear event.” 

Robot Arms Control 
Given the risks, many see 

robot autonomy as a genie in 

a bottle, best kept contained. 

Last September Altmann and 

ethicist Robert Sparrow from 

Monash University in Mel-

bourne, Australia, traveled to 

the home of Shef� eld Univer-

sity robotics researcher Noel 

Sharkey in the U.K. (Asaro 

attended electronically.) Shar-

key had convened this small 

conference to allow 48 hours 

of intense debate and delib-

eration about the problem of 

autonomous military robots. 

Bleary-eyed from one long 

day and two very late nights—

and hastened by the need to 

catch their respective trains in 

the early afternoon—the four 

participants agreed to draft a 

founding document for what 

became the International 

Committee for Robot Arms 

Control. Inspired in part by the 

Nobel Peace Prize–winning 

anti–land mine movement, all 

present agreed that militar-

ies around the world are ask-

ing too little and moving too 

quickly. “Machines should not 

be allowed to make the deci-

sion to kill people,” the com-

mittee summed up in its one-

page position paper.

Sharkey frequently speaks 

to military of� cials around the 

world about autonomous lethal 

robots. At the Baltic Defense 

College in Tartu, Estonia, this 

past February, he took a straw 

poll of the military of� cers who 

had come to hear him speak. 

Fifty-eight of the 60, he said, 

raised their hands when asked 

if they would like to halt further 

development of armed auton-

omous robots. “The military 

people I talk to are as con-

cerned as anybody,” he says.

At the same time, there is 

no question that unmanned 

machines like the PackBot and 

the Predator drone have been 

extremely useful in America’s 

most recent conflicts. Robot 

autonomy could be even more 

valuable, for both military and 

civilian applications: for search 

and rescue, disarming bombs, 

or delivering better and faster 

medical care. Most American 

fatalities in Iraq and Afghani-

stan, for instance, come from 

improvised explosive devices 

(IEDs). “Nobody’s making an 

autonomous bomb-finding 

robot,” Sharkey says. “At the 

moment, the machinery for 

doing that is too large to � t on 

a robot. But that’s where the 

money should go.” 

Asaro proposes that the 

next step be an international 

treaty, like the Ottawa Mine 

Ban Treaty, to regulate the 

technology. “We should be 

worried about who is going to 

be harmed. We need interna-

tional standards and a test to 

prove the technology can truly 

discriminate,” he says. Arkin 

agrees, noting that a function-

ing ethical governor to regulate 

robot behavior on the battle� eld 

is at least a decade away. 

But it is not even clear that 

ethical behavior is a pro-

grammable skill. The spotty 

record of arti� cial intelligence 

research does not inspire 

con� dence. “If I were going to 

speak to the robotics and arti� -

cial intelligence people,” Colo-

nel Sullivan says, “I would ask, 

‘How will they build software 

to scratch that gut instinct or 

sixth sense?’ Combat is not 

black-and-white.” 
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Circuitry used 

by Hanson Robotics 

to animate an 

“android portrait” 

of Bina Rothblatt, 

commissioned by 

the subject’s spouse. 

Control software 

that incorporates 

data about 

Rothblatt’s life 

and personality 

allows the android 

to interact 

conversationally 

with humans, a chief 

goal of company 

founder David 

Hanson.

OPPOSITE> Front 

view of the Rothblatt 

robot, which was 

built in 2009. Its skin 

is made of a spongy 

elastic polymer 

called Frubber, 

which allows the 

kind of refi ned facial 

expressions that 

will be necessary, 

Hanson says, 

for humans to relate 

to and connect 

emotionally with 

their android 

counterparts.
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Why is nobody scared of 

robots anymore? It seems 

like only yesterday we could 

barely get the popcorn to 

our mouths, so atremble 

were our puny � ngers at the 

sight, and the thought, of 

the Terminator. On the writ-

ten page, Isaac Asimov was 

spending an outsize chunk 

of one of history’s more 

prolific careers wondering, 

and worrying, about the line 

between man and machine, 

both where and whether it 

could be drawn. The whole 

gosh-darn concept of “the 

uncanny,” supposedly under-

pinning much of human fear, 

was described—at the term’s 

coining in 1906 by psychol-

ogist Ernst Jentsch—as 

“doubts whether an appar-

ently animate being is really 

alive; or conversely, whether 

a lifeless object might be, in 

fact, animate.” Robo-fear, he 

might just as accurately have 

titled it, if people had talked 

like that back then and if the 

THEBODY
SHOP

No longer the 
fancy of science 
fi ction, androids 
are here right 
now—draped in 
fl eshlike rubber  
and programmed 
to ease our fears.

BY BRUNO MADDOX

PHOTOGRAPHY BY          

 TIMOTHY ARCHIBALD

ROBOTICS
THE NEW
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A plastic prototype skull 

for an Einstein robot—

Hanson’s second—which 

was delivered to the 

Machine Perception Lab at 

the University of California 

at San Diego last year. 

Complex machine-vision 

software enables the robot 

to recognize human facial 

expressions and to react 

appropriately.
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relevant Japanese hair-

metal band had traveled 

back through time to 

grant its permission.

But our robo-fear, all 

of a sudden, has gone 

away. Robots in movies 

these days are too busy 

finding true love and 

overcoming adversity 

to use the barrel organ 

of machine guns in their 

chests. Bearded think-

ers in the snowy North-

east no longer pause for 

hours before animatronic 

window displays, con-

ducting frantic invento-

ries of their inner fauna 

for something that might 

pass for a spark of ineffa-

ble humanity. Even blue-

collar types who once 

ranted and wept into 

their beer about the very 

real possibility of a robot 

stealing their assembly-

line jobs have retargeted 

their panic onto the deni-

zens of Bangalore and 

Guangzhou. It’s not that 

we’ve somehow become 

braver as a species. No, 

it’s only robots that we 

are no longer scared of. 

Which is mysterious when 

you think about it, given 

that all those old robo-

nightmares are coming 

true before our eyes.

I suppose I shouldn’t 

overgeneralize. If you’re 

a jihadist hunkered on a 

Waziri crag—or if you’re 

planning to attend a wed-

ding in the region—killer 

robots in the sky are a 

new and quite valid con-

cern, and I bet you worry 

about them. Oh, and 

academics, including the 

ones that actually design 

and construct robots, are 

more worried about them 

than ever. “Scientists 

Fear a Revolt by Killer 

Robots” blared a head-

line in The Sunday Times 

of London, crystallizing 

the minutes of last year’s 

International Joint Con-

ference on Arti� cial Intel-

ligence in Pasadena.

But the rest of us, the 

people—we’re listening 

with a new equanim-

ity to news reports of 

the EATR (Energetically 

Autonomous Tactical 

Robot), which sustains 

itself inde� nitely on the 

battlefield by the scav-

enging and consumption 

of “organic material,” 

particularly when Robert 

Finkelstein, the president 

of Robotic Technology, 

assures us the EATR 

is “mostly vegetarian.” 

We have robot vacuum 

cleaners living in our 

homes, right under our 

roofs, and never think to 

accuse them of sleep-

ing with our wives. Most 

tellingly, we stare at the 

innovations of someone 

like robotics mastermind 

David Hanson, with his 

warm, witty, seemingly 

flesh-covered cyborgs, 

and no longer feel that 

20th-century chill, that 

foreboding, that dizzying 

uncertainty as to whether 

what we are seeing 

belongs to us or to them, 

is a “you” or an “it.” (All 

the robots on these 

pages are products of 

Hanson’s robotics facility 

in Richardson, Texas—

judge for yourself.)

Which I’m guessing is 

quite frustrating for him. 

Hanson has said that the 

shocking verisimilitude 

of his creations is in the 

service of allowing us 

to relate to them. The 

antidote to robo-fear, 

Hanson would have us 

ABOVE 

Components of 
Zeno, a robot that 
David Hanson is 
developing for 
the consumer 
market, on a 
workbench in his 
lab. His company 
promises that 
Zeno will not only 
sit and walk but 
also understand 
speech, remember 
conversations, 
make eye contact, 
know people 
by name, and 
recognize faces. 
Starting price: 
about $2,500. The 
company also 
plans a smaller, 
simpler version for 
around $300.

>
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believe he believes, is to 

make the robot smile and 

shrug and look wistful or 

perky or sympathetic. If 

his robots share a de� n-

ing feature, it may be lik-

ability. From the peppy, 

guileless Zeno—a manga 

updating of the sort of 

wide-eyed boy-child 

Lassie used to rescue 

from mine shafts—to 

the twinkly, avuncular, 

presumably-not-named-

ing people out, do you 

circulate footage of your 

humanoid creations in 

laboratory surroundings, 

with a workbench bisect-

ing their “living,” “breath-

ing” torso as if they were 

victims of the Philadel-

phia Experiment? If your 

goal is not freaking peo-

ple out, do you program 

your robots to intone, 

with quasi-medicated 

serenity, such creepily 

upbeat robo-sentiments 

as “I’m having a very 

pleasant day” or “While 

I’m primitive now, I am 

evolving!” If Freudian 

concepts are the dis-

course of choice, one 

wonders if the uncanny 

might be less germane to 

Hanson’s operation than 

is the concept of uncon-

scious intention. For a 

man (and a robot fam-

ily) on a stated mission 

not to creep people out, 

Hanson—an unashamed 

sci-fi fan—and his inor-

ganic brood sure do look 

like they’re trying pretty 

hard to creep people out.

But it isn’t working. 

We aren’t creeped out. 

Churchmen aren’t busily 

denouncing Hanson’s 

God-playing from the pul-

pit or on Larry King Live. 

Villagers aren’t picketing 

his gate. The question is, 

why not? What became 

of our fear? 

You could argue, I 

suppose—because it’s 

true—that the great tech-

nological leaps forward 

of the last few decades, 

and the huge dividends 

for us in terms of power 

and convenience, have 

washed away our techno-

fear and left us with a 

taste, even an impatience, 

for all and any change and 

progress, the more disori-

enting and “futuristic” the 

better. The robot-caused 

Einstein-for-legal-reasons 

Albert-Hubo, Hanson’s 

robots lend weight to his 

claim that his � rst priority 

is to leave people feeling 

un-freaked out.

One wonders, though. 

If your goal is not freak-

ing people out, do you 

refer to the substance 

coating your robots as 

“flesh rubber” and then 

abbreviate it to the even 

more sinister Frubber? 

If your goal is not freak-
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changes to our society 

will clearly be huge and 

are unimaginable...but 

so were those wrought 

by the Internet, and that 

worked out pretty well. 

When it comes to facing 

massive technological 

paradigm shifts that ren-

der our society unrecog-

nizable, it may be that 

the Internet has left us in 

a daring and expansive 

mood, like explorers at 

a remote tribal banquet, 

giddy with relief at hav-

ing quite enjoyed the � rst 

terrifying course of baked 

grubs. Surprise us, we’re 

in a mood to say to the 

techno-fates. Do your 

worst. Though the sec-

ond course could, of 

course, be something’s 

rectum with the spine 

still attached. The sec-

ond course could, of 

course, be us.

Still, I think there’s 

more to it than that. Or 

less, to be specific. I’d 

argue that the revolution 

of the last 20 years has 

quenched our robo-fear, 

not so much by giving 

us a taste for change as 

by taking the gleam off 

that spark of humanity 

we used to be so proud 

of. What is Man? people 

used to wonder. Is con-

sciousness divine in ori-

gin? Or is it a mere acci-

dent of nature that we 

alone, of all the matter 

in this Great Universe, 

adrift upon this marbled 

speck, have the power 

to dignify and ennoble 

our condition by under-

standing it, or at least 

attempting to?

Then along came the 

Internet, and now we 

know what Man is. He 

enjoys porn and pho-

tographs of cats on top 

of things. He spells defi -

nitely with an a, for the 

most part, and the pos-

ABOVE   

A living room fi replace 

doubles as a tool rack 

at Hanson Robotics, 

based in a suburban 

Dallas house where David 

Hanson lives with his 

wife and young son. 

Seven full-time staff 

members plus an array 

of part-timers and 

volunteers come and 

go seven days a week, 

often working until 

3 a.m. “My wife is 

supportive,” Hanson 

says, “but sometimes 

all the activity freaks 

her out.” Here, Kevin 

Carpenter models 

hardware in computer 

3-D as Katherine Batiste 

works on Zeno’s hair.

>
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sessive its with an apos-

trophe. On questions of 

great import or ques-

tions of scant import, he 

chooses sides based on 

what, and whom, choos-

ing that particular side 

makes him feel like, and 

he argues passionately 

for his cause, all the more 

so after facts emerge to 

prove him a fool, a liar, 

and a hypocrite. If a joke 

or a turn of phrase amus-

es him, he repeats it, as if 

he thought of it, to others 

who then do the same. If 

something scares him, he 

acts bored and sarcastic.

That’s pretty much it 

for Man, it turns out after 

all the fuss. And so our 

robo-fear has become 

a robo-hope. Our dreams 

for ourselves are pretty 

much over, having been 

ended by the recent and 

vivid reiteration of the 

news that we really are 

just grubby and excitable 

apes, incapable by our 

nature of even agreeing 

on a set of facts, let alone 

working together to try 

and change them. And yet 

those dreams of who we 

might have been live on, 

like the dreams of elderly 

paupers, in the shape of 

our children: better nour-

ished and educated than 

we ever were; raised to be 

less sel� sh, more noble, 

more classy in every way, 

Yankees to our Mets. It’s 

already clear that we’re 

not building robots in our 

own image. We’re build-

ing them in the image of 

the people we wish we 

were, and therein lies the 

hope: that in time the vir-

tues we’ve programmed 

into our robots will em-

barrass us into copying 

them. Why should we 

waste our time jealously 

guarding our human-

ity, my fleshy, odorous, 

dim-bulb friends? When 

this is the chance we’ve 

been waiting for to � nally 

become less human? 
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   FAR LEFT Joey Chaos, a robot 

developed by Hanson in 2007. 

It has the personality of an edgy, 

hyper sexualized punk rocker 

“who isn’t afraid to be a jerk,” 

he says. Witty and irreverent, 

the character represented a 

step forward in the company’s 

conversational software.

   NEAR LEFT A plastic model 

of Hanson’s original Einstein robot, 

Albert-Hubo, marked up to show 

the cables that were developed to 

control its facial expressions.

ABOVE   Hanson with a prototype 

of Zeno, which should be available 

by next year. The roboticist hopes 

that his bot’s story line—involving 

a time in the future when Zeno 

becomes conscious—and its friendly 

interactions will encourage a bond 

between human and machine.

>

>

>
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When 7-year-old Gus Ramsey of Weston, Massachu-

setts, was found to have type 1 (juvenile) diabetes in 

September 2007, it seemed mere coincidence that 

Grayson Welo, age 6 and living around the corner, had 

been diagnosed with the same disease a few months 

before. After all, type 1 was considered rare—only 

about 15,000 new cases were diagnosed annually in the 

United States at the beginning of the decade, accord-

ing to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC). At least Gus’s parents could be reassured that 

they lived in a healthy community: Weston, population 

11,134, is the wealthiest town in the state, with three 

golf courses, 13 soccer � elds, 19 baseball diamonds, 

and not a single fast-food restaurant. 

Yet two months after Gus’s diagnosis, another child, 

Natalia Gormley, was found to have the disease on her 

tenth birthday. She lived on the other side of town. In 

January 2008 12-year-old Sean Richard was diagnosed. 

He lived less than a mile away. Then 8-year-old Finn 

Sullivan became the � fth case of type 1 diabetes diag-

nosed in Weston in less than a year. He lived on Gus’s 

block, just six doors down. And the cases kept on 

coming. Six-year-old Mya Smith, from nearby Welles-

ley, received the diagnosis in April. On June 15 came 

the jaw-dropper, when Walker Allen was diagnosed. His 

father, basketball star Ray Allen, scored 26 points two 

nights later in game six of the NBA Finals to give the 

Text by Dan Hurley 
Photo illustrations by Thomas Broening
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Celtics their � rst championship in 22 years. Far more notable was 

Walker’s age: just 17 months.

Weston’s school nurses had never seen anything like it. There 

were now eight children attending Weston public schools who 

had type 1 diabetes, including those who had been diagnosed in 

previous years. That number did not even include the local kids 

who were too young for school, who went to private school, or 

who lived just over the town line. By comparison, between 1978 

and 1996, the nurses could not recall there ever being more than 

one or two diabetic children in the 2,300-student public school 

system. Some years there had been none. Type 1 diabetes, after 

all, was supposed to be really rare.

The next month, Ann Marie Kreft (Gus’s mother), her husband, 

and another parent published a letter in The Boston Globe to 

share their concerns about the seeming cluster of type 1 diabe-

tes in their community. “Something’s not right here,” they wrote. 

“The lack of a national or even statewide diabetes registry com-

plicates monitoring efforts, and we know little about what causes 

type 1 diabetes. But we do know that this many diagnoses, in 

this tight proximity in this short period, are way out of the norm.”

Apparently the norm no longer holds. Over the next year and a 

half, the number of cases in the Weston-Wellesley cluster would 

more than double, hitting at least 18 in December 2009. Even more 

troubling was the discovery that the situation was not only a local 

phenomenon. The rising rate of adult, or type 2, diabetes is familiar 

and well documented, but just recently scientists have begun to 

realize that type 1 diabetes rates are soaring as well—around 

the country and around the world. Millions of children may now 

be at risk. And nobody knows why.

hether type 1 or type 2, 

diabetes occurs when lev-

els of glucose in the blood 

climb too high. The basic 

building block of carbo-

hydrates, glucose is our 

body’s primary fuel; it 

is what gives muscles 

the energy to move. But 

before glucose can be 

tapped, it must be ushered into cells with the help of insulin, a 

hormone produced in the pancreas. When insulin concentrations 

are too low or when our cells resist its action, excess glucose is 

left � oating around in the blood. The result is diabetes, a danger-

ous, lifelong, and costly disease. 

Diabetes triples the risk of heart disease, doubles the risk of 

depression, causes kidney disease in one-third of patients, and 

results in advanced retinopathy—bleeding in the retina that dam-

ages vision—in up to 30 percent of cases. 

Although they share a name, the two types of diabetes occur and 

progress in distinct ways. People with type 2 diabetes can usually 

control it initially with diet, exercise, and glucose-lowering medica-

tion, but those with type 1 need to begin insulin injections immedi-

ately—a particularly tough blow when the patient is a child. Because 

insulin injections are a blunt instrument for controlling blood-glu-

cose levels, people treated with insulin face an ever-present risk of 

severe hypoglycemia, a drop in their glucose level so severe it 

can cause coma or death. Even when diabetes is kept in check, 

sufferers must grapple with near-daily � uctuations of glucose lev-

els in the blood. Mild dips make 

them feel temporarily anxious and 

confused. Slight bumps leave them 

fatigued. For parents of young chil-

dren, the constant risks and inevi-

table highs and lows are an endless 

source of worry and guilt. 

Another difference is that type 2 

typically begins later in life, usu-

ally in people who are overweight, 

when the body begins requiring 

higher and higher levels of insulin 

to maintain normal blood-glucose 

levels. For them, the loss of insulin-

producing beta cells in their pan-

creas tends to be gradual, a result 

of overworking the cells. Type 1 develops in childhood, adoles-

cence, or early adulthood, when the body’s own immune system 

attacks the insulin-producing cells in the pancreas, wiping them 

out in a relatively quick time. 

Type 2 nips, hyena-like, at the heels of the poor more often than 

the rich, the old more often than the young, the obese more often 

than the � t. Type 1 diabetes is more audacious, striking out at the 

young and those seemingly in the pink of health. Given the epi-

demic of obesity, it is no surprise that type 2 diabetes should be 

exploding. The surge of type 1 is more unsettling, and seemingly 

inexplicable. 

Nonetheless, a large and growing body of scienti� c literature 

documents that the dramatic rise in type 1 diabetes is real and 

global. Back in 1890, the U.S. annual death rate due to diabetes 

for children under age 15 was 1.3 per 100,000. (Because juve-

nile diabetes in those days was invariably fatal, the death rate 

is considered more or less equal to the rate of all new cases.) In 

Denmark, the annual rate was fairly similar (about 2 per 100,000) 

at the beginning of the 20th century. From that baseline, things 

took off. As a 2002 paper in Diabetes states: “The best evidence 

available suggests that childhood diabetes showed a stable and 

relatively low incidence over the � rst half of the 20th century, fol-

lowed by a clear increase that began at some time around or 

soon after the middle of the century.” 

By the mid-1980s, the yearly incidence had jumped to 14.8 

per 100,000 children through age 17 in Colorado, one of the few 

states then collecting good data. In 2007 the CDC estimated that 

the yearly incidence of type 1 in the United States had hit 19 per 

100,000. Just two years later, the estimate was revised upward, to 

23.6 per 100,000 among non-Hispanic white children. “The inci-

dence of type 1 diabetes in non-Hispanic white youth in the U.S. 

is one of the highest in the world,” researchers concluded in a 2009 

study. The reported national rates were 68 percent higher than those 

recorded in Colorado in the 1980s and more than twice as high 

as reported in Philadelphia in the late 1990s, the study notes. 

The same trend has been seen on every continent, including Eu-

rope, where a paper published last year in The Lancet concluded 

that the number of new cases of type 1 diabetes, as measured in 17 

countries there, was growing at a rate of 0.6 percent to 9.3 percent 

per year between 1989 and 2003. The same study, known as Euro-

diab, projected that by the year 2020 the annual incidence of type 1 

would double overall among European children under age 5. 

“It seems the trend we’re seeing in the United States today 
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Recent years have seen the emer-
gence of the new and exciting 
field of complexity science—one 

that has captivated economists, sociolo-
gists, engineers, businesspeople, and others. 
Complexity science can shed light on why 
businesses succeed and fail, how epidemics 
spread and can be stopped, and what causes 
ecological systems to rebalance themselves 
after a disaster.

In fact, complexity science is a discipline 
that may well hold the key to unlocking 
the secrets of some of the most important 
forces on Earth. But it’s also a science that 
remains largely unknown, even among well-
educated people.

Now you can discover and grasp the 
fundamentals and applications of this amaz-
ing field with Understanding Complexity. 
Professor Scott E. Page—one of the field’s 
most highly regarded teachers, researchers, 
and real-world practitioners—introduces 
you to this vibrant and still evolving dis-
cipline. In 12 intriguing lectures, you learn 
how complexity science helps us understand 
the nature and behavior of financial mar-
kets, corporations, native cultures, govern-
ments, and other complex systems.

Professor Page shows you how ideas and 
tools such as the tipping point, emergence, 
the wisdom of crowds, and agent-based 
computer modeling can effectively take 
on problems that decision-making theo-
ry cannot. Designed to be comprehensive 
and accessible, the course features a wealth 
of two- and three-dimensional computer 
graphics and highly illustrative thought 
experiments—to say nothing of Professor 
Page’s outstanding teaching skills, which 
have earned him numerous accolades. 

By the conclusion of Understanding 
Complexity, you’ll have a new lens through 
which to view and make sense of your 

increasingly complex world. “Like it or 
not,” says Professor Page at the start of the 
course, “we live in complex times, and there 
is little or no sign of the complexity abat-
ing.” While the systems you explore will 
continue to remain complex, the science 
behind them will attain a startling new level 
of clarity.

About Your Professor
Dr. Scott E. Page is Collegiate Professor 

of Political Science, Complex Systems, and 
Economics at the University of Michigan. He 
received his Ph.D. in Managerial Economics 
and Decision Sciences from Northwestern 
University. An external faculty member of 
the Santa Fe Institute, Professor Page is 
the coauthor of Complex Adaptive Systems: 
An Introduction to Computational Models of 
Social Life.
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is similar to what has been reported in Europe and worldwide, 

about a 3 percent increase annually in the incidence of type 1,” 

says Pina Imperatore, the epidemiology team leader in the diabe-

tes division at the CDC. 

Although a 3 percent gain per year might not sound like much, 

the magic of compounding means that this pace of growth would 

lead to a doubling in the rate of new cases of type 1 diabetes in 

23 years. Clusters of cases, like the one reported in Weston, may 

become increasingly common. 

Sure enough, soon after her letter appeared in The Boston Globe, 

Ann Marie Kreft heard from parents in nearby towns with similar 

concerns. In Concord, the site of Walden Pond, � ve children were 

diagnosed with type 1 diabetes during the 2007–08 school year. In 

Mans� eld, another suburb of Boston, a total of 18 kids in the school 

system had the disease, enough to spark a parents’ meeting in 

October 2008. In Sudbury the number of diagnosed children in the 

school system stood at an astonishing 27. And outside of Massa-

chusetts, Kreft searched the Web and found families in the suburbs 

of Denver, Phoenix, and Detroit who had the same concerns about 

apparent clusters of type 1 in their neighborhoods. 

The same questions echoed from the parents in each of those 

communities: Why is this happening to our kids? Why would the 

incidence of a once-rare autoimmune disease be rising? What on 

earth has changed in the past 50 years?

erry Wilkin had his foot on the accelera-

tor of his bright orange 1976 Volkswa-

gen camper van, his wife beside him 

and their three kids in the backseat, as 

they drove through the Austrian Alps 

on a rainy day in August 1986. That is 

when he was struck by his Big Idea, one 

that he honed in discussion with his wife 

along the road. As they talked, it became 

apparent to him that the orthodox view 

on what causes type 1 diabetes (and, by extension, on why it could 

be increasing) had sustained a major dent. 

Wilkin’s idea was as simple as it was heretical. As a professor 

of endocrinology and metabolism at Peninsula Medical School in 

Plymouth, England, and the founder of the respected scienti� c jour-

nal Autoimmunity, Wilkin knew he was going against the well-estab-

lished understanding of type 1 diabetes that had been worked out 

half a century earlier. Back then, biologists were struggling to learn 

how the � erce little warriors of the immune system—the white blood 

cells—know to attack invading pathogens but not the body itself. 

Understanding that process would in turn help explain what goes 

wrong in an autoimmune disease like type 1 diabetes, when those 

immune cells go rogue and turn the attack inward. Here was a ques-

tion of biology that even a poet or philosopher could love: How does 

the body distinguish between self and nonself, I and Thou? 

The standard explanation, developed in the 1930s, is that ev-

ery cell in the body is tagged with a self-identi� er, the molecular 

equivalent of a Do Not Disturb sign on a hotel doorknob. This sign 

is called the major histocompatibility complex, or MHC. For ev-

ery individual, the MHC af� xed to cells serves as a signal of that 

person’s unique identity. That is why the roaming T and B cells of 

the immune system can go after invading microbes (nonself) while 

leaving its own cells and organs (self) intact. When the immune 

system nonetheless attacks self-cells, that error has typically been 

attributed to a signaling problem, either a misspelled sign placed 

on the cell’s doorknob or a misreading by T and B cells on the 

hunt. Indeed, most of the genetic risks linked to type 1 diabetes 

have been mapped to variants in the MHC. Nothing is wrong with 

the organ under attack, the experts have held. Rather, the fault lies 

with the immune system itself. To cure the autoimmune disease, 

then, all you would have to do is to � x the faulty signals that have 

led to the errant attack on the body’s own organs.

That is exactly what diabetes researchers have been trying to 

do since the 1970s, when type 1 was proved to be an autoimmune 

disorder. So far, though, they have struggled to turn off the im-

mune attack without using immune-suppressing drugs so potent 

that they can cause side effects as severe as diabetes itself. 

Wilkin’s idea sounded ridiculous to the immunologists who � rst 

read about it in the pages of Autoimmunity, and it still sounds fool-

ish to many diabetes specialists. Autoimmune disorders, Wilkin 

proposed, might not be disorders of the immune system after all. 

Maybe the immune system is actually working just � ne. Maybe 

the organs that come under attack actually have something wrong 

with them and are sending the standard, appropriate signals to the 

immune system that all damaged cells use to have the molecular 

garbage collectors sweep them away. Maybe, he proposed, the 

immune attack is really just the smoke, not the � re. 

Although he initially proposed this idea as a new theory of auto-

immunity in general, Wilkin soon homed in on type 1 diabetes in 
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particular. To bolster his case, he 

took, magpielike, from a startling 

array of seemingly disconnected 

study � ndings and emerging trends. 

First was the indisputable fact 

that both type 1 and type 2 diabe-

tes were rising, seemingly in sync. 

Second, people with type 1 were 

showing many of the same charac-

teristics as those with type 2, and 

vice versa. For instance, children 

and adults with type 1, though not 

generally obese, were often found to 

weigh more, on average, than their 

friends and family members without 

the disease. In fact, those children 

who eventually develop type 1 are 

heavier, on average, as toddlers than 

are their peers who never do. At the 

same time, 30 percent of those 

with type 2 diabetes had the same 

auto antibodies to their beta cells—

the insulin-producing cells in the 

pancreas—associated with type 1. 

This makes no sense if obesity is the 

only cause of type 2.

Third, insulin resistance, the diag-

nostic hallmark of type 2, could 

sometimes be detected in children 

before they developed type 1. 

Fourth, just as type 2 was be-

ing seen in younger and younger 

people, in their twenties and teens, 

so type 1 was also being seen at 

younger and younger ages. There 

was an ever-increasing proportion 

of children stricken under age 5. 

Fifth, the proportion of type 1 dia-

betics who have the susceptibility 

genes associated with a high risk 

of developing the disease is getting 

smaller and smaller, suggesting that 

genetics is playing a lesser role. 

Wilkin took these and other facts, 

shook vigorously, and brought 

forth what he called the accelera-

tor hypoth esis, named not in honor 

of his rapid drive through the Alps 

but for the way in which increased growth accelerates the risk 

of type 1. First set in print in July 2001 in the eminent European 

journal Diabetologia, Wilkin proposed that type 1 and type 2 are 

really two faces of the same disease, both rooted in weight gain 

and distinguishable only in degree. A person with a strong ge-

netic tendency to develop diabetes will do so at the drop of a hat, 

with even a modest increase in childhood weight, and develop 

what we call type 1. Someone with less of a genetic predisposi-

tion will develop it more slowly, requiring more time, more weight, 

and more insulin resistance, and will be labeled as having type 

2. The increase in weight, in other words, has accelerated the 

development of diabetes both in those with the greatest inborn 

genetic risk and in those with the least. 

To many physicians who treat diabetes, and to many diabetics 

as well, this new interpretation initially seemed so ridiculous as to 

be unworthy of serious consideration. A major stumbling block for 

some doctors was their mistaken notion that Wilkin sought to ne-

gate the decades of research establishing an autoimmune attack 

as the primary cause of type 1. Actually, Wilkin was seeking out the 

factors that help induce and speed up an autoimmune attack.

The accelerator hypothesis has now been the subject of dozens 

of scienti� c papers. Despite receiving angry public dressings-down 

at major medical conferences by some of the most prominent re-

searchers in the � eld, Wilkin insists that no serious refutation of it 

has yet been offered, whether conceptually or experimentally, and 

that no other compelling hypothesis has been presented to explain 

the puzzling set of facts.

At present, at least half a dozen studies from around the world 

have borne out the relationship between weight and type 1. In Brit-

ain, a 2003 study led by Wilkin involving 94 children with type 1 

found that the greater their body mass index (BMI), the younger their 

age of diagnosis. In Germany and Austria, a 2005 study of 9,248 

children with type 1 concluded, “A higher BMI was associated with 

a younger age at diabetes onset.” In Australia, a study published 

in January 2009 followed 548 children from birth, all of whom had 

a parent or sibling with type 1 diabetes. By age 81/2, 46 of the chil-

dren had autoantibodies to their own insulin-producing beta cells; 

as weight and BMI went up, so did their risk. And according to a 

2008 study out of Sweden, the relationship holds not only for weight 

and BMI but also for height. Altogether, it appears that the faster a 

child grows, whether up or out, the greater the stress on the insulin-

producing beta cells in the pancreas and the higher the odds of set-

ting off an autoimmune attack that results in type 1 diabetes. 

s evidence grows in support of 

Wilkin’s accelerator hypothesis, 

he reiterates that he is not claim-

ing type 1 and type 2 diabetes are 

identical, or that weight gain alone 

“causes” type 1. Rather, he holds 

that weight accelerates the action of 

two other variables: some children’s 

genetic tendency to develop insulin 

resistance in response to increased 

weight and some children’s genetic tendency to have a highly 

reactive immune system. A hundred years ago, when people 

were, on average, shorter and thinner, only kids with hair-trigger 

immune systems developed type 1, and only heavy older adults 

with a strong tendency toward insulin resistance developed type 2. 

Weight, according to the accelerator hypothesis, is the enhancer 

—the MSG, the Special Sauce—of diabetes risk. 

Still, the hypothesis has raised a � restorm of controversy that 

has yet to die down. “I think it’s nonsense,” a respected type 1 

researcher told me after insisting that I not publish his name be-

cause he knows and respects Wilkin personally. “My opinion is that 

a common pathway for type 1 and type 2 is de� nitely not correct. I 

do not think obesity is a primary trigger of the autoimmune process.” 

Other researchers take a more nuanced view. “The last 15, 20 years, 

there has been an enormous increase of weight in Swedish chil-

dren,” says Swedish pediatrician Johnny Ludvigsson of Linköping 

A

CHRONIC KIDS

On its face, the report is shocking: 

According to a study in the February 

Journal of the American Medical 

Association, chronic childhood health 

conditions—from allergies to learning 

disabilities—have doubled in recent 

decades. From 1994 through 2006, 

the study found, obesity in 8- to 14-

year-olds increased by 7.5 percent, 

suggesting it plays a role in this trend.

There are other causes too. Mas-

sachusetts General Hospital pediatri-

cian Jeanne Van Cleave, a study 

author, points to increased survival of 

babies born with health complica-

tions and improved screening and 

diagnosis—the latter an argument 

used by some to explain the surge in 

diabetes and autism. Poverty may be 

a factor. From 2003 to 2007 obesity 

increased by 10 percent in United 

States children but 23 to 33 percent 

among low-income kids, according 

to an Annals of Epidemiology report. 

“The brain and immune system may 

develop differently in children in very 

stressful environments,” says Neal 

Halfon, a professor of pediatrics at 

UCLA. Environmental toxins are also 

key. “Air pollution is part of the story 

with regard to respiratory disease. 

Childhood cancer, learning disabilities, 

and autism can possibly be tied to 

early exposure to toxins,” says pedia-

trician Philip Landrigan, director of 

Mount Sinai’s Children’s Environmen-

tal Health Center in New York.

The bleak report has one uplifting 

note: The conditions appear largely 

preventable. “Many children grew out 

of conditions as they got older,” Van 

Cleave says. Answers may emerge 

from a new NIH study correlating 

social and physical environment with 

health in about 100,000 kids.

AMY BARTH 
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University, who greets the theory with interest. “If you take a group 

of 10-year-old children, they weigh on average half a kilo [about one 

pound] heavier than 10-year-olds did the year before. Every genera-

tion is heavier than the last.” 

Ludvigsson emphasizes that weight is probably not the only 

thing that can press the immune system’s attack on the insulin-

producing beta cells. “A lot of different factors stress the beta 

cells or lead to increased demand for insulin. Even psychological 

stress can lead to counter-regulatory hormones, which lead to 

more insulin and more stress on the beta cells,” he says.

Likewise, British endocrinologist Edwin Gale, the editor of Diabe-

tologia, agrees that other accelerators, whether genetic, metabolic, 

or immune, are also likely to be present. But what might they be? 

Already, exposure to standard infant formula in the � rst six 

months of life has been strongly associated with an increased 

risk of type 1. So persuasive is the connection that 2,160 children 

at 77 medical centers in Europe, Australia, and North America 

are now being tracked to see whether hypoallergenic formulas or 

good old breast milk will lower the risk. Other studies have tied 

an increased risk of type 1 to pollutants, low levels of vitamin D, 

and the increasing age of pregnant mothers. Some researchers 

have even tied higher rates of type 1 with increased wealth and 

with more stringent levels of hygiene. 

So far these are just correlations, however. The connection be-

tween these factors and type 1 diabetes is unproven. Whether they 

are also responsible for the increasing rate of other autoimmune 

disorders is equally provocative and equally unknown (see “Chronic 

Kids,” opposite). 

“You wouldn’t want to take something 

based on speculation without proof,” says 

Judith Fradkin, director of the Division of 

Diabetes, Endocrinology, and Metabolic 

Diseases at the National Institute of Dia-

betes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases 

(NIDDK). “All sorts of things are correlated 

with an increased or decreased risk of type 1. 

But it’s very hard to separate out from an 

epidemiologic study what is actually caus-

ative.” Whatever the cause, Fradkin says, 

this much is clear: “The type 1 rates are 

rising. Something has to be behind it. We 

need to � nd it. If we � nd it, that has tremen-

dous implications for prevention.”

To get answers, NIDDK is cosponsoring 

the Environmental Determinants of Diabe-

tes in the Young (TEDDY) study, which is in 

the process of screening a third of a million 

newborns in the United States and Europe. 

The ultimate goal is to follow 7,800 children 

at high risk of developing type 1 through age 

15. “Using the genomic analysis of stool 

samples,” Fradkin says, “we may � nd an un-

suspected bacterium or virus that promotes 

or protects against type 1. We’re also col-

lecting nasal swabs and sampling tap water. 

We’re collecting a lot of samples, and then 

we’ll see who develops diabetes and who 

doesn’t. Whatever the trigger, we want to � nd 

it, because we do think it’s environmental.” 

Which brings us back to Weston. Since the initial outbreak of 

type 1 during the school year of 2007–08, the numbers have only 

gone up. Ann Marie Kreft, whose son Gus was one of the � rst 

children diagnosed in the cluster, remains frustrated at the lack of 

a comprehensive registry to record type 1 diabetes cases across 

Massachusetts or, for that matter, around the country. (Massa-

chusetts has begun to collect records, but only for grades K–8.)

Although the CDC and NIDDK are now tracking incidence 

rates in six U.S. communities and running the TEDDY study, at 

present only one state requires all cases of type 1 diabetes to be 

reported to the public-health department: Oregon. A law mandat-

ing the practice was passed back in 2001. And even in Oregon, 

the state’s health department put in place the computers, forms, 

and systems to handle the diabetes reports only last year and 

has yet to publish any � gures or analysis. Astonishingly, there is 

no national tabulation of type 1 diabetes cases at all.

And so, to this day nobody really knows how aberrant the Weston-

Wellesley cluster is. An epidemic seems to be under way, yet we 

understand very little of what is happening. Only when the reporting 

of type 1 becomes mandatory nationwide will scientists be able to 

track the big picture and the local variations that could prove crucial 

in putting Wilkin’s ideas to the test. Only then will they unravel the rid-

dle of why type 1 continues to rise and how we might prevent it. 

From Diabetes Rising by Dan Hurley. Copyright ©2010 by Dan 

Hurley. Reprinted by permission of Kaplan Publishing, a division 

of Kaplan, Inc.
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North rim of 

the Cabeus 

crater, just after 

LCROSS crash-

landed here.
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It is wetter, weirder, and a lot more 
valuable than we knew. No wonder 
Earth’s nearest neighbor in space 
is suddenly attracting a ton of interest.
BY ANDREW GRANT

 The 
minute the 

astronauts of 

Apollo 16 safely 

splashed down in 

the Pacifi c Ocean 

on April 27, 1972, the only thing Larry Taylor could think about 

was getting his hands on another sample of moon rocks. Taylor, 

a planetary geochemist at Purdue University and self-described 

“lunatic,” had examined hundreds of rocks that astronauts had 

brought back since fi rst landing on the moon three years earlier. 

He soon recognized that this batch was different. The rocks were 

rusty, which suggested the presence of a substance supremely 

important to scientists and space explorers alike: water. The buzz 

throughout the community of lunar-rock scientists was elec-

tric, but Taylor had doubts. Any traces of water were most likely 

contamination from Earth, he decided; through analyzing other 

samples, he had come to believe that the moon was dry. 

Over the years, Taylor’s skepticism 

hardened into conventional wisdom. “I 

was very vehement against lunar water,” 

he says. “Sometimes the people with the 

biggest mouth win.” 

Last October 9, conventional wisdom 

got ripped to shreds. On that day a small 

NASA rocket slammed into a 60-mile-wide 

crater named Cabeus, a permanently shad-

owed dent very close to the lunar south 

pole. The extreme heat of the collision 

caused grains of water ice and other sub-

stances that had been frozen for billions of 

years to vaporize. A larger spacecraft fol-

lowed a few minutes later to sniff the vapor 

cloud and send measurements back to 

Earth before itself crashing into the lunar 

surface. Preliminary findings from the 

mission—called LCROSS, for Lunar Crater 

Observation and Sensing Satellite—show 

that at the impact site water may account 

for about 5 percent of the lunar crater’s soil 

by weight, says Anthony Colaprete, princi-

pal investigator. That is as dry as the driest 

deserts on Earth, yet still far wetter than 

most scientists expected. Says Taylor, “I 

had to eat my shorts.” 

The findings have transformed our 

idea of the moon from a desiccated dead 

zone into a complex and lively world. 

Researchers are now involved in several 

projects that trace the origins of lunar 

water, perhaps all the way back to the 

fateful moment billions of years ago when 

the moon was formed. At the same time, 

new research indicates that the moon con-

tinually produces its own water through a 

strange mating ritual between hydrogen 

from the sun and oxygen on the ground. 

And stunning new spacecraft images show 

fault lines, volcanic domes, and solidi� ed 

lava � ows on the lunar surface, forcing a 

reevaluation of long-held beliefs about the 

moon’s early evolution. Four decades after 

n
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If the moon produces its own water, so might other 
seemingly dry, airless bodies like Mercury or the 
asteroids. Water may exist where we least expected it. 

Apollo, Earth’s nearest neighbor in space 

is still full of surprises.

According to the latest thinking, lunar 

water is derived from comets that struck 

the moon billions of years ago, when the 

solar system was young. The ice they 

carried would have vaporized from the 

impact, settling eventually in perma-

nently shadowed craters near the north 

and south lunar poles, where the extreme 

cold (below –400 degrees Fahrenheit, 

by processes taking place on the surface 

right now. The key evidence comes from 

the Indian lunar probe Chandrayaan-1 and 

data from the 1998 Lunar Prospector mis-

sion. Together they reveal what Taylor calls 

lunar “dew”: a smidgen of water distributed 

all over the moon’s surface. The probes 

detected a daily � uctuation in the strength 

of the water signal, suggesting that the 

moon somehow produces small amounts 

of water at dawn before sizzling temper-

out all the details of this mechanism—

Colaprete says it “needs to be teased out 

a little more”—but if it proves correct, the 

consequences could stretch far beyond 

the lunar surface. If such a process occurs 

on the moon, Taylor says, it might also take 

place on other seemingly dry, airless bod-

ies, such as Mercury or the asteroids. Water 

may exist where we least expected it. 

While Taylor focuses on the present, 

some of his colleagues are using the dis-

covery of water to 

learn more about the 

moon’s distant past. 

Currently the lead-

ing theory of how the 

moon formed is the 

giant impact hypoth-

esis, which proposes 

that an object the size of Mars slammed 

into the infant Earth 4.5 billion years ago 

and knocked off large, molten chunks. 

These chunks � oated around for a while 

and glommed onto one another, forming 

the moon. According to computer models, 

such a collision would have created sear-

ingly high temperatures that would have 

vaporized all the water, which is a big rea-

son why scientists were so certain that the 

moon was dry.

Alberto Saal, a geochemist at Brown 

University, believes that the moon has 

been wet almost from the beginning. In 

2008 Saal analyzed glassy volcanic rocks 

from the Apollo missions to see what they 

would reveal about the moon’s interior. To 

THE YOUNG 

HOT MOON 

Detailed images 

show the moon’s 

Giordano 

Bruno (left) and 

Mandel’shtam 

F craters, 

captured by 

the Lunar 

Reconnaissance 

Orbiter’s 

camera. The 

smooth, fl uid-

like features 

are the result 

of catastrophic 

meteorite 

impacts that 

melted rock 

and created 

lavalike fl ows. 

Scientists want 

to explore 

the precise 

mechanics of 

these impacts. 

according to recent observations) would 

have preserved it almost inde� nitely. This 

extraordinary storage ability could help 

explain NASA’s detection in early March of 

650 million tons’ worth of ice at the moon’s 

dark, cold north pole. LCROSS also sup-

ported this theory when it crashed into 

the south pole by uncovering, in addition 

to water, other elements that are abun-

dant on comets: carbon dioxide, hydro-

gen sul� de, and methane.

Still, comets alone may not explain all 

of the water scientists have found on the 

moon. Taylor, now at the University of Ten-

nessee at Knoxville, and a team of plan-

etary scientists have proposed a stunning 

hypothesis: Some of the water is produced 

atures burn it off during the two-week-

long lunar day. 

Taylor has some ideas about how the 

moon manufactures its water. Since 

the moon has virtually no atmosphere, 

high-energy hydrogen ions ejected from 

the sun continually bombard the surface 

and break chemical bonds in the rocks. 

The lunar surface also gets harsh treat-

ment from meteorite impacts, ultraviolet 

rays, and other sources. The net result of 

all this punishment is, as Taylor puts it, an 

“unhappy” surface, where oxygen atoms 

in the rocks regularly break their chemical 

bonds. The oxygen would bond with the 

incoming hydrogen ions and form good 

old H2O. Scientists have not yet worked 
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Lunar mineral 

map from 

Chandrayaan-1. 

Green, blue, 

and purple are 

iron-rich lava; 

reds are a type 

of feldspar. 

 Like
again. After nine tries, NASA � nally invited him down to Houston for an interview, only 

to eliminate him in the semi� nals. Even then, Stone did not give up.

A new hope came last summer. Data from several probes and telescopes con� rmed 

unequivocally that the moon harbors vast reserves of hydrogen, in the form of water. Hydro-

gen is the stuff of rocket fuel. The groundbreaking news was no surprise to Stone: His 

imagination had already gotten � red up at the � rst hints of water from the Clementine mis-

sion in 1994. He pictured lunar factories mining the regolith for hydrogen. He saw the moon 

as a gigantic gas station in the sky, with rockets stopping by on their way through the solar 

system and beyond and perhaps earthly tourists someday visiting lunar hotels. 

Even as the Obama administration is turning its back on human exploration of the 

moon, a small but persistent group of entrepreneurs are pursuing their own plans 

to embrace it. Virgin Galactic unveiled SpaceShipTwo, a commercial spacecraft 

intended for passenger � ights, this past December. Meanwhile, Bigelow Aerospace 

is developing in� atable modular craft designed to support humans in space. Boeing is 

developing an orbital refueling station. Stone wants to add the missing piece that 

could support a booming lunar economy: an outpost to mine hydrogen from icy 

his surprise, he discovered not only that 

the rocks contained water but that the 

concentrations were greatest in the cen-

ter. The implication is that the water was 

within the original lava that formed those 

rocks and so must still be present in the 

moon’s interior. If the water had come from 

contamination after the lava hardened, 

the water concentration would have been 

greater on the outside. “It’s really changing 

the way we look at things,” says Jeff Taylor, 

an expert in lunar geology at the University 

of Hawaii. “We don’t even know how water 

got to Earth, so understanding the origins 

of lunar water is very interesting.”

Saal’s research suggests that water 

might have withstood the heat of the 

impact that formed the moon. As the moon 

cooled, magma from its interior spewed 

onto the surface, eventually hardening to 

form the landscape we see today. Some of 

this magma might have contained water-

bearing compounds that remained on the 

surface. “I don’t think we can discard the 

possibility that surface water could have 

come from volcanic eruptions,” Saal says. 

The next step, he adds, is to compare the 

hydrogen and oxygen in samples of lunar 

ice with those same elements in the volca-

nic glass samples from Apollo. 

More insight into the moon may come 

next year from NASA’s Gravity Recov-

ery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL), twin 

spacecraft that will orbit the moon and 

map its gravitational field in search of 

clues about its interior structure. GRAIL 

and many of the other current robotic mis-

sions were planned in the expectation that 

humans would soon be returning to the 

moon. NASA’s change of direction makes 

that unlikely in the next couple of decades, 

but the revolution in lunar science has been 

a happy by-product. And when humans do 

finally return, they will know much more 

about the risks and resources there—

particularly where to � nd water that could 

be used to make fuel for rockets and oxy-

gen to breathe. Larry Taylor even hopes 

future astronauts will learn to harness the 

moon’s method of producing water to 

manufacture their own . “We need to learn 

to live off the land,” he says.

For the record, Taylor has no problem 

laughing at his past work—as he did 

recently when his colleagues presented 

him with a cake depicting a man’s bare 

backside. “There is water, and I’m very 

happy about that,” he says. “I don’t mind 

eating my shorts.” 

There’s Hydrogen 
In Those Hılls

many children of the 1960s, Bill Stone grew 

up wanting to be an astronaut. He chased the 

dream farther than most. He studied hard and 

got his doctorate in engineering. In 1980 he 

applied to NASA’s astronaut training program 

and got rejected. Then he applied again, and 

BY JENNIFER BARONE
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deposits in the moon’s polar craters. 

For years Stone has sublimated his pas-

sion for space by working on some of the 

basic technologies of space exploration, 

such as autonomous robots. By day he 

was a senior scientist at the National Insti-

tute for Standards and Technology. In his 

spare time he led international expeditions 

mapping dry and underwater cave systems 

around the world; eventually he founded a 

company that builds robots that can probe 

underground and underwater territory 

beyond human reach. In the 1990s, when 

the Clementine and Lunar Prospector 

missions found tentative evidence of 

hydrogen on  the moon, Stone pricked up 

his ears. In 2007 he formed the Shackleton 

Energy Company—named for both the Ant-

arctic explorer and the crater at the lunar 

south pole that Stone hopes to mine—and 

began developing a business plan. 

Stone believes a nonearthly source of 

fuel is the keystone of the commercial 

space industry. Propellant accounts for the 

vast majority of the weight—and hence 

the cost—of existing space-bound rock-

ets. It is a vicious cycle: having to load up 

on all that hydrogen at ground level makes 

the rockets heavy, increasing the amount 

of fuel they need to escape the gravita-

tional clutches of Earth. “Whatever it is 

that you want to do in space, you have to 

pay by the kilogram,” Stone says. 

A source of rocket fuel beyond Earth’s 

gravity would slash the cost of space travel 

dramatically; propellant can account for 95 

percent of the mass of current launches. 

Having fuel stations in low Earth  orbit, 

Stone believes, will bring down the cost 

of space travel enough to make it widely 

accessible and truly profitable. Stone’s 

proposed venture would create rocket fuel 

by melting water ice from the moon’s soil, 

purifying it (exactly how, he says, is a trade 

secret), and splitting it into hydrogen and 

oxygen, perhaps using a solar-powered 

electrolysis system. “In surveys,” Stone 

says, “tens of thousands of people have 

told researchers that their primary inter-

est in space is going there themselves.” 

As Virgin Galactic, Bigelow Aerospace, 

and other ventures come up to speed, the 

availability of fuel will be a key enabler.

Stone has volunteered to be among 

the � rst people to � y to the moon without 

enough in the tank for a return trip. He and 

a handful of others would carry just enough 

fuel and supplies to get there, establish a 

base, and set up mining and manufactur-

ing operations. This scheme would be 

WHEN PRESIDENT OBAMA 

announced that NASA would get no 

money next year for its Ares I booster 

and Orion space capsule, he did more 

for private spacefl ight than an army 

of venture capitalists. With the space 

shuttle facing retirement by early 

2011, Obama opened the way for pri-

vate fi rms to take over transportation 

services for NASA’s astronauts. 

The big questions are whether 

NASA can loosen its reins on the pri-

vate fi rms while maintaining adequate 

control, and whether the companies 

can meet the challenge of carrying 

humans safely into space. Private 

fi rms have been launching satellites 

and building components for NASA 

for decades, but human spacefl ight is 

far more diffi cult. Then again, despite 

NASA’s lavish expenditures to mini-

mize risk, the agency wound up with 

safety disasters anyway. The hope is 

that private fi rms will do better—or at 

least no worse—for a lot less money.

Like NASA in the early days of its 

rocket program, private fi rms have 

had their problems. SpaceX’s early 

prototypes failed three times before its 

Falcon 1 rocket succeeded in orbiting 

Earth in September 2008. In 2007 

three employees of Scaled Composites 

were killed in an explosion while test-

ing a nitrous oxide delivery system. 

In January NASA’s Aerospace Safety 

Advisory Panel declared in a report 

that no private launch fi rm is currently 

certifi ed for carrying humans into 

space, nor is there even a mechanism 

by which certifi cation can be earned. 

NASA is far behind where it needs 

to be to adapt its internal standards to 

commercial orbiters, the report said. 

Elon Musk, head of SpaceX, says his 

company is already building to NASA’s 

standards and insists its Falcon 9 

rocket and Dragon module will be 

safe. (SpaceX anticipates a launch by 

May of this year.) NASA’s report, he 

says, seems “politically motivated.” 

NASA and the private contractors 

will inevitably remain linked. But will 

the link be too tight? Entrepreneurs 

like Musk fear that if NASA imposes its 

old safety bureaucracy on them, the 

new system may not be much better 

than the old one. NASA’s challenge is 

to provide rigorous oversight without 

choking off private innovation. That 

might mean tolerating more risk, 

but danger, Musk says, is part of the 

dream. “I don’t see any way around 

it. This is a super-diffi cult thing.”

 ANDREW MOSEMAN
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Falcon 1, 

SpaceX’s  

fl agship rocket, 

at takeoff in 

July 2009.
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Next to 
the Moon

Chang’e A series of three Chinese 

robotic orbiters.

WHY: To test soft-landing 

techniques and scout landing sites for 

future manned missions.

WHEN: The fi rst launched in 2007; a 

second is planned for later this year.

Gravity Recovery and Interior 

Laboratory Twin NASA moon orbiters.

WHY: To map the moon’s gravity fi eld, 

which could yield new insights into the 

structure of its interior.

WHEN: September 8, 2011

The Lunar Atmosphere and Dust 

Environment Explorer A NASA orbiter. 

WHY: To measure the density and 

composition of lunar dust and see how 

it varies from month to month. 

WHEN: May 1, 2012

Luna-Glob 1 A Russian orbiter.

WHY: To study the moon’s interior and 

look for mineral resources, with the 

ultimate goal of establishing a fully 

robotic lunar base.

WHEN: 2012

Chandrayaan-2 India’s second moon 

mission (conducted jointly with Russia ), 

consisting of an orbiter and a rover.

WHY: To analyze the lunar surface and 

demonstrate new technologies, such 

as a laser-imaging system, for possible 

future manned missions.

WHEN: 2013

Google Lunar X-Prize A largely pri-

vately funded, $30 million international 

competition to land a robot safely on 

the moon, travel 500 meters over the 

lunar surface, and then send images 

and data back to Earth.

WHY: To encourage individuals and 

companies to develop the technology 

for exploring space. 

WHEN: Final deadline to complete the 

mission is December 31, 2014.

MoonRise A NASA robotic sample 

return mission to the Aitken crater.

WHY: To fi nd rocks that were originally 

buried in the mantle, which could shed 

light on the moon’s origins.

WHEN: Currently unscheduled, but 

NASA offi cials want to launch no later 

than 2018.  BO ZHANG
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A bird’s-eye view of the rim of Milichius A, 

a 5.6-mile-wide crater, taken by the Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter’s camera last fall.

considerably cheaper than anything NASA 

would undertake, simply because the 

agency would never take the calculated risk 

that the crew would be stranded. Hydrogen 

propellant could then be cheaply shuttled 

to stations in Earth orbit on in� atable craft 

that save on fuel by relying on aerobraking 

—brie� y dipping into Earth’s upper atmo-

sphere—to slow down when entering orbit. 

Stone estimates that the whole process will 

cost as little as one-twentieth as much as 

bringing hydrogen up from home. 

The project’s success would depend 

not only on how much water is present on 

the moon but also on how easily we can 

get at it. So far many of those details are 

unknown, but Stone is not waiting. This 

year he will go door-to-door to the world’s 

billionaires “to � nd the ones interested in 

seeing history made with their names on it.” 

Up-front costs are projected to run around 

$20 billion. “With money in hand,” he says, 

“we’ll be there in seven years.” 

Not all would-be lunar entrepreneurs 

share Stone’s seriousness of purpose. 

David Kent Jones, an engineer with the 

company Moon Publicity, wants to turn 

the moon into a huge advertising billboard. 

Robots would drive around carving mes-

sages with their tire treads, which the 

moon’s un� ltered sunlight would bring into 

sharp relief. “It’s like painting the surface 

of the moon with shadows,” Jones says. 

 Moon Publicity began offering licenses 

last year but had no buyers; Jones is now 

seeking investors.

One entrepreneur doesn’t even have to 

leave Earth to participate in the lunar land 

grab. Salesman Dennis Hope, who goes 

by the title Head Cheese of the Lunar 

Embassy, claimed ownership of the moon 

in 1980 and says he has since sold par-

cels of lunar land to 5 million people online. 

Prices start at $19.99 per acre. Sales last 

year came to $4 million, Hope claims. 

This whimsical business raises a serious 

question: Can the moon be owned by com-

panies or individuals? Laws are vague on 

the subject, but some legal experts suggest 

treating the moon as just another frontier: 

The � rst to go to develop a � nancial stake 

in a patch of lunar land would be able to 

claim property rights. If this view prevails, 

the moon could be the next Wild West. 
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Natural Science News

Life is short...or maybe not.
Top Harvard researcher says it’s “the Holy Grail of aging research.”*

Don’t wait for the drug companies
to drive the price through the roof;
get the benefits of this breakthrough
natural extract for pennies a day!
BOSTON, MA—Leading medical scientists
are learning that resveratrol, a natural 
substance found in red wine, is rewriting the
rules on the science of aging. 
Researchers at the Harvard Medical School
and the National Institute on Aging already
discovered that the red wine extract offset
the negative effects of a high-calorie diet in
mice and significantly extends their life span
(NY Times, Nov 2, 2006). Now, the latest 
research indicates that resveratrol may been
even more powerful than first anticipated. 
At this moment, drug companies are rush-
ing to create prescription drugs that mimic
the awesome health benefits of this simple
natural extract. A leading pharmaceutical
company has already spent $760,000,000 on
purchasing the research and development.

The powerful secret of tomorrow’s 
anti-aging pill can be yours today. 

You may have thought that an anti-aging
pill would only be available far into the 
future. But the effects of resveratrol have
been proven as scientific fact... today. Even
better, resveratrol is a naturally-occurring
substance found in the skin of grapes and
red wine, not manufactured in some 
laboratory. The key to living longer may 
be found inside your favorite bottle of 
red wine.
But don’t try to drink yourself healthy, 
because it would take 50 bottles a day! Now
there is a way to take resveratrol without the
alcohol, calories and high cost. Vinotrol®,
with 50mg of resveratrol derived from 

grapes and roots, provides the equivalent of 
the resveratrol in 278 five ounce glasses 
of Pinot Noir.
Such a potent concentrate delivers all of
resveratrol’s remarkable benefits, promoting
circulation, blood flow, immune system,
energy and healthy arteries. 

Has the “The French Paradox” 
finally been explained?

Resveratrol is conjectured to be a partial 
explanation for “The French Paradox,” the
puzzling fact that people in France enjoy a
high-fat diet yet suffer less heart disease
than Americans and live significantly
longer lives (in some cases up to 40%). 
Even though French diets are crammed
with loads of bread, cheese, rich cream
sauces and decadent desserts... the 
resveratrol in red wine may have acted as
their secret weapon. It is thought that 

the resveratrol protected them against 
unhealthy triglycerides, high cholesterol
and skyrocketing blood pressure.

Trick your body into
“aging in slow motion”

Reduction in cholesterol, body fat and 
oxidation is believed to help slow the age
process considerably. Not only will you feel
better, but the powerful antioxidants in
Vinotrol® will help fight the premature
signs of aging. Resveratrol will help protect
the collagen and elastin in your skin, which
can lead to fewer wrinkles and a more
youthful appearance.

Can you live years longer 
and feel years younger?

What’s the point in living longer if you’re
not going to live better? Resveratol floods
your system with powerful antioxidants
and helps flush out lipids and free radicals.
Combined with the extra boost to your
brain, immune system and everyday 
energy, you’ll wonder how you ever went
without this red wine wonder.
Don’t wait decades for giant drug conglom-
erates to figure out a way to charge you a 
fortune for the same benefits you can get for
pennies on your own. Call today! 

Harvard Medical School, Salk Institute and 
UC Davis Medical Research Proves That 

Powerful Red Wine Extract Holds the Secret to 
Living a Longer, Healthier and More Vibrant Life  These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is

not meant to diagnose or treat any disease. Vinotrol is not endorsed, 
associated or affiliated in any way with Harvard University, Salk Institute
or UC Davis Medical. * CBS News, Nov 1, 2006
Customer responsible for return postage.

“We have something (resveratrol) that extends the
life of every species it’s (been) given to. We’re 50
years ahead of where I’d thought we would be 10
years ago,” said a leading professor of pathology at
Harvard Medical School, reported by the NY Times.

The manufacturer and the laboratories 
of Vinotrol® are so confident in their 
anti-aging technology that they are offering 
a 30-day, risk-free trial offer. You must call 
immediately to qualify for the limited 
number of trials that are available. Start your
new anti-aging program today with your
risk-free supply of Vinotrol® (50 mg 
resveratrol) for just a small shipping and 
processing fee. Call toll-free 888-876-8119. 

Call 888-876-8119 to get your
Vinotrol® 30-Day Risk Free 

Trial Offer Today!
Mention Promotion Code

VL100093 for a Free Upgrade!

Having a Hard Time
Finding Vinotrol™?

…as seen on 
CBS “60 Minutes”
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A r o u n d  t h e  g l o b e , 

grasslands are turning to desert 

and free-flowing bits of dirt 

and rock are remaking the environment.

by MICHAEL TENNESEN

High winds drive a dust storm 

outside Texroy, Texas.
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Greg Okin, a professor of 

geography at the University of 

California at Los Angeles, recalls 

being caught in a dust storm off 

Interstate 10 in the Coachella 

Valley some years ago. “You 

couldn’t see ahead of you, so 

you had to slow down. But 

when you did, you started think-

ing about what was behind you. 

What car was going to plow into 

you because it couldn’t see.”

What Okin experienced was 

just one gust in a gathering 

storm. Blowing dust and brown-

out conditions on January 19, 

2009, created a chain reaction 

of fatal crashes on I-70 in east-

ern Colorado. In July a massive 

dust cloud descended on Iraq, 

forcing the police to wear masks 

while directing traffic through 

the strangely dark streets of 

Baghdad. In September one of 

Australia’s worst dust storms 

in 70 years clogged the skies 

over Sydney with 5 million tons 

of particles, causing interna-

tional � ights to be diverted and 

prompting a spike in emergency 

calls from people who were hav-

ing trouble breathing. And such 

disruptions can take on a global 

dimension. Satellite images 

show storms in northern Africa 

blowing particles all the way 

to the Amazon Basin. Plumes 

from northern China can reach 

Hawaii and California. A 2002 

dust storm from the Gobi Desert 

tracked east across the Paci� c 

Ocean, past the United States, 

and out into the Atlantic.

The problem has been build-

ing for a long time. Wars, oil and 

gas exploration, agriculture, 

cattle production, and general 

development have broken up 

soil surfaces around the world. 

Drought, rising temperatures, 

and a shift in some regions 

from grasslands to shrublands 

have accelerated the problem 

in the past 10 to 15 years. In 

the United States, the loss of 

grasslands and other natural 

shields that hold arid soils in 

place is particularly pronounced 

in New Mexico, Arizona, and 

Nevada, where dust produc-

tion has increased by orders of 

magnitude over the past several 

decades. And dust begets more 

dust: It reduces the re� ectance 

of the winter snowpack and 

increases the absorption of 

sunlight, causing snow to melt 

sooner. Five times as much dust 

now falls on the snowpack in 

the Colorado Rockies as when 

the area was � rst heavily settled 

in the mid-19th century.

Hence dust is both symptom 

and cause of a grim type of 

environmental decline: deserti-

fication, the degradation of 

vital grasslands into barren and 

unproductive desert. This pro-

cess unfolded with horrifying 

consequences in the 1930s, 

when large portions of the Great 

Plains states turned into the 

Dust Bowl as a result of lack of 

rain and poor farming practices. 

Millions of acres of fertile top-

soil blew east, toward and into 

the Atlantic Ocean, devastating 

American agriculture. 

Deserti� cation is happening 

today around the world, most 

notably in northern China, home 

to much of that nation’s 1.2 bil-

lion citizens. “The world needs 

more food, more land to grow 

it, and more water to irrigate it, 

yet we have the same amount 

of land, less water, and higher 

temperatures,” Okin says. “This 

is a train wreck about to hap-

pen that will impact hundreds 

of millions of people now and 

perhaps billions in the future, 

because that’s how many live 

in dry lands worldwide.” 

Last year was a record one 

for dust production in the United 

States, when sparse and badly 

timed desert rains produced 

the lowest vegetation cover 

on record and 5 to 20 times 

as much dust as usual from 

the Colorado Plateau into the 

mountains. The snowpack melt-

ed about 50 days early because 

dust put massive stress on high 

mountain vegetation and low-

land farms and � elds. In south-

ern Colorado scientists reported 

the most rapid snowmelt since 

the mid-1980s, when records 

were � rst kept. “Increased run-

off caused by dust on snow-

pack acts as a major leak in the 

reservoir system,” says Thomas 

Painter, a professor of geogra-

phy at the University of Utah. 

Okin thinks this may be just a 

hint of things to come. “Climate 

models predict that the South-

west should get warmer and 

drier,” he says. “By 2050 soil 

moisture could be lower than it 

was in the Dust Bowl era.” 

Dust is two-faced—a lesson 

I am about to learn as my 

plane descends to the desert 

near Las Cruces, New Mexico, 

where I am to meet Okin and 

see his work. Dust can be ben-

e� cial to parts of the planet, as 

when it travels from the Sahara 

to the Amazon Basin, where 

it deposits phosphorus that 

helps keep the rain forest lush. 

Similarly, dust from northern 

China brings phosphorus and 

other vital nutrients to the 

Hawaiian Islands. Dust from 

the many continents ferries 

iron and phosphorus to the 

ocean surface, promoting the 

growth of phytoplankton and 

other marine plants that feed 

sea organisms and draw car-

bon dioxide out of the atmo-

sphere. Fine bits of degraded 

rangeland in southern Africa, 

THERE IS A REASON why the Hoover vacuum company has survived 

more than 100 years—household dust is a universal nuisance. But 

what exactly is lurking within that layer of dust on your dressing 

table? Scientists are trying to fi nd out, using house dust as a vehicle 

for exploring what we are inhaling, what we are inadvertently ingest-

ing, and what substances are potentially making us sick.

It turns out that a lot of dust is of our own making: tiny fi bers from 

our clothes, morsels from that crumbly coffee cake, and the esti-

mated 7 million skin fl akes a person sheds each minute. There are 

also remnants of other living things, ranging from specks of plants to 

living bacteria and fungi (such as Mycocladus corymbiferus, shown 

magnifi ed below) to decomposing insect carcasses and the fecal 

droppings of microscopic mites.

Even after factoring in crumbs, shedding, and bugs, about 60 

percent of house dust remains unaccounted for. That is where 

open windows and the dirty soles of shoes come into play. This 

year researchers from the U.S. Geological Survey published their 

analysis of indoor dust, which uncovered numerous potentially 

harmful outdoor chemicals, including polycyclic aromatic hydro-

carbons used to coat parking lots and the pesticide DDT, despite 

the fact that the Environmental Protection Agency banned it almost 

40 years ago. Another study traced the migration of arsenic- and 

lead-contaminated soil into the home. “We just don’t pay attention to 

what’s under our feet,” says Barbara Mahler, an author of the USGS 

study. “We track in a wide range of compounds.”  ANDREW GRANT

THE  SECRET  L I FE  OF  DUST
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South America, and Australia 

blow into the Southern Ocean, 

helping to sustain the rich bio-

diversity of those waters. 

But dust from the Sahara also 

blows up onto the snowpack in 

the Alps, causing early melting. 

Pesticide-laden particles from 

central Asia’s shrunken Aral 

Sea are harming the respiratory 

health of people in the region, 

Okin says. Dust from northern 

China worsens the heavy pollu-

tion in Beijing. As in the American 

Southwest, population growth 

and changing climate are likely 

to make matters worse. 

Owens Lake, which lies at 

the base of the eastern side 

of the Sierra Nevada in Cali-

fornia, offers one glimpse of 

the connection between dust 

and development. Water diver-

sions for Los Angeles left the 

lake bone-dry by 1920. By the 

1930s, the Owens Lake playa 

was the largest source in North 

America of PM10: particulate 

matter measuring 10 microm-

eters or less, small enough to 

readily enter human lungs. 

“The material that began 

to blow was also very high in 

arsenic, lead, lithium, anti-

mony—some very bad things,” 

says Marith Reheis of the U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS) in 

Denver. “You wouldn’t want to 

be downwind from Owens in a 

dust storm.” These chemicals 

are natural environmental toxins, 

a problem endemic with dust 

sources worldwide. In August 

2005 a California superior court 

judge compelled Los Angeles 

to start putting water back into 

Owens Lake. Only then did the 

dust plague diminish.

As difficult as conditions 

have become in the Southwest, 

western China, the Australian 

outback, and too many other 

locations, the worst-case sce-

nario is probably North Africa’s 

Lake Chad. This once impor-

tant lake has seen its prob-

lems grow steadily worse as 

population and water use have 

increased over the past cen-

years. Reheis has studied the 

dust covering much of the west-

ern United States, analyzing its 

chemical composition to deter-

mine where it came from. Much 

of the dust deposit east of the 

Rockies arrived in the last ice 

age, which ended some 11,000 

years ago, when particles that 

had been ground up and trans-

ported by glaciers were depos-

ited by meltwater streams. That 

� ne-grained material was then 

eroded by the wind as the land 

dried. Dust produced during the 

glacial era made major contri-

butions to the soil in the south-

ern Midwest prairies, the most 

important agricultural region in 

the country today. “Windblown 

dust is part of normal soil build-

ing. Our whole breadbasket is 

dust,” Reheis says. “The most 

fertile stuff in the central Plains 

is all eolian [windborne] dust, 

most of which was deposited 

tury. Today the Bodele Depres-

sion—the low point of the vast 

ancient basin in which modern 

Lake Chad lies—is the most 

active dust spot in the world.

It is not hard to identify what 

went wrong. The amount of 

water � owing through the prin-

cipal rivers that feed into Lake 

Chad has declined by 73 per-

cent over the last 40 years. Fall-

ing water levels have exposed 

fine-grained sediments along 

the periphery of the lake; high 

winds whip up those sedi-

ments into nasty clouds of dust 

that cause health problems for 

residents throughout the region. 

There is not enough moisture to 

recharge the groundwater; with-

out that, thirsty plants are dis-

appearing, making it likely that 

dust will only increase. 

The dusty troubles of the 

American Southwest stretch all 

the way back to the mid-1800s. 

Before then, the landscape was 

largely stable grasslands. But 

the arrival of the railroads in 

the 1860s and 1870s enabled 

ranchers to put large numbers 

of grazing animals on public 

ranges. “They’d fatten them up 

and then put them back on the 

trains to be taken to Chicago 

and Omaha for slaughter,” says 

Painter. “For some time this 

was all free since there were 

no charges for public grazing.” 

The result of this four-legged 

invasion was dust. If you were 

standing up on the summit of 

Snowmass Peak above Aspen 

in the 1870s, he notes, you 

would have seen a slight tinge 

of dust on the snow at winter’s 

end . By the 1890s there was a 

much heavier stain. 

Until disrupted, that dust had 

been a stable part of the local 

environment for thousands of 

THE MATERIAL THAT BEGAN TO WAS VERY HIGH INBLOW
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wide blue skies in the Chihua-

huan Desert. For the last 14 

years Okin has come here to 

study how windborne dusts 

are changing the face of arid 

regions here, throughout Amer-

ica, and around the world. 

The Chihuahuan Desert cov-

ers portions of New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Texas, and north-central 

Mexico. The wind here normally 

blows toward the northeast. It is 

generally steady and strong in 

spring, but in summer it occa-

sionally twists into a convection 

storm—a small, circular weather 

system that can direct brief but 

powerful gusts at the ground. 

These winds kick up fast-

blowing dust storms that can 

envelop the unwary.

Okin, a wind erosion expert, 

tells me he got caught in one 

such storm just the other day 

on a dry lake bed. He was with 

researchers from the University 

of Texas who had set out por-

table wind tunnels to measure 

dust movement. Suddenly a 

fierce wind arose. “We were 

smelling dust, tasting dust, and 

couldn’t see anywhere,” he says. 

“I actually like dust storms, but 

when this one started attacking 

the Texas folks’ equipment, it 

just wasn’t fun anymore.” 

Okin points out the rug-

ged terrain, a green mosaic of 

vegetation. Mesquite bushes 

have migrated out from dry 

streambeds and the edges of 

dry lakes into the valley floor 

and flatlands. Creosote and 

mesquite have moved closer 

together, squeezing the grass 

in the middle. Grass is impor-

tant here because it keeps the 

desert soils in place.

Okin � rst came here in 1996 

to work with Schlesinger, who 

had been studying the South-

west desert’s gradual transition 

from grass to shrubs since the 

1980s. Schlesinger noted that 

as the ecosystem changed, 

key nutrients in the soil—such 

as nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

various organic elements—

accumulated beneath the can-

during the last glaciation.” 

Prairie grasses that formed 

over these deposits did a good 

job of holding the landscape 

down, says William Schles inger, 

a biogeochemist at the Cary 

Institute of Ecosystem Studies 

in Millbrook, New York, and one 

of Okin’s mentors. “Anything 

that can slow winds down so 

they can drop some of their 

load of silt, clay, and nutrients is 

good, and clumps of grass are 

perfect barriers,” he says.

Even when grasslands begin 

to diminish due to overgrazing 

and drought, biological and 

mineral crusts help keep soil 

stable, reports Jayne Belnap, 

a USGS research biologist 

in Moab, Utah. A well-devel-

oped biological crust is nearly 

immune to wind and water ero-

sion. “It’s tough as nails against 

all wind forces,” she says. 

“Tests in wind tunnels of undis-

turbed crusts in the national 

parks show that biological 

crusts can withstand winds up 

to 100 miles per hour.” 

Compressional forces, on 

the other hand—forces that are 

delivered vertically, such as the 

impacts of hooves, tires, and 

feet—can break up the soil and 

make it vulnerable to wind ero-

sion. And therein lies the prob-

lem. Areas that are grazed or 

plowed may take decades to 

recover. Human development 

and off-road vehicles contribute 

to the degradation. As a result, 

the desert rangelands are losing 

their � ne-grained material. 

On a summer day with tem-

peratures rising to about 105°F, 

I take a dusty ride with Greg 

Okin out to his research site at 

Jornada Experimental Range 

near Las Cruces. He is going to 

show me up close the damage 

that wind erosion is doing in 

this part of the country. “Shrubs 

used to occur on these former 

grasslands, but they were rare. 

Now they dominate,” he says.

Jornada encompasses some 

250,000 verdant acres of native 

shrubs and grasses under 

When California’s Owens Lake dried up 

due to water diversions, winds kicked 

up toxic dust. Opposite: A dust storm rolls 

through western Kansas. 

BAD,  LEAD, LITHIUM, ANTIMONY — VERY THINGS.
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opies of the mesquite bushes, 

forming what he called islands 

of fertility and starving out the 

surrounding grasses. 

Okin is now studying how 

winds scour nutrients from 

grassy areas and deposit them 

around shrubs, gradually kill-

ing off the grass and changing 

the desert from grassland to 

shrubland. He calls the wind-

scoured areas between these 

shrubs “streets” and takes me 

to one area where these streets 

are well de� ned with fertile soils 

piled like dunes under mesquite 

bushes. “Once it gets that bad, 

there’s not much chance for 

grasses to recover,” he says.

Mesquite-covered dunes 

like these produce 10 times as 

much dust as do areas cov-

ered with native grass. I ask 

Okin how the whole process 

got started. Fire suppression is 

one prime cause. “Before Euro-

peans moved into the territory, 

� res regularly moved across the 

landscape, killing shrubs but 

not grasses, which had evolved 

to burn, but not die, during the 

process,” he says. 

Shrubs like mesquite and 

creosote grow too far apart to 

sustain wild� res, but grass acts 

as kindling to move the � ames 

from one shrub to the next. 

Cattle grazing has also upset 

the balance by eliminating a lot 

of the grasses. “Cattle like grass 

but won’t eat shrubs,” Okin 

says. “They provide a selec-

tive pressure against grass and 

in favor of shrubs, while also 

depleting the grasses that sus-

tained � res and killed shrubs.” 

One hot morning I accom-

pany Ed Fredrickson, a range 

scientist with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, to look at 

the Criollo cattle he has brought 

up from Mexico. He hopes they 

can solve some of the prob-

lems that English breeds have 

created. Criollo cattle are a 

desert-adapted breed that 

eats less and walks greater 

distances. Here they are less 

social, do not group up as 

tightly, and so distribute their 

footfalls more evenly across 

the landscape. They also weigh 

about 800 pounds, much less 

than the 1,200 typical of their 

English cousins. “English 

breeds have a lot of fat on their 

backs,” Fredrickson says. 

”Butchers end up cutting that 

away. Cattle don’t need so 

much back fat in the desert.”

According to Fredrickson, 

cattlemen do not want to be 

blamed for turning grasslands 

into dust-choked desert. They 

also do not want to lose their 

livelihood. As their lands deteri-

orate, some have begun looking 

at their grazing practices and 

options such as Criollo cattle to 

take better care of the land.

Later I drive with Okin back to 

Jornada, dodging jackrabbits 

jumping out of the brush. Early 

land managers misstepped by 

poisoning coyotes and prairie 

dogs. Without those predators, 

small mammals such as jackrab-

bits bred rapidly and devoured 

much of the local grasses. 

Today new threats loom. Okin 

points to dust swirling around 

a new housing development. 

These areas generate 100 times 

as much dust as desert covered 

with vegetation. 

Okin takes me to a number 

of experiments testing ways to 

beat back the dust. The most 

promising approach uses 

eight-inch-tall fences called 

Con-Mods, which have been 

set up to stop large bare gaps 

from developing between 

shrubs. At each site where 

these chicken wire–like fences 

have been installed, leaves, 

twigs, and other plant materials 

are caught in the barriers, build 

up at the base, and enrich the 

ground between shrubs. “That 

litter is where grasses can get 

going again,” he says.

I ask if he really believes we 

can gain the upper hand on 

dust. He tells me that during the 

Dust Bowl era, when land man-

agers saw their lands blowing 

away, they got together in 1934 

and promoted the Taylor Graz-

ing Act, which set strict limits 

on grazing activities west of 

the Rockies. “What we did then 

is a model of what we can do 

today. We had a problem, we 

took action, and for a long time 

things got better,” he says.

Now we have a more dif� cult 

situation, with desertification 

under way at locations around 

the world. Nevertheless, in the 

American Southwest and per-

haps elsewhere, Okin thinks 

that it may be feasible to slow 

or even reverse the process. 

“When erosion is allowed to 

deplete the resources in the soil, 

grasses just can’t compete with 

shrubs,” he says. “But if we can 

� nd ways to retard erosion and 

trap plant materials that start to 

move, natural ecological pro-

cesses might help grasses come 

back. It might be an opportunity 

to turn an inexpensive method 

into grass recovery.”

Our future does not have to 

be a dusty one. A little chicken 

wire, better grazing practices, 

leaner cattle, controlled devel-

opment, and fewer off-road 

vehicles could help restore the 

grasslands. The tide could turn 

against the dust, Okin says. “It 

could happen.” 

A dust storm descends on 

Stratford, Texas, in April 1935.
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It happened on our last trip to South
America. After visiting the “Lost City” of

Machu Picchu in Peru, we ventured
through the mountains and down the
Amazon into Brazil. In an old village we
met a merchant with an impressive collec-
tion of spectacular, iridescent emeralds.
Each gem was tumbled smooth and 
glistened like a perfect rain forest dew drop.
But the price was so unbelievable, I was sure
our interpreter had made a mistake.

But there was no mistake. After returning
home, I had 50 carats of those exquisite
emeralds strung up with a stunning 14k
gold clasp. And I wrapped it as a gift for 
my wife’s birthday. That’s when my 
trouble began. She loved it. Absolutely
adored it. In fact, she rarely goes anywhere
without the necklace and has basked in
compliments from total strangers for
months now.

So what’s the problem? I’m never
going to find an emerald deal this good
again. In giving her such a perfect gift, I’ve
made it impossible to top myself. 

To make matters worse, my wife’s become
obsessed with emeralds. She can’t stop

sharing stories about how Cleopatra 
cherished the green gem above all others
and how emeralds were worshiped by the
Incas and Mayans
and prized by
Spanish conquista-
dors and Indian
maharajahs. She’s
even buying into
ancient beliefs that
emeralds bring intel-
ligence, well-being
and good luck to
anyone who wears
them. I don’t have
the heart to tell her
that I’m never going
to find another deal
this lucky.

Our elegant 50 carat necklace 
features smooth, round emerald
beads, hand-wired together with delicate
gold layered over sterling silver links. Each
bead is unique in both size and color,
ranging from transparent to translucent.
The 18" necklace fastens with a 14k gold
lobster claw clasp. If you are not thrilled at

this rare find, send it back within 30 days for
a full refund of the purchase price. But
remember, we have only found enough
emeralds to make a small limited number of
necklaces and earrings at this low price. 

JEWELRY SPECS:
- 50 ctw of polished natural emeralds 
- Secures with 14k gold lobster clasp 
- 18" in length with 14k gold over sterling silver links
- Earrings are 1 ½" in length
- Individual color may vary.

The Curse of the Perfect Gift

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. LEN131-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

50 Carat Genuine Emerald Necklace
(50 ctw) MSRP $1,600 
Your price $199 +s&h

5 Carat Genuine Emerald Earrings
(5 ctw) MSRP $995 
Your price $149 +s&h
Call now to take advantage of this limited offer.

1-888-324-6514
Promotional Code LEN131-01
Please mention this code when you call.

www.stauer.com

Smar t  Luxur ies—Surpr i s ing  Pr ices

50 carats of polished natural emeralds with 14K gold lobster clasp for under $200! 

Complete your set with
the 5 ctw Emeralds with 
14K Gold Post Earrings.

“During my many years as a jeweler,
examining an astonishing 50 ctw 
emerald necklace with a 14K gold

clasp is certainly a rare treat. 
This necklace is as good as it gets.”

— JAMES T. FENT, Stauer
GIA Graduate Gemologist   

50 carats of genuine
mined emeralds.

Enlarged to show
details

A+
Rating
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A Healthy Diet During Pregnancy Can Help Prevent Birth Defects And Clefts. Diet is an important part of pregnancy. Eat a healthy diet that contains lots of fruits and vegetables and foods fortified with folic acid. According to the
U.S. Government, women who plan to have a child should be sure to take sufficient levels of folic acid (400 micrograms per day) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce the risk for cleft lip and palate.
When folic acid is taken one month before conception and throughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects by 50 to 70 per cent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking,
and follow your health care provider’s guidelines for foods to avoid during pregnancy. Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beef, pork or poultry; delicatessen meats; fish that contain high levels of mercury;
smoked seafood; fish exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk; pâté; caffeine; alcohol; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit www.SmileTrain.org. Smile Train is a
501 (c)(3) nonprofit recognized by the IRS, and all donations to Smile Train are tax-deductible in accordance with IRS regulations. © 2010 Smile Train.

Pick One. Just One.
Save Their Life For $250.You’ll End Up Smiling Too. 

Ming, 6 months, China Mot, 13 years, CambodiaShiva, 1 year, India

Durgap, 5 years, India Funmi, 8 years, Nigeria Salazar, 5years, Philippines

“...one of the most 
productive charities—

dollar for deed—in the world.”
—The New York Times

Donate online: www.smiletrain.org or call: 1-800-932-9541

Smile Train provides life changing free
cleft surgery which takes as little as 45
minutes and costs as little as $250.

It gives desperate children not just a
new smile—but a new life.
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20%OFF
Bring this coupon and Save 20% on one single item purchased at Harbor Freight Tools. Cannot be used with any other 
discount or coupon. One coupon per customer. Coupon not valid on prior purchases or purchase of gift cards or purchase of 
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FACTORY DIRECT 
TO YOU!

How does Harbor Freight Tools sell 
high quality tools at such ridiculously 
low prices? We buy direct from the 
factories who also supply the major 
brands and sell direct to you. It’s just 
that simple!  Come see for yourself at 
one of our 330 STORES NATIONWIDE and 
use this 20% OFF Coupon on any of our 
7,000 products. We stock Automotive 
products, Shop Equipment, Hand Tools, 
Tarps, Compressors, Air & Power Tools, 
Material Handling, Woodworking Tools, 
Welders, Tool Boxes, Outdoor Equipment, 

Generators, and much more.

NOBODY BEATS OUR QUALITY,
SERVICE AND PRICE!

√ We Have 10 Million Satisfi ed Customers
√ We Buy Factory Direct and Pass the SAVINGS on to YOU!
√ Shop & Compare Our Quality Brands Against Other National Brands
√ Thousands of People Switch to Harbor Freight Tools Every Day!
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working late at night with him when no 

one else was using the mainframe, and his 

robot would go autonomously through a 

crowded room. It took the robot six hours 

to go 20 meters. Ian Horswell, one of my 

graduate students at MIT, built a robot 

named Polly in 1992. It would give tours 

of the lab. It could operate for about six 

hours and go 2,000 meters. In the DARPA 

Grand Challenge in 2005, robots went 200 

kilometers in six hours. So over a 26-year 

span, there were 13 doublings in capa-

bility, if you measure it as the distance 

a robot can go autonomously without 

human intervention in six hours. We have 

seen Moore’s law in action.

[Audience member] How will the 

proliferation of robots in everyday life 

change our language? A “phone,” for 

instance, is no longer merely some-

thing you talk on; it’s also a computer, 

a camera, a music player.

Whittaker: It’s not enough that robots 

achieve their purpose or look good doing 

it. They’re now expected to communicate 

at the same time. When NASA landed the 

Sojourner rover on Mars in 1997, people fol-

lowed it on the Internet. With the next Mars 

rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, you could 

ask questions and get responses, but that 

was still a human writing back. The next 

step is for those machines to automatically 

generate conversation. One central feature 

for a moon robot [designed to compete for 

the Google Lunar X Prize] is that it needs 

to do a good job of tweeting to the world 

about where it is and where it’s going.

Brooks: The meaning of the word appli-

ance will change. Some number of years 

from now, there will be no appliance in your 

home that will not be robotic, that will not 

be connected to the Net and have some 

transformative functions that are hard for 

us to imagine now.

Murphy: The word team is going to change 

too. In the future, if you don’t have some 

component of artificial intelligence with 

you, either software based or physically 

based, you can’t really be a team.

Movellan: When we have intelligent sys-

tems that approximate the way people 

behave, it is going to change the de� nition 

of the word human. It’s going to make us 

rethink how we are put together and what 

it means to be human.

[Audience member] What about the 

liability problem? How do we 

prevent robotics technology from being 

derailed by lawyers and lawsuits?

Brooks: If we had listened to lawyers, we 

would not have released the Roomba. They 

said that we would get sued all the time. 

We have not had one safety suit, even with 

5 million units sold. We were careful. We 

put in triple redundancy for various safety 

systems, but at some point you have to 

believe that you have built a safe system 

and not worry about the minuscule chance 

that something goes wrong. Otherwise we 

would never advance technologically.

Murphy: I see a bigger worry in military 

robots. We see a lot of things coming out 

that are prototypes in the lab, and there’s a 

bit of a culture of “Well, I just have to make 

my widget work. I just have to get close 

enough and not think about the down-

stream consequences.” We’re beginning 

to see that with [unmanned aerial vehi-

cles]: “It’s an autonomous system, and it 

behaved unpredictably because the envi-

ronment was unpredictable.” If you don’t 

have good callback procedures—if you 

don’t have a culture of safety, a culture 

of looking ahead—you’re violating what’s 

called in the ethics literature “operational 

morality.” That’s where we as roboticists 

may be leaving ourselves vulnerable to the 

lawyers, whereas in the commercial world 

you learn very much how to make things 

safe and what is important.

[Audience member] You’ve 

talked about robots and human 

interaction, but what about 

the ultimate interaction—sex 

with robots?

Whittaker: Not so long ago people didn’t 

have a clue how to make money with the 

MACHINE DREAMS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34

Internet. When it was clear that selling sex 

was going to be an early winner, it attracted 

a lot of technical talent. There’s no ques-

tion that it’s an inevitable future.

Brooks: This has nothing to do with robot-

ics per se. [Pornography] was pamphlets 

when the printing press was around. In the 

19th century it was photographs. In my 

lifetime it drove the home video market 

and then the Internet. So one always has 

technology being driven to some degree 

by those things. When I wrote my book 

Flesh and Machines, the editor demanded 

that I put something about sex in. So I 

just said, “I’m not imaginative enough to 

� gure out how robots and sex are going 

to work out, but it will happen.”

Movellan: We’ve been talking about robots 

as machines that do tasks and about 

robots as machines that relate to people. 

It’s relatively easy to learn how to make 

machines that people fall in love with. And 

it’s not that complicated to make robots 

that people have fun having sex with. What 

is really going to teach us about human 

nature, however, is when we begin to think 

about what it takes to build robots that can 

fall in love with people. What does that 

mean? We don’t have any formalism to 

understand it yet. We can’t separate love 

and affect and emotion from what it means 

to be human and hopefully what it will 

mean to be a robot.

Will a true convergence of 

humans and robots ever happen? 

Will robots become so much 

a part of our lives that we forget 

they’re even there?

Whittaker: There will be a time when those 

distinctions are obscured. These machines 

are already farming and securing and explor-

ing. Beyond that, in ways that relate more to 

humans, robots are already surgeons and 

playmates and entertainers. Some of the 

things that we have talked about here may 

give new meaning to tools and toys.

Brooks: It’s unequivocal that we will soon 

forget the existence of robots in everyday 

life. If in the 1960s you had said, “I’ve got an 

idea for a company that’s going to put com-

puters in coffee shops,” people would have 

rightly said, “You’re nuts.” But we have lots 

of computers in lots of coffee shops now. 

We don’t think about having computers 

in coffee shops; they are just there. There 

will be robots in coffee shops before long. 

There will be robots everywhere. 

This micrograph image shows the color-coded spring and gears 

of a mechanical stopwatch, a design now largely replaced by 

digital models. In 1962 astronaut John Glenn was wearing a 

Heuer stopwatch aboard the Friendship 7 spacecraft when he 

became the � rst American to orbit Earth.
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The Smarter Way
to Brighten Dark Rooms.
Discover the amazing transformation millions of people have 

experienced. Only Solatube® Daylighting Systems use

innovative breakthrough technology to bring natural

light into virtually any room in only two 

hours. Brighten your day.

Get the facts at www.ilovedaylight.com
or call (888) 792-2096.

Leak Proof
DESIGN

* On qualifying eChoice Daylighting Systems, visit www.solatube.com for details.

Become a Solatube® Premier Dealer: www.solatube.com/dealer

Watch Storage Case
Large: 20" x 12" x 6"

(stores 24 watches)

TM309AA Burlwood
TM309EA Cherrywood  

$89.95 each

Showcase and Protect your Watches with Pride in our Fine Luxury Watch Cases. 
Exclusive EURO Design. Choose from polished cherry wood or burlwood finishes.

or the last 55 years we have manufactured the finest
Luxury Jewelry Cases for the top brands of European
watch companies. We know that they have been

overpriced by retailers. Now, for the first time, you can by di-
rect, store and proudly display your cherished watches in these
Luxury Watch Storage Cases. 

Our burl wood or cherry wood cases are painstakingly given a
piano finish, with five layers of lacquer - just like the high gloss
interior of the finest luxury cars.  The sleek, clean lines of these
Luxury Watch Showcases, makes them ideal for any setting. The
lid was designed to frame your extensive timepiece collection
through a window of nearly indestructible poly-resin. No detail
has been left to chance. Imagine the finest Mohair you’ve ever had

the pleasure of touching and you’ll
have an idea of what the sump-
tuous interior feels like. The interior

(even inside the lid) has been lined
with the softest felt fabric available. In addition,
each compartment comes with a hand-stitched

pillow that cradles your favorite watch in style.

Your cherished watches will never again be 
scattered throughout your

home on shelves or hidden in
drawers where you can’t find them. 

Buy a Luxury Watch Storage Case
today and enjoy an heirloom appreciated

for generations to come. 

F

Watch Storage Case
Small: 15" x 9" x 6"

(stores 11 watches)  

TM308AA Burlwood
TM308EA Cherrywood

$69.95 each

Order your Luxury Watch Storage Case today at
www.gforcewatches.com/MB2EBY or call 
(800) 429-0039 and mention offer code: MB2EBY
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AMAZON RAINFOREST
Award-winning lodge in Tamshiyacu-

Tahuayo Reserve shown to have the world’s 
greatest diversity of primates. Customized 

itineraries. Weekly departures.
 1-800-262-9669. Visit: www.perujungle.com.



MAGNETIC MIND
Technologies developed by Neuroscientist. 

Including “God Helmet” technology. 
Used for Mood Enhancement, Meditation 

enhancement, Altered States & More.
www.spiritualbrain.com



  
GOD IS NOT GREEN

In this intriguing volume, � e Atheist � eologian 
explores the history of the science/religion 

dichotomy in order to show theology’s 
harmful ecological and socio-political eff ects. 

� is exposé decodes all religious jargon: 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24877210/God-
Is-Not-Green-the-Scary-Story-of-Christian-

Systematic-� eology



WWW.HUBBLECOLLECTION.COM
Spectacular Photographs & 
Factual Text of Deep Space

FLYINGMAGNETS.COM 
Newton’s Flying Magnets

Animated Butterfl ies
Chaos Engines

Museum Exhibits
Give the gift of Chaos



N5066

FREE
Shipping

Get the historic 1921 last U.S. Morgan 
silver dollar FREE with a matching 1922 
U.S. Peace silver dollar for only $39. Nicely
detailed Very Fine quality. You’d pay $48 
elsewhere for the Peace dollar alone, and your 
FREE Morgan dollar regularly sells for even 
more! NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY: PAIR, 
$39 (#34577). Limit 1 pair per household. 
ABSOLUTELY NO UNORDERED COINS 
SENT. 30-Day No-Risk Home Examination: 
Money-Back Guarantee.

International Coins & Currency
62 Ridge St., Dept. N5066, Montpelier, VT 05602

1-800-451-4463  www.iccoin.net

FREEMorgan 
 Silver Dollar 

with a Sale-Priced U.S. 
Peace Silver Dollar!

BOTH FOR  $39  Very Fine Quality

ICC.M$FREEP$.N5066.indd   1 2/18/10   12:55:20 PM

Save71%
7 Premium Cigars
for a mere

$1995

America’s Oldest
Mail Order Cigar
Company, Est 1915
P.O. Box 31274 
Tampa, FL 33631-3274
Fax: 813-882-4605

www.thompsonspecials.com
Use promo code T8780 for special pricing

Get your Super Seven Sampler now! 7 top-notch
cigars for $19.95 (#911321), with FREE shipping & handling. (All
shipmentsto AK, HI, Guam, Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico must go pri-
ority mail - add an additional $10.00. Florida residents add 6% sales tax 
+ appropriate county tax). Remittance of any taxes on orders shipped
to a location outside of Florida is the responsibility of the purchaser.
In the event we are out of a Premium brand, Thompson reserves the
right to substitute another premium brand cigar or size, of equal or
greater value. All written orders MUST include your signature and
date of birth. Limit one per customer.

OFFER GOOD FOR 30 DAYS • NOT AVAILABLE
TO MINORS AND GOOD ONLY IN THE USA
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We love helping cigar lovers save money! That’s why
we’re offering you our Super Seven Sampler for just
$19.95! At a discount of over 70%, this price simply
cannot be matched – but it’s our pleasure to provide
you with a selection of the finest smokes at an
unbeatable price. Gurkha, Rocky Patel, Augusto
Reyes, CAO – these are just a few of the outstanding
cigars in our sampler. If you love the taste of big
name brands but not the price 
tag, then this sampler is for you!

FREE
SHIPPING
For a limited time, we'll even 

pick up the standard shipping 

and handling charges!

Promo Code
T8780

1-800-419-8837

Compare
at $70
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Just load a DR® RAPID-
FEED™ CHIPPER, step
back, and watch it chip
branches up to 5 ½" thick!
SELF-FEEDING saves time and 
energy. Most branches can be dropped into
the hopper and will self-feed, instead of you
having to force-feed them.

CHIP BRANCHES UP TO 5-1/2"
THICK with powerful engines up to 18 HP.

PRO-SPEC™ CHIPPER KNIFE 
is made of forged alloy tool steel, making it
exceptionally strong with an excellent 
edge-holding ability.

TRACTOR OWNERS! 3-Point Hitch, 
tractor-mounted models also available.

WORLD’S 1ST
SELF-FEEDING
HOMEOWNER CHIPPER! FREEDEPOTSHIPPINGfor a LimitedTime.

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog!

1-800-731-0315
www.DRchipper.com

TOLL
FREE
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Not in stores 610-827-2200
or view the science and order online at
www.Athenainstitute.com

tm

Unscented Formulas
for Men and Women.
Vial of 1/6 oz. added to 2-4 oz. of
your favorite fragrance,worndaily
lasts 4 to 6 months.
Will work for most, but not all . 10:13 for
women $98.50, 10X for men $99.50.

Kristin (CA) “I use the 10:13 a lot. This is so good
everybody teases me and says...‘You have a scent...’
the men go nuts... all my girlfriends are jealous.”

Larry (NY) “This stuff is like catnip. Too many women
come after me. I am looking for a woman my own
age, but the 10X attracts them all.”

INCREASE AFFECTION

Created by Dr. Winnifred Cutler,
co-discoverer of human pheromones in 1986.

Created by Dr. Winnifred Cutler,
co-discoverer of human pheromones in 1986.
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Master the Fundamental 
Concepts of Algebra I

Algebra I is the most critical course in high school. It introduces stu-
dents to powerful reasoning tools with applications in different ca-
reers and is the ultimate gateway to their success in higher education. 
But because algebra involves a new way of thinking, many students 
fi nd it challenging; their parents, too, fi nd it to be the area where they 
have the most trouble helping their children. Award-winning Profes-
sor James A. Sellars fi nally takes the fear out of learning algebra with 
Algebra I, designed to teach your student—and even you—the con-

cepts of fi rst-year algebra in an easy, accessible way. Professor Sellars 
approaches concepts like quadratic equations, polynomials, functions, 
and sequences with a reassuring spirit, and gives your student the 
skills, strategies, and tips essential to mastering them. Refl ecting the 
latest standards and challenges in high school algebra education, these 
36 in-depth lectures are the best possible start your student can make 
to truly grasping this all-important subject.

NOW JUST

$79.95www.teach12.com/9win 1-800-832-2412
priority code 42795
plus $15 shipping, processing, 
and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee$254.95DVD

Algebra I      
Course  No. 1001 
36 lectures / 30 minutes per lecture

Find a QuickGym near you!

818.504.6450
www.quickgyminfo.com

RENT A QUICKGYM
FOR 30 DAYS.

EXERCISE
IN EXACTLY
4 MINUTES
PER DAY

RENTAL APPLIES TO PURCHASE.

$14,615



$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING 
Electronic circuit boards/products from home. 

For free information send S.A.S.E:
Home Assembly-D, P.O. Box 450

New Britain, CT 06050-0450

Old North American Indian, Northwest
Coast, Eskimo, Plains & Woodlands
Indians, South Pacific, New Guinea
Polynesian, African and Indonesian,
Borneo, Sumatra artifacts including 
South American and ancient Egyptian.
Also Eskimo soapstone carvings.

C O L L E C T O R  S E E K S

416.596.1396 | goldenc@inforamp.net
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Over 150 Working Steam Toys, 
Stirling Hot Air Engines and 

Collectible Tin Toys
Kits or Assembled From $87.96 

YesterYear toYs & books Inc.
Box 537 • Dept.D8• AlexAnDriA BAy, ny 13607

43 page Colored Catalog $6.95

1-800-481-1353  www.yesteryeartoys.com

steaM Models

refunDABle with orDer

DO YOU HAVE A JOB, PRODUCT, OR SERVICE YOU WANT TO ADVERTISE TO OVER 6 MILLION READERS? 
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AMAZON RAINFOREST
Award-winning lodge in Tamshiyacu-

Tahuayo Reserve shown to have the world’s 
greatest diversity of primates. Customized 

itineraries. Weekly departures.
 1-800-262-9669. Visit: www.perujungle.com.



MAGNETIC MIND
Technologies developed by Neuroscientist. 

Including “God Helmet” technology. 
Used for Mood Enhancement, Meditation 

enhancement, Altered States & More.
www.spiritualbrain.com



  
GOD IS NOT GREEN

In this intriguing volume, � e Atheist � eologian 
explores the history of the science/religion 

dichotomy in order to show theology’s 
harmful ecological and socio-political eff ects. 

� is exposé decodes all religious jargon: 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24877210/God-
Is-Not-Green-the-Scary-Story-of-Christian-

Systematic-� eology
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FREE
Shipping

Get the historic 1921 last U.S. Morgan 
silver dollar FREE with a matching 1922 
U.S. Peace silver dollar for only $39. Nicely
detailed Very Fine quality. You’d pay $48 
elsewhere for the Peace dollar alone, and your 
FREE Morgan dollar regularly sells for even 
more! NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY: PAIR, 
$39 (#34577). Limit 1 pair per household. 
ABSOLUTELY NO UNORDERED COINS 
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Money-Back Guarantee.
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name brands but not the price 
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1 Water is everywhere—there 

are 332,500,000 cubic miles 

of it on the earth’s surface. But 

less than 1 percent of it is fresh 

and accessible, even when 

you include bottled water.

2 And “fresh” can be a relative 

term. Before 2009, federal reg-

ulators did not require water 

bottlers to remove E. coli. 

3 Actually, E. coli doesn’t 

sound so bad. In 1999 the 

Natural Resources Defense 

Council found that one 

brand of spring water came 

from a well in an industrial 

parking lot near a hazardous 

waste dump. 

4 Cheers! The new Water 

Recovery System on the 

International Space Station 

recycles 93 percent of 

astronauts’ perspiration and 

urine, turning it back into 

drinking water. 

5 Kurdish villages in northern 

Iraq are using a portable ver-

sion of the NASA system to 

purify water from streams and 

rivers, courtesy of the relief 

group Concern for Kids.

6 Ice is a lattice of tetra-

hedrally bonded molecules 

that contain a lot of empty 

space. That’s why it � oats. 

7 Even after ice melts, some 

of those tetrahedrons almost 

always remain, like tiny ice 

cubes 100 molecules wide. 

So every glass of water, no 

matter what its temperature, 

comes on the rocks. 

8 You can make your own 

water by mixing hydrogen 

and oxygen in a container 

and adding a spark. Unfortu-

nately, that is the formula that 

destroyed the Hindenburg.

20 THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT WATER

9 Scientists have a less 

explosive recipe for extracting 

energy from hydrogen and oxy-

gen. Strip away electrons from 

some hydrogen molecules, 

add oxygen molecules with too 

many electrons, and bingo! You 

get an electric current. That’s 

what happens in a fuel cell.

10 Good gardeners know not 

to water plants during the day. 

Droplets clinging to the leaves 

can act as little magnifying 

glasses, focusing sunlight and 

causing the plants to burn.

11 Hair on your skin can hold 

water droplets too. A hairy 

leg may get sunburned more 

quickly than a shaved one. 

12 Vicious cycle: Water in the 

stratosphere contributes to the 

current warming of the earth’s 

atmosphere. That in turn may 

increase the severity of tropical 

cyclones, which throw more 

water into the stratosphere. 

That’s the theory, anyway. 

13 The slower rate of warm-

ing in the past decade might 

be due to a 10 percent 

drop in stratospheric water. 

Cause: unknown.

14 Although many doctors 

tell patients to drink eight 

glasses of water a day, there 

is no scienti� c evidence to 

support this advice. 

15 The misinformation might 

have come from a 1945 report 

recommending that Americans 

consume about “1 milliliter of 

water for each calorie of food,” 

which amounts to 8 or 10 cups 

a day. But the report added 

that much of that water comes 

from food—a nuance many 

people apparently missed. 

16 Call waterholics anony-

mous: Drinking signi� cantly 

more water than is needed 

can cause “water intoxica-

tion” and lead to fatal cere-

bral and pulmonary edema. 

Amateur marathon runners 

have died this way.

17 Scientists at Oregon State 

University have identi� ed vast 

reservoirs of water beneath 

the ocean � oor. In fact, there 

may be more water under the 

oceans than in them.

18 Without water, ocean crust 

would not sink back into the 

earth’s mantle. There would 

be no plate tectonics, and our 

planet would probably be a lot 

like Venus: hellish and inert.

19 At the other end of the wet-

ness scale, planet GJ 1214b, 

which orbits a red dwarf star, 

may be almost entirely water.

20 Recent evidence sug-

gests that when the solar 

system formed 4.5 billion 

years ago, comets had liquid 

cores. If so, life may have 

started in a comet. 
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